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ABSRACT
The effectiveness of the Reading Recovery'N program for students who are
identified "at-risk" of readin g and writing failure was evaluated in a two-year
longitudinal study invotving 36 participant.swithin theLabrador ScbooI.Board . The
study not only demonstrated the effectiveness of Reading RecoveryTld , butalsothe
implications for effectiv e programming to meet the needsofchildren such as those
of a multi-a1ltural background and isolated environments. To evaluate the impact of
Reading R.ecoveryT'M. the study consisted of three groups : the Treatment group ,
consisting of participant s who were successfulJy discontinued from Reading
Recovcry'N in grade I the previous year. the Reference Group consisting of
participants considered 10 be "average-achieving" 'Withinthe classroom, and a
Comparison Group consistin g of students considered to be "at-risk" of reading and
writing failure who were unable to access Reading Recovery'N. Participants were
assessed over a two-year period from faIl 1998 to the spring,2000 . There were four
testing trials., two in the faDand two in the spring usingdependentmeasures to assess
reading instructional levels. instructional comprehension levels, spelling, word
recognition skiDs and fluency development ratings . A repealed measures analysis of
variance research design was implemcmed to determine significant differences for
within-group and betweeo-group differences. The results suggested the Reading
Recovery N . participants demonstrared significamty higher scores than their "at-risk"
peerswho did not participate in Reading RecovcryTWand also demonstrated
comparable achievement to that ofthei:r "average-achi eving" classma!es. Despite the
significant differences in the Comparison Group and both the TreatmelJt Group and
the Reference Group . an groups made positive gains over the two-year study period
on an five-depeodent measures (i.e . Diagnostic Reading I_mary: Reading
Passages. Diagnostic Reading Irn.oentary: Reading Comprehension. Burr Word
& odirrg Tess, Gentry Sprlling Jls;s;e.s;;smem . and Fluency Rating) . On three of the five
dependcmmeasw-es (i.e . Chaposnc Readmg Irrvoncxy : Reading Comprehension..
Gemry SprllingA.sse~, and Auency Raring) the Comparison Group
demonstrared a similar pan em of progress as the Treatment Group and the Reference
Group. Questionnaires and Student Record Forms were also provid ed 10 classroom
teachers. Readin g RecoverynI teachers., and school administmOB 10 determine the
impact of Reading Reco veT}'TMon teaching and school dev-d opm ent . The
questio nnaires were analyzed both qualitatively , 10 examine wrine:n responses and
quanritatively. 10 determine pcrccntages andmean averages of responses that
validate research finding and to irnrcsrigaI:e otha" areas of the Reading R.c:coverynl
prognmI as ideorified in the literature.
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CHAPTER I
Nature of the Study
~
A current focus ofeducation is the early identificati on and intervention for
children - er risk" of baving difficul ty learning to read and writ e. It hasbeen
identified tha t although Newfoun dland and Labrador have shown improvemcm in
recent years, the provin ce is still recognized as having the lowest literacy level in the
country. " Acco rding to Statistics Canada. 39 percent a f th e population 25 years of
age and older has less than a high schoo l education compared to 28 percent ofthe
same aged grou p for all ofCanada "(W ords to Live By, 2000)
It is the innate goal ofeducators to attempt to make learning prod uctive and
meaningful for children . However , there is Iinle doubt that children-having
difficul ty in theacquisition of reading and writing skills are greatly disadvantaged in
their school careers. Poo r read ers and writers experience deficiencies muc h like a
- snowbeu effect". which flows into "all other aspects ofeducarion. including
reduced self-concept - (Grego ry, Earl. & O'Doneghue, 199 3). ~WOrd5 To live By"
(2000). developed by the Newfoundland and Labrador Departmentof Education.
outlining a "SrraregicLiteracy Plan for Newfoundland and Labrador", acknowledges
that literacy is important to our society as a whole. This document links reading
proficiency to increased access to emp loyment opportuIrities and improved job
status, participati on in the democratic process and citizenship , improved health and
well-bein g, as well as personal fulfillment. It reports a widespread provincial needto
addr ess literacy proble ms identified through participati on of individuals in Adult
Basic Educati on Programs and through formal assessments administered to students
nationaUy. Statistics Canada repo ned tha t on a national level "'1S percent of
student s fall within levels that suggest they are having problems reading and writing"
(Wor ds to Live By. 2(00)
Identifying that mor e work can bedo ne to achieve litera cy levels comparable
to that of other provinces, the provincial government announced in January 1998"its
intention to develop a Strategic Literacy Plan for Newfoundland and Labrado r"
(Word s to Live By. 2(00). A steering co mmittee consisting of stalceholden
including . . . "learn ers, volunteers, communities. agencies. the Literacy Development
CounciL along with representatives from both levels of governm ent:and
representatives o f indust ry andlabor was to oversee the developm ent and
implementation of the plan . Three main goals have emerged through the
consultati ons of me Literacy Strategic Planning Unit. The following goals are stated
in Words to Live By (2000 ):
Literacy levels which are among the highest in Canada
A culture which values literacy as a desirabl e goal for an peo ple
An integrated approach to literacy devel opment
To date. the most common method ofassisting children with reading and
writing difficulties is remediation. Despite the common practice of remedial
programs in our schools., the choice of programming for "at -risk" children bas been
criticizedby providing 1:00 ume, too late" (PlMeU, l yons, DeFord, Bryk., & Seltzer,
1994) . More specifically , critics argue that remedial programs are combated with a
loss ofvaluable classroom instructional time and essential learnin g ofcurriculum
concepts. deficiencies in cohesion between the regular classroom program and the
remedial program. as well as concerns of stigmatization and its effects on self-esteem
(Swain. 1997).
Tradi tional remedial programs have beendesigned on the premise ofa
"deficit model" in which the method of instruction is developed around a teacher
directed approach and the students assuming a passive ro le in their learning of
reading and writing skills . This approach focuses on individual skills being
strengthened through the use of worksheets and "drilI and practice" activities
According to Manning ( 1995), instruction is focused on a "reductic nist perspective"
in which learning to read and write is believed to follow a step by step sequential
process and acquisition of discreet skills needed to build on a t the next stage of
learning. This approach has met with problems for the "at- risk" learner and makes
learning to read and write more difficult(Manning, 1995). Children become locked
into unproductive stmegies learned early in their reading and writing experiences.
Unproductive reading and writing strategies not only interfere with the child 's
present progress, but "actually blocks future learning " of productive strategies (Clay,
1982) .
The trend in literacy development has taken the direction in support of a more
"holistic approach" in instructing children to learn to read and write. There has been
interest in recent years in children as cognitive beings. who selectively attend 10
aspects of their environments seeing. searching. remembering. monitoring. problem
solving and validating developing strategies that build cognitive competencies and
essentiall y are actively constructing their own learning (Clay , 1991b) . Based on thc
"social constructivist" theory oflcaming. it is believed that children arc active
learners in their language development and essentially can construct a unique and
meaningful knowledge basein authentic contexts for learning . This theory of
learning contrasts with the reductionist 's views in that learning is "active and real."
based on "holisti c" activities rather than the traditional perspecti ve of the child' s role
entrenched in passivity and teacher directed activities of a sequential, drill and
practice natur e.
One important contnbution of the "social constructivist" view is the
importance ofsocialinteraction in the learning environment. According to V ygotsky
(1962, 1978) , a child ' s learning is supported by teachers within hislher "zone of
proximal development" It is within this zone that "the child can not yet learn
independently but can learn with appropriate adult suppon"(Clay , 199tb). It is an
accepted notion that children start school with varied opportunities and life
experiences that either support or hinder future language development. Thus., the
foundation fur success is discovering one 's particular competencies and develop
literacy programs based on individuality and each child 's " cutting edge orlearning"
(Clay 1991b ; Clay & Cazden. 1991) . lfchildren are presented with the sametask,
the"zone of proximal development" is not being tested for the more competent or
least competent stud ents in the classroom language program. It is the teacher's
responsibility to guide students to build upon individual competencies to ensure
appropriate learning. The ultimat e goal is an independent learner that can transfer
learning to novel situati ons
Based on this analysis. intervention must occurearly . and in meaningful
contexts for the child . The greatest impact for children "at-risk" for difficulty can be
made in the early teaching of reading and writing skills (Pinnell et al.. 1991) One
such program that has been implemented in Newfoundland and Labrador
independently by school districts to provide intervention early in a child 's school
career is the Reading Recovery"N. Program (Clay 1993b) . The practices and overall
goals are largely consistent with the learning: outcomes identified in the current
primary language arts resources for the province of Newfoundland and Labrador
(Jeroski, & Dockendori. 1999) :
• Both programs are based on "ho listic language" research
Both emphastze strategies for independent reading and writing
• Both emphasize the learner's active participation in the reading and
writin g of whole, meaningful.. and relevant material
Both include instruction that responds to behaviors exhibrted by the
learner
Both include ongoing, qualitative evaluation procedures. which direct
the teacher' s anention to the needs of lhe students in order to make
infonned decisions concerning appropriate program direction. The
Newfound land and Labrador Depanment ofEducation has
implemented First Steps to aid in meeting the goals within the
learning outcomes for eac h student (Rees . 1994 )
Background 10 the Study
Reading Reco very nt. developed by Dr. Marie Clay in 1976, is an early
intervention program for 6 year -o ld students. The program is designed to move
those studems who are the lowest achieving readers and writers in grade I (i.e .•
approximately 10-20"10)to average levels of literacy ability in approximately 12 -20
weeks. Reading Recov erynt is DOt meant to tak e the place of the core language arts
curriculum. nor is it to be used as a special education program for students. It is,
however. designed to work in conjunction with regular classroom instruction. The
individual daily lessons in me Reading RecoveryN program are intended to enable
students to develop strategies in reading and writing, as wen as foster independence
to achieve and profit from regular classroom instruction (Clay 1919. 1985. 1993a..
1993b)
TheCanadian Institute of Reading Recov ery'N was established in 1992 and
acts as the governing body of aUReading RecoveryN sites in Canada.. This
organiza tio n is a non-profit organization registered as a charity under the Canadian
Corporations Act. Support for the Canadian Institute comes from governm ent
grants. donations. membership fees. and partnerships with the business co mmunity .
The Canadian Institut e of Reading Reco very N was granted the right to bold the
trademark in Canada by Dr . Marie Clay. It is the responsibility of its Boar d of
Governors to ensure that aUReading RecoveryN sites adhere to all standards and to
maintain quality co ntro l acro ss the country. AlI Reading RecoveryN sites which
meet the requiremen ts set forth by the Reading Recovery N principles and guidelines
are granted a one-year royalty free license for their program (Canadian Institute o f
Reading Recov eryN . 1991) .
The Labrador School Board., formerly known as the Labrador East lmegrated
School Board. initiated Reading Reco veryN in 1994. Acco rding 10 Director of
Education. Mr . Cal Patey . it was an article in The Reading Teocber tha t helped to
create an interest in the program for his schoo l district He later offered an
information session for theboard as a possibl e interventi on for the improvement in
language development for certain students. Ms. Joan Hughes. a retired special
ed ucation teacher . was trainedas the first teacher leader for Labrado r at the Canadian
lnsrinne of Reading Recovery'f"'" in Toronto. Ontario. Upon her return in 1995. ten
teachers from the Happy veney-Gcose Bay area, schools in both the Labrador East
Integrated School Board and the Roman Catholic School Board.and one teacher
from Rigolet. wen: rrained to deliver this early intervention program for grade I
students . It was questionable, at that time, as to how best to provid e training to
teachers in coastalcommunities. due to external factors such as inclement weather
conditions, financial constraintS and travel with Reading RecoveryN students
Therefor e, for the 1995-96 school year . the comrmmity ofRigolet was chosen as a
pilot school to determine the best method for implementing Reading Recoveryn.l
training to other teachers in isolated communities.
Providing one community on the nonh coast of Labrador with a trained
Reading Recoverynl teacher ifsuccessful would warrant training for other
communities along the nonh and south coasts of Labrador. The next training group
consisted of coastal teachers from the foUowing communities: Naill. Hopedale,
~ovik.Cartwright and Nonh West River. Other schools were added to the list of
Reading RecoveryThl school s in the Labrador School Board. These included
labrador City. Black TIckle, DavisInlet and Postville, as well as a second and in
some cases a third teacher in the communities identified that were not meeting aDthe
needs of students (see Table 1). It is important to note that in 1997. aUthree school
boardsin Labrador. the former Labrador East Integrated School Board, the Roman
Catholic School Board and the Labrador West Integrated School Board. merged to
form District # 1, the Labrador School Board. This enab led the Labrador West
School Board access to the Reading Recoverync training for their teac hers
In 1991, to meet the demands oftraining new Reading RecoveryN teac hers
in an expanding school district, Ms , Fiona Anderson. a former Readin g Recovery n.I
teac her . wastrainedin Scarborough. Ontario asa teacher leader. With the recent
retirement of Ms. Joan Hughes. the first teac her leader to train in labrador, a third
teacher lea der was trained in the 1999-2000 school year . Ms. Delores Matthews
started implementation in Sep tember 2000 for new trainees
Prpmm Descriptioa
Students accepted in the Reading RecoveryTId program recei ve daily lessons.
30 minutes in durat ion Lessons are one-on-one and are subject to the Deeds
exhibited by the child during tha t lesson. This program services the lowest achieving
100/0-20% ofchildren at 118esix or grade 1. The Observanon Survey is administered
to alI children to determine literacy strengths and needs . A number offilctors are
considered when choosing children fo r the progn.m Childrenhave to be identifi ed
as being "at-risk" and in the lowest 10"/0-20% of the school po pulation for that age.
A child 's birth date is also considered. For example. if a child bas a January birth
date and will be seven in grade L that child can beconsidered before a child with a
May hinh date and can be serviced on the second round ofchiIdren entering the
program. Finally. the child 's score; on the Observation Survey are examined to
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determine children in most need. For exampl e. two children close in their dal e of
binh may both require Reading RecoveryTM, however. stanine scores on individual
subtests may indicate the youngest child is in most need, therefore the older- child
may be considered on the next round of admtttance. The criterion for admittance is
designed to meet the needsof children at most risk for reading and writing
difficulties
After admittance into Reading Recoveryno:. the first two weeks or 10 sessions
of a child' s program is spent in what is called "Roaming Around the Known " The
Observation Surv ey identifies a child's strengths and needs upon entering. This
period aCtime is not meant for teachin g, but is a time for learning about how to
provide opportunities based on the Observational Survey to help program for
children . The goal is to "beco me flucm and flexIble in what the child already knows.
thus building a finn foundation" (Gregory er aI.• 1993). Thus.previous learning
becomes solid in the children ' 5 repertoire of knowledge and the Reading RecoveryTN
teacher develops a rapport with the child and an undemanding of tbe child' s
abilities. Therefore, a child's strengthscan be utilized when instruction begins and
an d emen t ofuust has emerged betweenthe Reading RecoveryTMteacher and
Reading Reco very n t student .
I I
Table I
Number of Newly Trained Reading RecoveryN Teac hers in the Labrador School
District's lmp lemenwion Each Year
Schoo l 9S- 9' 96- 97 97_98 9""" fJ9-OO& 00-01
A.P, Low Primary 1 3
Labrador Ow
Amos Comcrius Memorial
Hopeda le
BL Morrison:
Postville
Henry Gordon Academy
Canwnght
le. Earhardt Memorial
MaHoVli
lens Haven Memorial
Nam
Lake Melville School
Non n West River
Northern Lights Academy
Rigo/I!l
Nukum Mani Shan
Davi s Inlet
Our Lady Queen of Peace NIAI> N/A NI A NI A
Happy Valley Gr;JO.k Bay
Peacoc.k Elementary
Happy Valley Goose Bay
Peenamin McKenzie
Sheshashit
Spruce Park Elementary N/A N/A N/A NJA
Happy Va/ley GooseBay
St. Mic:hael' s Schoo!.
Happy Valtey Goose Bay
St . Peter's School
Black nckJe
Total Trained II II
1999-2000 was a mairncnancevear and no new teachers were trained
NIA school closures or rcassi.inmcm du e to restructuring.
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During;the implementation ofa lesso n. the Reading Reco veryThlteacher
shifts from the facilitationof " Roamin g around the Known" sessions to a specific:
framework determined by the child ' s performance. A Reading Recov(1);N lesso n
will contain all the following steps and will befunher examinedin relation to the ten
princip les ofan effecti ve literacy program in Chapt er 2 (Clay, 1993b; Gregory et al.,
199 3; Pinnell, 2000) .
Step I: Read iag fam ilia r stories . This is the beginning of each lesso n in
whic h the child selects one-three stories at their independent reading level.
This is a time to practice phrasing and building fluency
Step 2: Reading. new no ry that was introduced the day, the Reading
RceoveryThl teacher must take a nmning record on this book for analysis and
select one-two tea ching points that he/ she feels are the most prod uctive to
accelerate the learning of the child
SICpsl and 1 will take ap proumatefy t o miDUles.
Step J : Wo rking witb letten and! words using magnetic letten In the
beginning lessons this will be a time to work on letter identificationand
formati on. however, once the child knows approximately 15-20 letters,
"makin g and breaking " can begin. -Making and breaking " teaches the
principles in how words work. thus deve loping independence of word solving
abilities. This Step is to becompleted quickly and direct, taking
approximately one-two minutes.
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Step 4: Story ....mog. The writing of a story is generated through
conversatio n between the child and the Reading RecoveryN teacher . Tbe
chil d is encouraged to write as much as possible independently. However.
the Reading RecoveryN teacher supports the child when necessary . This
step provides learning in "hearing and recording" soundsin words . The use
of "sound boxes" is helpful in teaching children the writing ofunfiuniliar
words
Step S: Assembliog a w t up story . The child' s story is then primed on a
white piece of card and cut into pieces . The pieces may be words, chunks or
phrases depending on the current needs af the child. 1be goal is for the child
10 assemb le the message he/she has created mending to the visual features of
print . Spacing, phrasing and fluency can be developed in this step. as well
Steps J- S take appros.imately 10 miaatts.
Step 6: lotroduciog and reading a dew book. This step is to conclude the
last IO-minutcs ofthe Reading Recovery'N lesson by introducing a new and
more challenging book to the child. A book introduction is crucial to
building a meaningful context and intel"eStfor the child to begin reading.
During the lesson. the Reading RecoveryThl Teacher will discuss pictures
and content by directing the child's att ention to visual, structural and
meaningful aspects of text connecting all sources of information. thus
developing selfmonrtoring and cross-checking behaviours on new text . The
14
child will readthe DCW book independently with some suppon from the
Reading RecoveryThI teacher . This book will then function as the " runnin g
record " boo k in the subsequent lesson
Teaching time is a major factor in the program . A lesson must be 30-minutes in
duration . Teaching during the lesson is based on the individual needsof the student
that day; therefore teaching should be specific and brief. One principle of Reading
Recovery n.r is a balanced integrated approach that co nnects all lesson pans where
teaching to the student' s needs is a means to accelerate progress. Teaching too many
concept s is often unproductive and changing the design of tbe lesson framework
negates the teaching as Reading Recovery nt.
The success of the child' s program depends on the Reading Recov ery'f""
teacher's "ability to respond to individual children 's needs and make powerful
teac hing decisions throughout eacb child's lessoo" (Gregory et aI.• 1993), The goal
of Reading RecoveryThI is to bring children to avenge or above-average levels in
their classroom . Thus, discontinuation from the program can commence whenthese
levels are achieved .
Reading levels are not the only factor consi dered in discontinuing a student
from the program . Consultati on with the classroom teacher and the school 's literacy
team is also imponam in deciding bow well the child can survive in the classroom
independently. Factors considered in terms ofserting is the position of the child's
abilities in rdarion to the class as a whole. class size, book level the class is presemJy
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working on and the teacher's attitude. The child must also demonstrate indc:pendcuce
by self-monitoring reading and writing. correcting self-detected erro rs, and cross
chec king all sources of informati on (Clay . 1993b ; Gregory et at.• 1993). This is
evidence that a "self extending system" has devdoped
When discontinuing a stu dent, the Observation SIJI"Vq'must be completed
and compared to the child ' s entry- level status. The assessor for this testing must be a
trained penon in administering the Observati on Survey independent of'the child's
current program. This is a measure of rdiability and validity in which an unbiased
party can analyze a child 's strengths and needs . Ifit has been decided to discontinue
the child fr om the program. the Reading Rcco veryTM teacher must consult with the
classroom teacher 10 relay the ctuld 's srrengths and needsand arrange for monitoring
the child 's pro gress after discontinuing (Clay, 1993a)
No t all children will meet the criteria and be discontinued from Reading
Recov ery TM; therefore. arrangements needto be made to make appropriate referral to
special services. An alternate plan of actio n bas to be taken on behalfof the child
that is more long-term in meeting theirstren gths and needs
Ltbljldo r RAdial Rqoym ™ SlItjnjg
Since the implemeotation of Reading RecoveryTMin 1995, 39'V. (n=463 ) of
the 1189 grad e 1 students regi stered in school s with full implementation were
determined - at risk~ and received this early intervention program . Over the five
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years of implementation. 6~/o were successfully discontinued from the Reading
Rccoveryn&program. Overall, 4% cfthe grade I students who have received the
program from September 1999 to June 2000 were "carri ed over" for discontinuing in
the 2000- 2001 school year. Data has not yet been received on these students . One
can infer that a student 's program " carri ed e ver" indicates that progression wasbeing
made . however the stud ent did not co mplete theirprogram due to late entry at the
end afthe schoo l year. All otber rcarry over" students from previo us years are
included in the data identifying discontinued students.
Unfortuna tely, Reading Recovery"Thldoes not meet the needs ofall "at risk"
students in the 12-20 weeksoutlined in the program guidelines ; 17010 of the children
who did not meet with success over the five-year implementation were referred for
funher assessment. 50/. moved to an area whereReading Recoverynt wasnot
implemented. and 4% because of "'cu1rurally sanctioned move to the hunting
gro unds" or frequent absenteeism (Anderson. 2000) . Table 2 contains details cf' the
Labrador Implementation Project from 199 5-2000
Signifin.oc:e of the Stu dy
Readin g Recovery N is present ed as a relatively new program in the
Newfoundland and Labrador school system, with implementation in foW"school
districts to date. Past research of the Reading Recovefl~ program has indicat ed
success and long term growth of reading and writing gains (PinneDet a1.• 1994;
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Center. WheIdall. Freeman. Outhmi & Mc Naught. 1995 ; Jagger & Simic. 1996 :
Shanahan & Barr . 1995). Despfte positive out comes. research has been subjected to
criticisms of mctbodcHogicalshortcomingsand a request for rescarcb in the area.
Flaws in research design and researcherbiases. such as decreasing samplesize
durin g the study . lack of reliability and control data. IIOJlnDdomized popularion
samples. and contBdictory disco nrinuarion criteria. have been the subject of much of
this criticism (Cannin g 1996 ; Caner. Whel daIl.., & Freeman, I~ Shanahan & Barr .
199 5; Wasik & Slavin, 199 3). Wnh criricismsconcerning time, allocati on.
budgetary co sts and lack of documentarion of the Reading RecovcryT'M programin
S ewfoundland and Labndor. Reading RecovcryN as an alternative readingprogram
demands investigation.
According to Canni:ng (1996 }. despite the adoption of Reading Reco very TVas
an early intervention to help aIlniaIe tbe IarEe number ofcbildmt idcmificd WBl
risk" for rea.ding and writing diffiwltic:s.it is bo" optmonthaI Reading R.c:covc:ryN
may not be the approadl needed in Newfoundland and La!mdo£. Outlined in
reinfon:es that ""thereare no Iong-t:eml evaIuarioas available 00 the dfective:ness of
thisapproach m me Newfoundland ecmee". Secondly , the Reading RecoveryN
program wasdesigned for chik1rcnof New Zealand.a coumry with high litcnu;:y
rat es. after sudears were unsuccessful in their tim year of instruction. Basically ,
these children were not getting what they needed after an initial year of effective
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instruction. Canning ( 1996) argues that this particular program may not be
beneficialto children with " systemicproblems" that may require long- term
assistance. To date. there is more evidence required in suppon of these findings
According to Canning (1996), integration plays a key role in the effectiveness
of prevention and intervention programs. The need for intervention lies in the
overall approach to reading instructio n in the classroom to address aUneeds
experienced by young students. She aI'>O states that Reading Recoverl~· does not
provi de follow-u p remedial support after discontinuing children from the program in
the most crucial years for - at-risk" students [i.e.. the primary and elementary grades) .
thus. implying a quick fix witho ut adequate fellow-u p intervention is untenable
She further calls attention to the classrooms with higher numbers of "ar-risk ..
students than the 20% that require imervereion, and who are unable to access the
program due to a higher functioning than the lowest 10"/0-20'"1. at the critical time of
intervention-
Reading and writing achievement are the best predictors of schoo l success.
thusit is also importam to gain a balanced understanding of the Readin g Recoverynt
program which includes not only criticisms of availab le research. but also relevant
information concerning the positive outcomes to reading and writing development
for "at- risk" students. Foundations for the current Primary Languag e Arts program,
adopted by Newfoundl and and Labrador' s Department ofEducarion. is modded
according to the princip les of Reading RecoveryTIt It recognizes the value ofthe
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princip les and strategies, which defines Reading Reco very"N.upon a child 's readi ng
and writing development .
Table 2
Implementatio n Qfthe Labrado r Schoo l District Reading Recoyer./~ Program
Factor 95-96 96-.7 97-9 8 ..... 99-00
Sum bcror:
Schools served 10 1\ 12' 12
Grade 1 stu deotJ 125 227 294 303 240
Stu dents in RR 50 84 99 118 1\2
R. R. Tachen 12 17 16' 24c
R.R. lea r:ben ia traiaing II 1\
Discontinued st ude nts 27 47 70 64 67
Carried over stu dents 15 I' 15 23 18
ReCcrnd stu de nts 13 12 I7 I7
Ua abk to CootiD ue
M_od
Average Dumber or .eeks 26.02 19 .08 20.2 25.34 20
ill R.R. program
two schools closed .
six trainedteachers no longer delivering Reading Recovery n.c.
four trained teachers taught one semester only.
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Statement or the Problem
Suppon for the program' s influence is fowtd in the year-end summary reports
submitted by each Reading RecoveryN teacher . This leaves the question of what
happens after the child has completed the program and the one-on-on e intervention is
decreased? 00 the discontinued children maintain their progr essiv e achievements
independentl y or do they fall behind and fail to grow as independent readers and
writers in later grades ?
The researcher poses the followin g two questio ns:
How do discontinued students progress in reading and writing after
Reading Recovery"Thl intervention compared to theirpeers who do not
need a Reading Recovery'f'l>1 program over a two-year period?
How do discontinued stud ents compare with students who were
identifi ed as needin g the program within the same environments, but
were unable to access Reading Reco very N becau se ofother factors
(ie.• lack of trained Reading Reco veryN teachers to provid e needed
services ) ov er a two-year period?
Thus.. the first objective to be accomplished is to detennine whether children
discontinued from the Reading Rec::overyN program {i.e., Treatment Group)
continue to devel op as effective rea ders and independent learners in subsequent
grades; secondly, how do these children compare with both the Comparison Group
and the Reference Group?
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Limita tions of the Study
There are four limitations identified in this study . First, the researcher was
facedwith a dual role for the duration of the study . This research er was responsible
for the implementation and research of this study , but also was a Reading
RecoveryThf teacher with the Labrador School District . The question of personal bias
may arise concerning the reliability and validity of the study . However. having an
experienced teacher of the program would enhance the understanding afthe special
circumst ances required in the implementation of Reading RecoveryN in Labrador
and a tho rough kno wledge afthe requirements to providing an effective program .
Second. therewasthe issue of travel and geographical distance in order to
meet with the participants. Thro ugh working in Labrado r for the past six years. the
researcher had established contacts in other schoo ls within the district . Therefore,
teach ers co uld forward information regarding the study , as well as, provi de suppo rt
with testing ofreading and writing lev els. Full support wasgranted by the Labrador
School Board and by the individual teecbers themselves The researcher wasable to
participate in the Hopedale and Goose Bay testing with the suppon of the Labrador
School Board. In the end. having other teachers invo lved by administering
procedures can indeedsuppon the objectivity as a researcher"1Reacling Recovery N
teacher . This diminishes the effectsof the tim IimitariOD stated. However. opened
the study to criticisms of reliab ility du e to multiple testers and maintenance of
controUed testing: administration of procedures and conditions. All testers were
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experienced at administeringcontrolled procedures with young children and all
direction and procedures to be followed were expl icitly stated.
Third.the initial proposal consisted of a detailed list of testing measures to
assess all areas of language development. The measure that was selected to assess
oral retelling of story events was re-evaluated and omitted after the first round of
testing. Through consultation and examination of data, two main concerns were
identified . First of all, the researcher and testers agreed that this measure was not:
assessing the intended objective : (i.e.• orally retelling offacts and details of the
material read) . In a contrived audio-taped situation, the measure was unsuccessful
and was invalid due to students' shyness. apprehension to a new situation, and lack
ofexperience in oral expression ofideas . It was not the purposeofthis research to
evaluate cultural characteristics. Fmally. although the directions were explicitly
stated. it was decided that with seven people administering the assessment procedure
there was a concern of lack ofcontrol ofpersonalinterp retation in the responses
given by the participants.
Finally. the study invo lved the coUection of data on 36 participants (i.e .• 12
participants in each group]. For the duration ofthe two-year longitudinal study , all
groups remainedconstant . The participants for the Treatment Group and the groups
for comparison were randomly selected from six schools in the district . However.
due to the careful planning and implementation of the program in the school district
and the concern to meet the needs ofaDstudems. only three schools wer-e identified
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as having students not receiving Reading Recovery "N. Thus., the data regarding the
reference group is limited in that it does not involve panicipants from threeof the six
schools participating in the study .
CllAl'TER 1
Review of Rdated Literature
~
Although Reading Reco very"N has been implemented in New Zealand since
1976. it is still a new and sparsely researched program in North America . In 1984.
the first implementation in No rth America took form as a pilot proj ect in Co lwnbus.
Ohio fGregory . Earl.& O'Donoghue, 1993). Reading Recovery N was later
implemented in Canada in 1988 . The first Canadian school boards to implement
Readin g Recovery N consisted of a school district in Scarborough, Ontari o and
schoo l boards in Nova Scotia (Gregory et aI., 1993 ). To dat e. the majo rity a f the
researc h that involves Reading Rec overy 'N focuses on studies within New Zealand
and the United Stat es . Although findings contained in Canadian year-end reports
co mpiled based on statistics derived from Reading Recovery N sites across Canada.,
- reliability cannot be established as findingshave nOl been rep licated in independent
studies. in independent sites " (Gregory et al, 1993 ). Despite the lack of research
based on the implementation a fthe Reading RecoveryN Program with Canadian
children. Reading Recovery N is a recognized progmn worl dwide and all standards
must be maintained throughout implementation in order to perpetuate a pro gram
adhering to the guidelines that ace consistent with its trademark. Thus.much oftbc
lheraru re ll\'ailabl e is applicable to implementation strategies in Canada because the
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standaTds ofRcading Reco very N are maintained woridwide (Canadian lnsritute of
Reading Recovery N . 1997; Gregory er al., 1993)
Controversies have arisenas to bow to deal with reading and writing
difficulties in young childm:l(Oay. 1979; I99Jb;Clay&.Cazden.I99I ;Gersten&:
Dimino. 1990; ShanahanetBarr. I99S ; Wood. 1988). Tbedifficultieschildm:l
experiencein learning to read. such as deficiencies in all areas of thecurriculum and
most imponantJy ones seif-a>ncept. go beyond theiTpositive experiences with
reading. Remedi ation has stood the,est of time" as bein g the most commonly used
method of anending 10 the disadvantages that children expe rience in reading and
writin g diffi culties. According to Pinnell. Lyons, DeF ord. Bryk and Sdtzer ((994),
theseforms ofremcdial programs at highe!"levels offer assistance to students late in
their schoo l careen. thus.problems of students' early schoo l leaving. illiteracy mes
and behavioural concerns within theschool aUseem from a gTeal1yreduced "sdf-
ececeee" Therefore,the theorerica.l bad::groundof Reading RecovcryN. is based on
the premise that early intervention for six year. aids is necessary in alleviating
poIentia1 reading and writing diffioJIrics . Oay (1982) stressed lhal assistance for
young chil dren must come cartyin their school career simply because children get
locked into unprodu ctiv e stmegies that block future learning. Such ineffective
strategies are - bard to breakW even with appropriate readin g instruction. Therefore.
based on this assumption. the greatest impact for "at-risk" reed ers will occur when a
child is beginning to read and their mind is open to new ways of learning(PinneD et
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aI .I994)
Readinx Theories for "A t-Risk" Leamtn
After examination afthe definitions outlining; the characteristics ot' an "at-
risk" leamer. all share a common theme of students who have a higher probability of
academic failure and dropping out of secondary education (Howard & Anderson,
1978 : Lloyd, 1978; Pellicano. 1987; Ross, Smith. Casey and Slavin. 1995; Slavin.
1989; Stringfield & Yoder. 1992) . MAn overw helming proponion of such students
are economicall y disadvantaged, from single parent homes and members of minority
groups " (Ross et a1.• 1995).
Specific trends in certain group s of students who lagged behindtheir peersin
literacy development were identified by researchers at the Rand Institute on
Education and Training (Allington, 2001). Students who se parents were
unsuccessfuJ in co mpleting high school demonstrated achievemem Ievels
significantl y below the ac.hievemem: ofthosc students whose parents were college
graduates. The mother 's age for certain students also demonstrated significantly
higher achievements level for those children with older mothers. Analysis of
minority gro ups demonstrated that over the past thirty years the gap in achievement
levels between minority-majority groups has narrowed. There is still evidence that
minority students demonstrate lower achievement than tbeir majority peen with
differences still significant by theend of themiddle-school yean. Allington (2001)
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identifies that minority families compared to majority families experience more
negati ve effects of pov erty experienced in the co mmunities of minority groups.
Despite me lower trends in ac hievement mentioned. researchers at the Rand Institute
on Educati on and Trainin g have found no support for a relationship between
achievement and children from single parent homes or children from homes with rwo
incomes . In summary. resear chers concluded that parental educational levels and
family were related to achievement in reading and writing (Allington. 200 I).
Difficulties in learning to read has nega tive effects on children who ar e
recognized as "doing less wen in other subjects . lower self esteem and pose greater
discipline problems " (Shanahan & Barr, 1995) . Desp ite this analysis of -ai-risk"
learners. Clay ( 199 3b) does not igno re that socio-cultural factors such as those listed
playa ro le in a child ' s becoming literate. She bas., however. concl uded that these
factors are not exclusive [0 only "at-risk" learn ers . limited reading and writin g
ability will manifest itself in adulthood.and thus. is strongly correlated with social
problems. such as higher unem ployment rates. crime . lack of community awareness.
health concerns for the self and family (Shanahan & Barr , 199 5).
The appearance thai:schools work better for certain types of families is
relevant in identifyi ng ways to achieve the goal to have all stu dcms reading and
writing at the end of their school careers and have schoo l work for all children.
Allington (200 1) identifies three challenges that are necessary to making public
education work for everyone. The first challenge is identifYing children. who co me
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from a diverse back ground af kno wledge and environments, thus recognising that
income levels and a parent's education level may be a factor in a child 's achievement
level upo n entering school and for the duration of their education. The second
challenge is the demands of the " information age" on literacy devel opment . To date.,
many programs have emphasized achieving basic proficiency levels for reading and
writing . However, with the growth in infonnation tec hno logy and the needto
synthesize. analyze and evaluat e information from multiple sources. there is a grea ter
requirement on higher-order Iitcnl CYskills and making stu dents sel.f~ sufficient
develo ping a "self-ext ending system" The third challenge in pub lic education is that
- cc r schoo ls create more students who can read than stu dents who do read"
(Allington, 200 1). Beginni ng reading appears 10 fall behi nd in upper-elementary
grad es, declines steadily in the middle grades and continues this trend into high
school. It is necessary to identifYstudents and adults that only read when they are
required to read. rather than for interest or the love ofreading (Allington, 2(01)
Clay (1993b) identifies three steps in the prevention ofreading and writing
difficulties and encouraging reading for life. FU'St, all children must have good
preschool experiences; secondly. a good curric:ulum is necessary to provide effective
initial instruction in literacy learning: and thirdly, implementation ofan early
intervention program is necessaryfor children who are behindtheir classmates For
most children..socio-ecccomic factors are not the only reason in a child 's ability to
learn to read and write . According to P1lru1ski (1994), "reading failure is preventabl e
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for aUbut a very small percentage ofchildren" . Thus. ifprovided with the
appropriat e interv entions, it is only a matter oftime for student s to bwld effecti ve
strat egies to develop a " self-ext ending system" . whic h is required when becoming
independent read ers and writers (Clay. 1993b ).
According to Gersten and Dimino (1990), there ace two major orientations
for reading instruction for "at-risk" students . These two orientations are the phonics
approach and whole languag e approach. The phonics orientation to reading is based
on the premi se that children who are unable to read text fluently and accurately are
also unab le to deri ve meaning from text . Therefore, instruction in phonics and "word
attack skills" are emphasized in the child 's reading program. The goal is to build
discreet skills. often in isolation, to improv e readin g abilities. The oppo sing
orientation. the Who le Language approach or "litera tur e-based instruction".
emphasizes the integrative nature of speaking, listening. reading and writing. This
approach focuses on the child tapping into all dimensi ons oflanguage dev elopment
to make learning an "informat ion seeki ng process" that is meaningfuland authentic
for the child . Gemen and Dimino ( 1990) recognized that students need to spend
time o n phonic word analysis in the early grad es. How ever , these skills should Dot
be taught in isolation. but rather, the instructi on should be integra ted with the
titeratw'e being react
It is difficult for teach ers and researchers to determine the most effective
approach to readin g instruction. Research directed at how children learn to read bas
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examined"method ological appr oaches and techniq ues, as well as, characteristics of
classroom instruction and organization that appear to be related to studen t success"
(Pinnell er aI.• 1994 ). It is believedthat children acquire critical concepts about
reading and writing from their daily experiences before formal sc hooling (Clay.
1979; 1985 ; 1993a). They learn about stories. about the way print works.and about
important relationships such as so undJ1etter correspondence (Pinnell et al., 1994 ).
Based on these premises. educator and researcher", Marie Clay conceptUalized
learning to read as "an ongoing sequential message-grasping process " (Clay. 1918).
The program is based on the assumption that peo ple learn by constructing meaning
through social interactions as identifi ed in the soci al constructivist theo ry of' Jearning
Learn ers engage in social activities that suppo n their learning. and they gradually
take over the process. becoming independent literacy learners (Clay, 1991; 1993b).
With any theory ofleaming, there is a theory ofinsttuction. According to
Wood ( 1988 ), aduhs help children [0 solve prob lems and.,in the process, provide
conditions tha t help the children find patterns and regularities that they will use to
solve prob lems alone in future encounters. Reading Recoverynt is designed to
provide the social interactio n and supports the child's ability to work at a level
cond ucive to learning. while accessing individual topics ofinterest to help children
develop a love ofreading. The child. net baving full control is guided with the
wpporr ofan adult to problem solve, perfonn and enjoy the process while learning is
occurring:. The interaction with an aduh is critical to the child's devdopment in
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building; a system that leads to funher learnin g (Wood. 1988 ). while enhancing
access to appropriate texts of suitable reading levels, curriculum connection and
topics c fimeresrs (Allington, 200 1; Clay. 1993b)
Clay's ( 199 1; 1993b) theory ofleaming to read and write is based on the
principle that children construct cognitive systems to und erstand the world and
language, Tbese cognitive systems develop as ~seIf..extending systems " that
generate funher learning through the use of multiple sources of ioformation In
jeaming 10 read.,children acquire a set of men ta! operations that make a Mse lf_
extendin g system " for reading and writi ng . These strategies allow them to use
languag e and world know ledge and to integrate information from many different
sources Accordi ng to Clay and (azden (199 1). readers need 10 use semantic.
syntactic. visual informational sources. and phonological cues and to check them
against one another. Clay 's observations and study of early readers in New Zealand
reveal tha t good readers use print in this way after one year of reading instruction.
However. poo r readers use a more limited range of strategies rdying tOOmucb on
wha t they can inventfrom memorywithout paying attention 10 visualinformation...
guessing at unknown words and inventing a story . Therefore. the goal of Reading
Reco very N is to assist children in develo ping a " seIf-ext ending system " that enab les
them to bui ld reading and writing skills and to continue to progress independent of
ore-on-one instruction (Clay & Cazden. 1991)
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Ten PrinciDlqln Earty Intmegtioo Program s
Research present ed to the Narionallnstitute of Child Health and Human
Development, outlined in The Prevention ofReading Difficulties in Young Children
(Snow. Bums. & Griffin.1998), idcrrtifies that .. young readers having difficulty are
mostly of averag e intelligence. and they have problems resulting from multi ple or
differingcauscs"(PinneiL 2000). Thus. with intensive early intervention based on
the diverse individual needs of students. the majority of students can learn to read
and write. Snow. Bums. and Griffin (1998). identify ten principles that govern the
design of effective early intervention programs. as follows:
I Early intervention to prevent reading failure.
_, One-en-one assistance for those having the most difficulty .
Phonological awareness
-\ VlSUaiperception of letters
5 Word recognition
6 Phonics/decodin g skills
7 Teaching structural analysis of wo rds and learn spelling panerns
8 Fluency/auto maticity in reading and writing .
9. Constructing meaning from print .
10, A balanced.. structured approach that enables a student to apply sIciIlsto
reading and writing
The following discussion outlines how - the power of Reading Recovery"N:
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lies in the integration of the ten research-based components and the careful, sensitive
applicati on ofthesc components during a Reading RecoveryT"M lesson ," (Pinnell,
2000)
Two components of Reading Reco very"N that make the program distinct are
that it is designed as an early intervention program and that it is one-o n-o ne
individual ized instruction. Both of thesecharacteristics incorporate the first two
principles identified by Snow , Bums. and Griffin (1998) . The program is meant as a
short -term interventi on that willcommence for a child at age six or in the first grade.
Accordin g to Clay (1979 . 1985. 1993a. 1993b). the first grade, or age six.is a critical
time for at-risk students learning to read and write . Reading Recovery "N students
are expected to make accelerated pro gress and be reading and writing at average
levels in 12-20 weeks .
Phonolo gical awaren ess. the third principle, is understood as a "'type of
metalinguistic ability that allows children to reflect on and manipulal e theauditory
unit s of spo ken language" (Olsen & Griffith. 1993). This process involves mon:: than
teachin g students to hear sounds in words . It actually involves breaking words into
at least three possible component of phonological awareness: syllables.,onset and
rimes, and phonemes (Goswami & Bryant. 1990 ). Phono logical awareness has
received so much mention and is included in effective early intervention programs
because of its "strong, consistent. and positive correlation with word recognition and
reading success- (Olsen & Griffith.. 1993)_ Children selected in the Reading
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Recoveryn.t program are identified as the lowest achieving students in their 6m
grad e classes and the majority selected need instruction to develop phonological
awar eness (Pinnell..2000), This skin is assessed in the Observationa l Survey of
Early Reading Achievement. Hearing and Recording Sounds subtest (Clay , 1993a)
Results on this subtest provid e data to be developed during thedaily lesson through
the use of sound boxes in writing, malcingand breaking. sound books and specific
questioning techniques (Lyons. 199 3) that direct strategy use , With the careful
intr oductio n of mo re challenging texts by the Reading Recoveryn.! teacher. children
are provided with the opportunity for "practicein orchestrating the processes of
searching, checking, and using phonological information in conn ection with meaning
and knowledge oflanguage syntax " (Schwartz. Moore. Schmitt.,Doyle & Neal
1999 ), During instances of difficulty during reading. Reading Recoverynt teachers
help children to link wha t they know about how words work and to solve their
difficulty through analogy of familiar words, thus. devel oping skills in phonological
processing through the use ofmeaningfuJ text (Schwanz et &1.• 1999) .
The identification and perception ofletters is identified as the fourth principle
in an effective literacy program One characteristic oftbe lowest achieving children
accessing Reading: Recoverl~ is often they have Iinle knowledge ofletters and need
to be taught how to look at print. Verbal., visual and tactile approaches are used., as
well as. movement to develop visual spatial relationships. "Lett er-work " is an active
process in which the children write letters in the air, on a white board and
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chalkboard, in salt.sand.water and gel . Letter development is demonstrated and
practiced on any medium that can fost er sensory integration. Children then transfer
their learnin g to creat e individual alphabet booksand through the manipulation of
magnetic lett ers
The fifthprinciple recognizes the need for student s to have consistent
instru ction in building and expanding a repertoire of words that the child can identifY
fast and fluently For children with an understanding of a few letters and sounds. the
goal is learning to look. at print and helping them develop success with carty level
books such as levels one-three . This task beginsearly in ~Roaming Around the
Known " in which simple known words such as a child ' s name are brought to
fluency , When moving a child into lessens, writing extends from known words in
the child 's existingword bank to the teaching of word s that occur most frequen tly in
language and words needed most oft en in writing. Word s that the child has some
knowledge of but are not solid in their repertoire are encouraged and built on after a
writing word bank ofhas been established . Activities to aid in the development
include those identified in letter identification
' Clay, 1993b).
Phonic or decoding skills are often the 'iirsr: line ofdefense" m the
remediati on of reading and writing difficulties.. which is often provided by Special
Education Services (GersteD & Dimino. 1990) . There are several diffcrem: methods
of ensuring that phonics development is oc:curringin a Reading RecoveryTIdLesson-
3.
First of all these skills ace not taught in isolation. but are develo ped in the natural
progression of the child 's literacy deve lopment in which the child is ~ taught to apply
that knowledge in reading and wming " (Clay, 1979, 1985, 1993b; Pinndl2000)
An individual child 's needs in word analysis are examined from the beginning of
their program with a word test such as the Bun Word Reading Test and the
Observanonat Survey of Early Readi ng Acmevemem. Hearing and Reco rding Sounds
subtest (Clay. 1993a, Gilmore, Croft. & Reid., 1981 ). During lessees, a ~Running
Record" is conducted on the new boo k to "analyze student' s errors while they read"
(Clay, 1993.. 1993b . 2000 ; Pinnell, 2000) . It is this analysis of text. which enables a
Read ing Recovery N teac her to provide individualized instruction in word-solving
while reading meaningful text . Strategies identified may include chunking and
identifying common wo rd pans. tett er cluster sound analysis. in which - aU
instru ct ion is directed toward helping children learn how words work and the
aut omatic . rapid recognition of words while readin g for meaning " (PinneJL 2000).
The seventh principle is structuralanalysis of words . Word-solving abilities
can also be fosteredthro ugh prob lem-solving words in isolation and in meaningful
text . Children with limited lett er know ledge need intensive work with lett ers.. thus
work on words in isolation does not occur until stu dents know 15-20 letters (Clay ,
1993b ), Work in isolation is accomplisbcd through "Making and Breaking", a
procedure that starts using fiuniliar words to a child with "predictab le ( regu.lar)
lett er/sound sequen ces. to simple analogi es. and to less predictable lett er /sound
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sequences" (Clay, 1993b; Pinnell. 2000). Magnetic letters are used in this procedure
[0 ensure that the child is an active panicipant and can manipulate word pans in
developing understanding of word solving . Using known words can hdp the child
develop their knowledge of how words work: and enable them to move from what
they know to make more complex associations. thus emphasizing flexibility and
applying learned principles in solving unfamiliar words . Teach ers can guid e the
student' 5 ability to make connections by syst emati caUy tracking sound lener
sequences and pro viding opportunities to problem solve in meaningful text.
Teaching students to use structural analysis and to recognize spelling patterns
in word s is also an integral part of reading and writing. Once again. iso lation is used
to dem onstrate principles of structural analysis in order for students to gain control of
spelling panerns in the English language. During teaching: points in the running
record book and the new book children are guided to take words apart in reading, as
well as. to co nstruct words in their writing through the use of sound boxes and
analo gies developed in "makin g and breaking" . Thereis a powerful link between
readin g and writing and the goal is to have students apply knowledge of word
structure to lake words apart " in reading and to construct words quickly and
efficientl y.
Reading Recoverl ....also emphasizeslluency and phrasing in oral reading,
which is identified as the eighth princip le ofeffective literacy programs. AJthough it
is important to provide oppo rtw:Ji.ties to have students read new and challenging text
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in order to develop prob lem solving abilities,it is also essential to develop fluent
reading in relation to spoken language. It is common for students to develop " slow,
staccato . word-by-w ord" reading (Clay . 1993b). It is noted that the beginner reader
has to accomplish many tasks to becoming literate such as learning to look at print.
cro ss-checking visual, structural and visual information., monitoring and self-
correcting. Taking control of these behaviors often slow down new readers and
without direct instruction. behaviors can become habitual in nature. .. It is an
overriding principle that as soon as control is tirmJyestablished the teacher should
beginto call for flexible use of that ccmrol" (Clay, 1993b) , Phrasing and fluency
can beaccomplished through rereading familiartext. selecting repetitive texts. a
student 's writing and cut up stories . Reading RecoveryN teachers can also
demonstrat e phraslng on text to give the student a model to raUaw (Askew. 1993)
Fluent reading cannot be imposed on a student' s continu ous development. There are
no shon cuts and time is needed based on individualizedinstruction to develop fast
co ntro l over the specific reading beha viors that make a "com plex whole operate
smoothly and fluently" (Clay. 1993b)
Teaching for compn:hension, the ninth princip le oren effective literacy
pro gram. is not exp licitly identified in the Readirrg Recovery: A Guidebook For
Teachers in Training. Comprehension. unlike other processes identified such as
decoding. phonological awareness and fluency, is taught through an integrated
approach in the Reading RecoveryN program. One ofthe most fundamemaI.
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teachings in Reading Rec:overyn.! is that reading must make sense . Through
instruction. students are directed to usc a variety of strategies in searching for
meaning in text. Go als of compr ehension development start with the careful
selection of text. an introduction to the new book.. as well as. during reading the
teacher and student engage in conversanon concerning the story (Clay, 1993b) .
Reading Recoveryn.l teachers question students to connect meaningful text to their
own experiences, and to connect sources of information such as structural visual and
meaning with picture clues (lyons. 1993)
FmaUy. Reading Reco verynl is recognized as a balanced. integrated
approach to literacy intervention. which is identified as the final principle of an
effective program in literacy development. Skills developed in Reading Recovery N
are " jrnerrelated to a set ofleaming experiences " (PinneD. 2000) which are
intentionally orc hestra ted to provid e students with opponunities to make connections
across the framework of the lesson . One key concept of Reading Recoveryn.! is that
all new learning is reinforced and connected throughout the lesson 's framework
based on the unique needs of the student. All reading and writing lesson compollClltS
are interconnected to ensure maximumlearning of a concept, and leaching for a
strategic process, thus. providing practice of imponant concepts through a balanceof
activities to achieve accelerated progress (Pinnell 2000 ; Wasik & Slavin. 1993 ).
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EffertiYmw or Rq d in g JqcovmN
Evidence support s the conclusion that ReadingRecoveryTIddoes bring the
learning ofmany children up to that oftheir "averag e achievieg" peers(Askew,
Wickstrom. & Frasier. 1999 ; Brown. Denton, Kelly & Neal, 1999 ; Center, WheldalL
Freeman. Outhred. & McNaught, 1995; Greg ory. et al, 1993; Hovest & Day, 1991;
Jaggar& Simic. 1996; Moor e & Wade. 1993; 1998 ; PinneO et al.• 1994; Ross.
Smith..Casey and Slavin. 1995; Shanahan & Barr . 1995; Wasik & Slavin, 1993) in
previous research. elementary classroom teachers were unable to distinguish those
children in receipt of Reading RecoveryT'ld from "average-achieving" classmates
(Moore & Wade. 1993), thus.. funher supporting the long-term effectiveness and
development of a " self-ext ending system" with Reading Reco veryN intervention
Center. Wheldall Freeman. Outhred. and McNaught (1995 ) evaluated the
effects of Reading Recov erynl in ten primary schools in New South Wales .
Children were randomly assigned to a Reading Rccoverynt group or a contro l
coodition in which they received only resource support typically provided to at-risk
students The resuhs indicated that at short-term evaluation {i.e.• 15 weeks). the
Reading RecoveryTIoI group was superior to the control students on all testing
measures . An evaluation at mid-term Ii.e., 30 weeks ) indicated that there were no
significant differences between the study group and the control groups. It is also
suggested that the results of the mid-term results be approached with caution as the
cornrol group had losr 7 of tbe 23 participants from the original cohort in the short -
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term evaluation. Center, Wheldall Freeman. Outhred. and McNaught (1995) also
indicated that the results of this study only apply to New South Wales where the
Reading Recovery 'N program is rdatively new . It was recommended that
monitoring of regular classroom procedures for students in Reading: RecoveryN and
after discontinuation would provide additional valuable data in the evaluation of
Reading Recovery Dol programs.
In a comparison study, Pinnell l yons. DeFord, Byrk. and Seltzer (1994) .
compared four programs used in the remediation of reading difficulties . The
programs included Reading RecoveryT'M. Reading Success. Direct lnsttuction Skills
Plan and Reading /Writing Group The overall purpose of the study was addressed
by three research objectives
To co mpare the effectiveness of Reading Recovery T'd with a skill based. one-
on-one i:nstnJctional reading program.;
To compare Reading Recoverynd with other intervention programs that
requires a minimalamount of in-service training.
To compare Reading Recovery'N with reading and writing group based
instruction program
A total of403 students were selected to participate in the study Each school
district offered Reading Recoveryn.l as an early intervention program. One school in
each district was selected for a treaI:ment site to study Reading Recoveryn4 and
three additional schools in each district were randomly selected and assigned to one
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of the other three intervention programs being studied.
Reading Success is an individual Moring program similar to Reading
Recoverync in that lessons are offered 3o-minutes daily by a certified teacher. Tbe
teacher training is identified as a condensed version of the Reading RecoveryTM
teacher training (Pinnell er el., 1994) . Direct Instruction Skills Plan. an individ ual
tutoring program. is also taught by certified teachers Certified teachers require a 3-
day in-service sessio n and are encouraged to use their own initiative and creativity in
lesson framework. thus signifyinga lack of a stJUetured approach. The final
interventio n program for co mparison is the Reading and Writing Grou p. The process
and framework oflhis program is indicativ e ofits name i.e.• a small grou p tutorial
program . This program is actually taught by a trained Reading Recoverynl teac her
with the same goals for instruction. Depeedent measures assessed included dictation
(i.e .• hearing and recording sounds). text reading level vocab ulary and
comprehension
The resuJtsof researc h comparing the four intervention reading programs
support earlier conclusions that Reading Recovery'f)l is an effective intervention
program for helping "at-risk" first grade children learn to read. Reading RecoveryTI<C
was the only group for which the mean treatment was significant on aUfour
measures at the end ofthe stu dy. Reading Recoverynl was also the only program
out afthe four studied that indicated longitudinal effects ofachievemcm: (Pedron,
19%; PinncUer a1.• 1994). Alternative explanations for the factors contributing to
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success of remedial programs emphasize~vidual instruction, instructional
emphasis and teacher professional development" (Pinnell et 81., 1994). One
significant factor is that Reading RecoverynJ teachers hadan ongoing network of
suppon to call on during the study through continuing contact sessions and
professional conferences.. thus.. enabling teachers to effectively problem solve and
maintaina system not only to help the student. but to effectively improve upon their
own teaching (Pinnell et aI., 1994 )
A comparison was co nducted by Wasik and Slavin (1993). which reviewed
five early intervention one-on-one tutoring programs. The study involved the
analysis of'five preventive Moring programs : Reading Recovery N. Success For
A.ll Prevention ofLeaming Disab ilities. Wallac h Tutoring Program and
Programmed Tutorial Reading. All programs evaluated included similarcriteria
such as early intervention in the primary grades and one-on-one instruction delivered
by a certified teacher. paraprofessional or a volunteer.
The results indica ted that Moring pro grams were very costly, but
demonstrate great potential as effective innovations. Three trendswere identified as
having positive effects on children learning to reed. First of an. prognun.s with the
most comprehensive models of reading. and the most complete instructional
interventions, appear to have larger impacts than those emphasizingonly a few
componects Seco ndly, the eoeren oftbe program is criti cal. FmaDy, it appears not
enough just to have a tutor. Programsthat used certified teachers as tutors appeared
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10 obtain substantiallylarger impacts than those using paraprofessionals. Based on
the trends indi cat ed., Reading;Reco veryT'ol demonstrated high effectiveness compared
to the other programs and the effectswere maintainedfor at least two years . Once
again it is indicated "more wo rk is needed on lon g-term effects of tutoring. not only
on achievement. but also on special education referral s" (Wasik & Slavin, 1993)
A subsequent comparison study analyzing R.eading Recovery Dol and Success
for All ano ther program identified for its significant and sustained effectson the
reading performance of' rat-risk" ctuldren. Both Reading Recoveryn.t and Success
for ..tJ1 are basedon the principl e 10 target "at-risk" stu dents early when the grea test
impact will occur on their learni ng. A common element in both the Reading
Recovery"N and Success for .4Jl programs is the design afthe program. Both
programs are also based on the premise of providing individualMoring by specially
trained teach ers on their program. Despite this commonality, a much more intensive
year -long training and continuing contact plan exists for Readin g Recoveryn.l
teachers" (Ross er al.• 199 5)
Reading RecoveryN focuses on early intervention for six-year aids where as
Success For All focuses on heterogeneous ability- grouping for grades I to 3 and
individual twemy-munrre tutoring sessions for children baving difficulty within their
groups. Priority is given to grade I students. Ho wever, an students are considered
for individualtutoring. lnc.lusion of all students in the school may mean acceptance
ofspecial education students, srudems who have been retained and those over the
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age of6 years . Basically. Success For All is a comprehensive program for the schoo l
ind uding family support. cross aged grouping and the devdopmem of
comprehension and decoding skills
Success for AUmay take a somewhat different approach at various sites,
which differs from Reading Recoveryn,(. The Reading RecoveryTMpro!PM is
maintainedon worl dwi de standards and guidelines for implementation as set out by
Marie Clay. Although both programs have similar characteristics. such as i:ndMdual
tutoring and certified teacher training, "each program is guided by a different
philosophy and operational approac h" ,th us, co mpariso n of both programs is
carefull y analyzed when consi dering results (Ross er al., 1995)
Ross. Smith. Casey , and Slavin ( 1995), examined both programs in detail
examining read ing and reading comprehension. teacher reactions and effects on
Special Education. Comparisons were conducted with the Reading Recovery TM
group based on both MOm:!. and non-tutored students in the Success for ADprogram
because both individuall y tutored and non-tutored stu dents are eligtble for the
Success for All program.
Results indicated that there were no significantdifferences in achievement
levels between the tut ored groups studied in oral reading. thus, identifYing DO ovcnalI
advantage to either program. A significant difference wasDOted in bow tutored
students usc word anack: searegies over the Reading Recovery TM group'5 strategy
usc . However. the Reading Recovery n4 groups passage comprehension and word
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identification were identified as statistically significant over the achievement of'the
Success for All tutored students .
Comparison of tile Reading Reco very 1M group and the non-tutored students
invo lved in the Success for All pro gram . The students being co mpared were
identified as not needing individual tuto ring in the Success for All program . There
were no significant differences noted in oral readi ng, word identification and passag e
comprehension. however, in wo rd attack skills the Success for All participants
sco red significantly higher that their Read ing Recovery 1Mgrou p's participants.
Based on the analysis of the Success for AU program and understanding that the
program is intended to reach aUstu den ts, one can co nclude that the non-tutored
stude nts are those students that would beac hieving at average levels without Success
for All .
One criticism of Reading Reco very n.. research is the lack of support for the
program' s effectiveness beyond the initial year ofsuppon for the child (Grossen &
Coul ter . 1997) . It is identified that evidence for Readin g Reco very D.las an effective
program lies in its docum entation to help " at -risk" students become efficient readers
in 12-20 weeks. The question arises, if disco ntinued Reading RecoveryThl students
wiDsustain gains made when imensiv e one-o n-one instructio n is no longer required.
Askew. Fountas, Lyons, Pinnell, and Schmitt (1998) identified two key
characteristics ofthe gains that discontinued students exhibit in their subsequent
reading and writing devd o pmem :
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Upon completion of Reading Recoverynl. most students sustain their gains.
The achievement perfonnance of discontinued student s increasesafter
Reading; Recoverynl: intervention.
Shanahan and Barr . (199 5), examined the long-term effectiveness of Reading
RecoveryN through examination of previous research on the program. It was
identified that children who have been successfull y discontinued from Reading
Recoverynl "continue to achieve. on average. better than" (Shanahan & Barr , 1995)
their peersnot accessin g the Reading Recovery"N program . Although participants
wer e identified as maintaining learning gains. when compared to their "averag e-
achievin g" peers. distinguishing patterns in the reading development were
recognized. It wasoutlined that there was a variance existing within the sample. and
the rate of growth slowed substantiallyafter the indMduaItutoring is discontinued.
In the second grade . the rate of growth tended to be slower than for the their
"average-achieving" peers. thus indicating a challenge for students in using their
"self-ext ending system" effectively. However, by the third year. after being placed
in the challenging environment e f the classroom to develop independence for their
own learning. studen ts co ntinued to maintaingainsand achievement is comparable
to their "average-achi eving" classmat es . It is expected that there would be a decline
in skillsafter discontinuing an intensive interventionprogram. however. the
development of a "self-extending system " and maintaining achievement in the third
grade comparable to "average-achieving~ peers attested to the program's overall
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effectiveness
Both reading and reading comprehensio n levels wer e also examined by
Moore and Wade (1998) in a two-year longitudinal study of6fth and sixth grade
students. The participants in this study were compiled into two study groups: 12 1
ex-Reading Recovery students and a comparison group of 121 "average-achieving"
studentsdrawn from the sameclasses. Reading and reading comprehension levels
were assessed using the Neale Analysis ofReading. Mean scores were co mputed by
the use of a t-rese analysis . Results indicated that the mean rea ding age equivalen t
for the ex- Reading Recovery nt gro up was signifi cantly different when com pared to
the comparison grou p cf'vaverage-achieving" peers. The mean reading age for the
ex-Reeding Recovery n.I group was demoustrared as 11.72 months higher than the
comparison group. Similarly , examination of reading comprehension levels also
showed a significant difference between groups with a mean difference of 12.88
months . The ex-Reading Recovery ThI group demc nstrared reading comprehensio n
levels at 9 years. 9 months., whereas, the comparison group demonstrated scores one
age level lower wit h a mean readi ng comprehension level ofS years. 8 mo nths
Conclusions by Moore and Wade (1998) suggested that Reading Recovery TM. as an
early intervention progmn. not only provides children with a firm foundation in
early reading development, but funh er enables students to sustaingains over time
and make further progress building upo n previous learning. The researchers further
call for other longitudinal studies to examine long-term effects and assess whether"
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the findings exhib ited in the study described are corroborated to confirm thevalidity
and reliability of the conc lusions identified .
Greg ory , Earl and O 'Donoghue (199 3), conducted a pre- test/ post test study
of 270 first grade students in Scarborough. Ontario . The students were selected
based on their Starns according [0 the groups required. There were four groups
identified : Reading Reco ...erl~l students currently receiving Reading RecoveryTM
instruction; a comparison group identified as - ar-risk", but unab le to receive
Read ing RecoveryN instruction; and a reference group identified as average -
achieving same-aged peers. To evaluate the impact of Reading Recovery"N. both
ta t-risk" groups were compared to a reference group comprised of their "average-
achieving " peers(Gregory et al.• 1993). Each participant in the study was evaluated
in the fall and spri ng usi ng the Woodcock Reading Mastery Test, spelling dicta tion,
and writ ing assessment tasks
The Readi ng RecoveryT'M students demonstrated significantl y higher scores
overall and improved at a significantly faster rate thanthe participants not receiving
Reading Recovery 'N Funher analysis identifies that. although Reading Recoveryn.t
was proven as a successful intervention for "at- risk" students.. "the Reading
RecoveryN prognun did not always succeed in bringing the performance of the
Reading Reco very N students to the levels oftheir averag e achieving classmates"
(Gregory et aI.. 199 3). Despite this finding. it wasidentified that overtime Reading
Recoverynl. students made greater gains than did the Reference Grocp, thus.
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indica ting that the Reading Recoveryn.I grou p made significant gains in their
program and demonstrated a " sel.f-ext endin g system" that allowed students to sustain
gains independently with out co ntinued OrlC--OR-Q nc: intervention.
Furth er support for long-term effectiveness is imbedded in "The Texas
Follow-U p Stud y" conducted at the Texas Woman' s University (Askew etal., 1999) .
The stud y discussed is a three-year longitudinal study comparing the literacy
perfonnance of discontinued Reading RecoveryTMstu dents at gn.dcs two , three and
fou r. with a rando m sample oftheir avenge-achieving peen. Results indicated that
all scores on standardized measures increased across grade leve ls. Approximately
70010 a f the identi fied Readin g Recov eryN students demonstrated scores average or
meet ing the passing criteria as identifi ed by the Texas Assessment ofAeatkmic Skills
and the Gates MacGinilie Test . Assessment of text reading leve ls at the third and
fourth grad es and the writt en retellin g assessment were identified as comparable to
their average-achieving peers .
Similar results were identified by Hov est and Day (1997), involving a stud y
conducted at Ohio Stat e University loo king at readin g and writing proficiencyon the
Ohio Founh Grade Profici ency Test. Two cohorts were selected including grade 4
srudemsin 1991- 1992 and 1992 -1993 . Resu1tsshowed no significant difference
between the two co horts identified each year . In 1991-1992., 2.714 childrenwere
assessed on readin g and 2 813 were assessed on writing proficiency . Upo n
completion of this study. 71% of the Reading Reco veryni stud ents were at or above
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the required pro ficiency in reading and 75% were at or above in writing skills .
The seco nd cohort of grad e 4 students studied in 1992- 1993, yielded similar
results on the proficiency tests in reading and writing. In the readingsection on the
Ohio Founh Grade Proficiency Test, 2, 994 students were examined. 72% afthe
Reading Recoverynt students were at or above the proficiency criteria in reading
indicating 1% higher than that of the cobort studi ed in the previous year . In 1992-
1993.670/0 of the Reading Recov eryn l students studied were at or above the writing
proficiency level identifiedby the Ohio Stat e Government. This was noted as g<»/o
lower than the cohort studied in the previous year but was not identified as a
significant difference in achievement between the two groups. A significant
indicator identified in the selectio n of partici pants to the validity afthe stud y was
that all studen ts studied in the co horts for 199 1-1992 and 1992· 1993 wen: all the
students served by the Reading Recoverynt in the 69% of' the eligible districts that
submined data and not just a random sam ple ofthe Reading Recoveryn t populatio n
in the area
Brown. Denton, KeUy, and Neal ( 1999 ) cond ucted a five-year longitudinal
study of discontinued Reading Reco very 'N students in San Luis Coastal School
District from the period ofl993- 1998. Participants were assessed using the Iowa
Tests of Basic Ski//s and Stanford Achinoemenl Test at the end cfeacb school
commencing in 1993. Results of student performance is identified as comparable to
the previous two studies discussedearlier indicating that 75% of stu denr:s
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successfully discontinued from the Reading Reco verynf program achieved average
or above average test scores. This is both significant and impressive.,noting that the
participants involved in the study were the lowest achieving students in their grad e I
class compared to their same-aged peers.
Importance of this stud y to the long-term effectiveness of Reading
Recov erynt lies not only in the results indicated through investigation. but an
important contribution lies within the research design and assessment measures In
summary . the study tracks a group of Reading RecoveryN students from the second
grade to the fifth grad e. The pop ulation of Reading RecoveryN co nsisted of 760
students. which is identified as a large enough population to yidd significant results
with more reliabili ty and validi ty. Another coocem with reliabilityand validity of
research in Reading Recovery nl is the assessment tools used in the determination of
achievement levels Brown et al.. (1999) . used standardized achievement tests such
as Iowa Tests of Basic SJcils and SumJord Achievemem Tests. which are independent
of the Reading Recov ery T"Mprogram. Therefore. the study identified presents new
evidence independent ofresufts by supporters or researchers representing Reading
RecoveryT:\ol
A follow-up study conducted by Jaggar and Simic (1996). compared the
achievement offour ccborts between 1990-1994 in New York Slate . The cohons
involved both Reading Recovery T\( students and comparison groups consisting ofa
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random sample of their same agedpeers. The study wasconducted on second and
third graders between 1990- 1992 and 1992·1994. Researchers collected dataon
1.596 Reading Recovery"N second graders and 604 third graders. One factor
examined in selection of the Treatment Group was criteria for participants being
placed in the Reading Recoverynt group. Based on the selection of participants not
all participants hadto besuccessfully discontinued from their Reading RecoveryTM
program . Out aftbe 1. S96 second graders and 604 third graders selected for the
study , 74% and 58% respectivel y, successfully completed an their lessons . The
Comparison Group was comprised of I, 235 second graders and 402 third graders
with no special selection criteria just to be same aged classmates
Participants were measured using informal text reading and the S/osson Oral
Reading Test-Revised. Thus., a combination of standacd.ized and ncn- standardized
assessment tools were utilized in the results of the study . Results indicated that even
though not all children in the Reading Recoverynt Group having successfully
completed aUtheir lessons. the mean text reading level was at or above average at
the end of the second and third grades. In an but one testing trial. the mean text
reading levels for each cohort for both second and third graders was comparable or
slighdy higher than the mean text reading levels of me Comparison Group indicating
no significant difference in the achievemem ofhoth groups. Results on the Siosson
Oral Reading Tat-Revised also indicated sirniIar results to other assessment
measures using standardized assessment measures. Sixty-nine percent ofsecond
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grade participants and 72% of third grade participants in the Reading RecoveryN
Group scored at or abov e the average level for word recognition sIcills. which was
not significantlydifferent from the Comparison Group A pattern in achievement
was also noted in the performance ofthe Reading RecoveryN Group that indicated
the mean ar the end of the second grade testing trials wasaverage or expected.
perfonnancc for the end of the second grade, however. at the end aftbe third grade
testing;trials. the mean achievement level. for the Reading RecoveryN Group was
higher than average performance (Jaggar & Simic. 1996). This funher supports the
findings of Shanahan and Barr (1995). indicating that perfo rmance is sustainedafter
discontinuation of intervention. however. higher achievement is identified after a
year of independent learning. thus.supporting the theory of the develo pment of a
"self-extendingsystem" after-the discontinuation of extensive intervention.
Pa re ntal Vim! or RAdio! Rcroyrrync
Oneaspect ofReading Recoverynl that deserves considerabl e attention is the
view of parents on the effects that Reading Recoverynl had on theirchildren- It is
important to make objective measures of children 's progress in Reading RecoveryN
and most studies have shown susWnedand maintained progress (Askew et aI.• 1999;
Brown et al.• 1999; Center et al., 1995; DeFord er aI.• 1987; Gregory et aI.• 1993;
Hovest & Day . I991;Jaggar & Simic. l996 ;Pedro n.I 996 ;Pinnen et al.• 1988;
Pinnell et aL 1994; Rosser. aL 1995; Shanahan & Barr , 1995; Wasik & Slavin.
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1994) The views ofparems have been criticized as being more subjective in nature,
howev er. an important pan of the success of any reading program. The study
consisted of 47 paren ts or guardians whose children met one of threeconditions for
the study: their child was CUI'TentIy in the Reading Recovery N program;. their child
was successfully discontinued from the Reading Reco vcryn.t program; or their child
was referred for further support because of special needs that bad prevented them
from reac hing average levels fOT their age (Moore. & Wade., 1995) .
The 47 parents or guardians that had beeninterviewed wereconsistent and
positive in their views about Reading Rccov ery'N and its benefits. Theseparents
ranged in socio-eco nom icstatus and variedin ethnic groups. Topics for
consideration included English as a second language; how their child's reading
strategi es had chan ged; enjo yable nature of readin g sessions at borne. their child ' s
confiden ce and self-esteem: theirchild's progress and availability of Reading
Reco very ThIfor other children
Several trends emerge as a result afthe study in question . Many parents
changed the way that they hdped their children as a result of strong liaison between
home and schoo l and the opportunities to view and discuss Reading Recovery'N
sessions . A second trend identified was all pacemsreferred to increased confidence
and sdfesteem in their children and an increased willingness to take risks . AlI ofthe
parents interviewed took their responsibilities seriously . making time for reading in
the evenings and prioritizing the activity idcutifying It as a time of fun and
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enjoyment to share with their child (Moore & Wade, 1995) Despite the evidence
that not all children progressed and succeeded with Reading RecoveryDot. parents
were positive about the progress that was made with their children.
Finally . there were many concerns expressed over equality in accessing
Reading Recovery nt, Parents of children who had benefited from the prognun
endorsedand supported that everyone who needs the program should have equal
opportunity to receive the program (Moore & Wade. 1995)
Ross.Smith. Casey . and Slavin (1995) evaluated effectiveness ofReading
RccoveryN a step funher and examined the views of teachers. A comparison srudy
was conducted identifYing the similarities and differences of Reading Recovery N
and Success for AlL two early intervention programs identified as meeting the needs
of-at-risk" readers and writers When evaluating teacher experiences and attitudes
toward both programs. a survey requiring a raring response on a s-pcen Likert Scale
was utilized along with teacher interviews. Trends in teacher reactions strengthen
the overall impression ofboth program's effectiveness in helping ~ at-risk " students
Reading Recovery n.l teachers emphasized that students in the program had
increased reading skills. improved self-confidence and were considered to be
achieving comparable to their average-achieving peers . A more positive school
climate was noted as the effects ofthe program strategies and classroom teachers
recognized the use of Reading RecoveryTh( methodsinto the regular classroom.
RInehart and Myrick (1991) also identified that classroom teachers were more likely
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to consult with Reading Reco very n.! teachers on stnUegyuse to implem ent in the
classroom for their own teaching pwposes. thus supporting program effects in all
areas of the student ' 5 instruction.
Success for All teachers also perceived the program as benefici al to their
students but specifically liked elements more related to program design rather than
program effects. Characteristics identifi ed as beneficial were listening
comprehension. indMdua.l tutoring, and assessment over an 8-week period
Teachers focused on the benefits of a school-wide approach to intervention with the
belief that an students can learn and the impo rtance of a mutua.I decision-making
process among staff and administration in program implementation. These princi ples
are also identified as part afthe Reading Recoveryn.! Program .
Professional D,nlopmellt
The best way of addressing the needs of struggling readers and writ ers lies in
a comprehensive and sustained. intervention plan (Allington. 2001 ). This may be
achieved through improving classroom instructio n and enhancing access to intensive
and continued professional develo pment . Allington (200 1) argued that improving
classroom instruction does Dot refer solely to purchasing: new basal readers. remedial
or resource program s to compensate for classroom teaching: or by just -adding a
souped up technology component" Effective schools regularly demonstrate quality
reading and writin g instruction in their classrooms.. thus the need to improve and
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expand the quality of teacher instruction. Recent studies (Bembry. Jordan, Gomez,
Anderson & Mendro, 1998; Ferguson, 1991; Press1ey& Allington. 2000; Snow .
Barnes., Chandler, Goodman& Hemphill, 1989) demonstrated the impact of high-
quality teaching on classroom instruction- Bembry , Jordan, Gomez, Anderson. and
Mendro (1998) examined student achievement in classrooms identified as havingthe
high-quality instruction and those enrolled in classrooms of lower quality instruction.
Standardized reading assessments were examined after three years ofinsttuction
The study indicated that students enrolled in the higher-quality instruction achieved
4Q-percenrile ranks higher than their peersenrolled in the comparison group
Pressley and Allington (2000) examined similar results when studying exemplary
and typical teaching instruction. The significant finding that the lowest achieving
children in the exemplary teaching classroom performed at the same level as their
"average-achieving" peersin the typical classroom with regular teaching instruction
Both studies conducted by Ferguson (199 1) and Snow. Jordan. Gomez. Anderson.
and Mendro (1991), revealed that the most powerfu.lpredictor of student
achievement was the quality of'the teaching instruction. Neither socio-economic
status ofthe family or parernal profiles "were as powerful as the good instruction in
shaping the academic futures of' srudems" (Allington. 2001)
Duffy and Hoffman (1999) comcnd that a good first step to developing a
more effectiv e insttuctional program as a continuous plan to upgrade and suppan
teac her 's expertise. During: a teacher's career , most learning occurs -on the job" ,
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thus fostering teacher professional development must begin at the school levei.
Acco rding to PinneU and Lyons (2oot) providing professional development for
teachers involves pro viding different processes to accommodate the myriad of
know ledge. experienc es and backgrounds that a teacher possesses. It is important
that every school have access to a teacher or teachers who have expertise in the area
of reading and writing . The expert described is not meant to " fix" a child and return
ltimlher to a "broken" classroom. The need is to assist classroom teachers in
designing good teac hing pract ices . This may be accomplished through the use of
professional development resources, school improvement projects that requi re a
team-b ased intervention. and professional conversation (Allington, 2001). Johnson,
Guice and Brook s (1998) researched the effect of professional conversa tion on
teac her development. It was identified that the num ber and quality of professional
co nversat ions among staff within a school ass isted in teacher development .
Professional conversations included personal. and private discussions., as well as
one-to-o ne or small-group conv ersations about teaching. Conclus ions from the study
revealed that school s that engaged more professional conversations were better
adapted to meet the needs of the struggling reader whereas. schoo ls that were not
successful in meeting; the needs of the struggling readers had fewer professional
con versations with fewer faculty members. The more successful conversational
schools appeared to have a dec:entralised decision making syst em. Teachers appeared
to be involved in decision regarding curriculum. instruction and assessment.
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lmeraetion in schoo ls involved "t eams, clusters , committees and task forces of
tea chers" (Allington. 2001) to help in making decisions . Evidence of sharing and
suppo rt is relevant in the development ofquality instruction and meeting the needs of
"at-risk" students
Teacher-training for Read ing RecoveryThlis described as extensive and long
term (Askew & al., 1998 ; Boehnlein. 1987; Clay, 1991a., 1993b). The key factor to
the "delivery ofa quality Reading RecoveryTM program is the traini ng of teachers"
(Cla y, 1991a) The acceptance of Reading Reco veryTMas a program. is acceptance
of a "rest ructurin g phenomena- suc h as work redesign, changing roles ofteacbers
and increased supervisio n of Reading Reco veryTM teac hers. Planning and
implemen tation begins with a top-down approach including the need for support by
school board perso nnel adminismuors.. staffand parent s (Rine hart & Myrick. 1991)
Without the suppo rt of all invo lved in the school. the conflicting theo ries and designs
of reading and writing can interfere with program effectiveness . Thus. it is necessary
to have an individual acting as program manager to ensure all gui delines are met and
knowledge is distributed accurately and efficiently to the school district
The sucecssful implementatio n ofthe program is attributed to a unique two-
tiered training model that invo lves "teachers-trainieg-teachers " . Tra.ini.ng in a schoo l
district commences with the intensive training ofa teacher leader (Askew et al.,
1998) . This two- tiered process beginswith an intensive yearlong post -graduate
course that is administer ed full-time at a university training centre approved by the
6 1
North American Trainers Gro up According to Askew, Fountas, lyons. Pinnell,and
Schmitt (1998). the teacher lead er-training modd includes the foUawing
components to gain the level of expertise to train other Reading RecoveryThl
teachers
a) An in-depth study ofprogmn procedures and theoretical foundations
b) Working daily with students over the course ofa year implementing
strategies and procedures
c) Comprehensive Study of theories of reading and writing for "at-risk"
teeners
d) Training processes of working with aduh learners
e) Management and administrative requirements for the successful
implementation of the Reading Recov ery Thl program within their
school respective d istrict s
After a successful year of training, the teacher leader will return to their
respective school districts to begin implementation of Readin g Recovery""'" program.
The teacher leader is responsible for the trainin g of ReadingRecovery TMteachers.
implementation and maintenance of the program. The teacher lead er is also required
by the guidelines fOT teacher leaders to work with four of the lowest achieving grade
I students to maintain their own skills and develo pment as a Reading RecoveryTN
The second tier ofthe training model involves a yearlong commitment of
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teachers at the school level to train and implement Readin g Recovery'Thl within their
schoo ls. As teac hers receive training they simultaneously implement the program
with their children. under the guidance of a teacher leader (Askew ct al. 1998; Clay ,
199 1a; Ross er at. 1995) . According to Askew. Fountas, l yons, Pinnell. and Schmitt
(1998). it is ~ throu gh clinical and peer-critiquing experiences, teachers learn to
observe and describe students' and teachers ' behaviours " , thus, developing skills in
making effective instructional decisions quickly based on the unique needs ofthe
students . In subsequent years, teachers continue [ 0 update theirknow ledge and skills
through continuing contact sessionsand peerconsuharions . It is through on-going
profess ional development thai "Readin g Reco very "Thl teach ers and Readin g
RecoveryThl teach er leaders continue to refine and funher develop their skills to
effectively teac h children who are " at-risk" offailing to learn bow to read and write "
(Askew et al.• 1998), A unique feature afthe year -long staffdevclopment program
is cbserving coUeagues teaching a Reading Recovery'Ylesscn behind a one way
mirror called "behind the glass" sessions Thro ugh a technique caned laib ng while
observmg. a trained teacher leader guides the group discussio n in a way that enab les
teachers to sharpen their observa tion skills.make hypothesis., and construct
conceptual understandings about how srudems think and learn (Ross et el., 1995)
Clay (199la) identifi ed a critical factor in the Reading RccoveryTlol prognun
as the training of teachers and teacher leaders . It is in training ofteachers that Clay
(199la) describes as a "breaking ground to changing old ways of teacbing " and to
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stimulate new ideals. methods and principles as to how children can acquire new
leaming. At all times.the in-service sessionsaim to enrich teac hers undemanding of
their chi ldren and to sharpen the use of special tea ching procedures in o rder to
maximize effectiv eness . A larg e percentage ofteacher learning take place in the
- behind the glass " component of the continuing co ntact session. This presen ts the
opportunity for teachers to extend and co nsolida te their understanding of readin g
processes and recovery procedures.,as wen as, to consult with peen concerning
issues and topics related to the implementationof Reading Recoveryn.l (Clay.
1991a)
Criticisms of tile long-term expense and poor cost-effectiveness of a Reading
Reco veryThIprogram are ongoing (Grossen & Coulter . 1997 ; Habert, 1994 ;
Shanahan & Barr. 199 5). Dyer (1992) identified that initial implementation ofa
Reading RecoveryN program as being expensive. as with the implementation of any
new program. However. the short-term annual cost of Reading Recoverynl is cost-
effective when examining the savings in retention of children and the reduced need
fo r special education services for school districts (Lyons, 1989 . 1991) . The benefits
indicated afthe training model filII funher than identifying cost-effectiveness
Pinnell Lyons., DeFord, Byrk, and Seltzer (994) stu died the guidelines, design and
results of four early intervention programs indicated that one of the key explanations
of the success of Reading RecoveryN, in comparison to other programs evaluated,
was the intensive training of teac her leaders and Reading Recoverynf teachers,
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consi stency ofprognun objectiv es and ..continuing contact" after the initial year of
training
Rinehart and Myrick (1991) co nducted a study ofReading Reco very'N
teachers to determine views of empowmnent of teacher leaders. work design and
core technology. Each participant was required to complete a questionnaire
consisting of 9 open-ended questions and 29 questi ons that assessed their ro le in
relation to levels of involvement in Reading Recovery nt. such as budgeting.
curriculum. teacher evaluation. scheduling. student discipline and teacher discipline.
The main conclusion derived from the study is that., with consistent and continuo us
support. ReadingRecOveryDoi teachers exhibited several trends in their responses
As individual s. they revealed that they hada unique set of skills and powerful
Jcnowledge basein the area ofl iteracy instruction maintainin g a certain level of
professionalism . Of the Reading Recovery"Nteachers surveyed. 95 .1% rated their
training as excellent for specific reading strategi es and 87.8% rated their training in
diagnosti c evaluation and observati on also as excellent . In addition. 92 .70/0 of the
teach ers participating gave their understanding oftheoreticaJ knowledg e an excellent
rating as a co ntinuous part of training . Participant s revealed that they felt greatly
empowered to complet e the program through the assistance of teacher leaders .
Overall. participants felt they were given the autonomy, and respotlSl.bilityto make
decisions on behaIf oftbeir school and their individual students. In relation to the
support they felt from superi ors regarding their decision -making sIcills. 86% of
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participants reponed that they felt suppo rted in their decisions . All factors
considered appearedto have - carry over" effects into the feeling ofrespect and
increased self-esteem afthe participants in relations with other staffmembers.
Parncipants reponed they were identified as professionals in the school and 97 _5%
revealed that as Reading RecoveryThi teachers they "were consuhed., on a regular
basis.by classroom teachers who wanted to learn. for their own use • about the
teaching strategies used in the Reading Recovcrynt program.ft (Rinehart & Myrick.
1991). Thus, based on the results outlined. the Reading Recoverynl training model
may appear intensive and costly . However. through a consistent training regime and
co ntinued support, the benefit to a schoo l district is identified not only in the
effectiveness as a literacy program. but alsoas a training model. This model of
professional training evolves respect and empowers Reading RecoveryT\! teachers
and school staffby providing theoretical knowledge to maintainthe professional
integriry of me program
lmol ig.tion , for SpsciIl Ed ugtio a
Children wbo have difficulty learning to read do less well in other subject
areas, have lower sdf esteem. pose greater disciplineprob lems in school and are less
likely to complete a high school education (Shanahan & Barr . 1995). Within the
1995 publication. Learning Disabilities- A Barner to Literacy IfWTUCtion.the
authors identifYgrave CODCClllS of the increasing oumber of children identified with
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learning disabilities in the United States (International Reading Association, 1995).
Statistics revealed that over baIfofthe children identified with special needshave
been given the learning disability exceptionality to explain low achievement. This
figure has more than doubled in the last ten years and as a result. the need for special
education services greatly increases (International Reading Association, 1995).
The question arises about whether the ctuldren in need are truly learning
disab led. or are they labelled learnin g disab led later in their school career as a resuh
ofl ack of appropriate reading instruction at an earlier age (Clay , 1987; Lyons.. 1989.
199L Pedron. 1996; & Shanahan & Barr. 1995), The International Reading
Associati on (1995) Staled that the definitio n ofleaming disabled has evo lved to
characterize a student exlubiting poor achievement in co re academic subjects in
relation to ability. Stanovich ( 1991) alleged that varying definitions ofleaming
disabilities serve a multitud e of purposes, thus conflicting with each other dc:pcnding
on the intent , It has been proposed that special education may achieve the reform
needed ifrequirements for studerns qualifiying for services be reevaluated and a
defintion devised to include preventative measur es early within the gencra.l edu cation
system (Kauffinan. 1993) . Reading RecoVCl)'nt. although not a learning disability
program. offers significant implications for swdems with identified learning
disabilities. as it is designed to serve the lowest 1(}..20%orn grade students early
in their school careen independent of cause.characteristics. labels.,language OT
cultural heritage (L yons.. 1991 . Pedron, 19(6), Having access to Reading
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Recoveryn. early should eliminate studc:ms who may have requiredremedial
intervention and later labelled as learning disabled, thus.essentiaUy differentiating
from those student s with severe neurological deficits requiring specialist anention
versus stu dents requiring short term intervention (Clay. 1987)
Theimpact of Reading RecoveryThton special education hasbeen researched
in a five-year longitudinal stud y in Ohio Stat e. Lyons and Beaver ( 1994)
investigat ed the reduction ofl earuin g disability placements through school districts
lhat had full implemcmarion of Reading RecoveryThl. Tw o school districts were
used to gather information regarding the effects of Reading Recoverynot on the
number offim grade students classified as learning disabled . Both districts
documented a significant reduction in learning disabled classifications. with one
district reporting a reduction of twc-thirds after full implementation. Lyons (1994)
funh er conducted a national stu dy to examine theme of referring grade I student s in
general to special services in suspect of a possible learning disability. Data was
gathered prior to and after one to two years ofinitia( implementation of Rcadin g
Reco very'Thlin each school district . Results indicated 10 - 15% of first grade students
in the study received Reading Recoveryn.t as an early intervention program. which is
consistent with the literature relating to the Reading Recoveryn.t program. The rare
of referrals for students to services for learning disabilities decreased from 2.3%
prior to implementation of thc Reading Recovery N progmn to 1.3% two yean after
implementation (Lyons. 1994). It is significant to note that the percem.age of first
..
graders receiving Readin g RecoveryN wasconsistent with the program guidelines
yet referral s to special services decreased for learning disab led students
Without debating and questioning definitions oflearning disabled., there ace
several issues that need to be addressed in terms of special education services.
Firstly, wha1 distin ctions are present to identify a learning disabled child versus a
garden variety under achiev er at the grad e I level? Secondly, as contended by
Pedron.( l996). what are the distinctions in the programming of reading instruction
for the learning disabled child versus a "gar den variety under achiever?" Clay
( 1987) believed that programs must beprovided that worle for both low achieving
children and learnin g disabled children Clay (1981) funher comendedthat children
who are behind in reading and writing co ntinue to fall fiuther behind because they
initially build a syst em of responses that does not work. efficieutly for them. The
longer children remain in an "inappropriate program". the more they internalize
ineffectiv e behavi ours
A study cond ucted by Lyons ( 1989) indicated that there are differences in
erro r behaviours of Reading Recov ery N students woo wen: classi.fiedas learning
disabled. compar ed to those Readin g RecoveryThl students not labeDed as learning
disabled . An analysis oferror- behaviours at the beginningofthe implementation of
the program identified that those students classified as learning disabled overly relied
on visuallauditory information and igno red supportive language structure and
meaning a f tbe predictable texts. Students not diagnosed as learning disabled
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integra ted the meaning and language structure when reading. but ignored the
visuaVauditory information . As they progressed through the program the two groups
became more alike in their use of multiple cuing systems . The conclusion was that
those classified as learning disabled responded as well to techniques of Reading
RecoveryN as do other low progress reeders .
It is believed by many educators that before any meaningful reading can
occur: the alphabet and letter/sound relationships commonly called pre-readiness
skills mast be achieved before words can be introduced (Clay , 1987 ; Lyons, 1989,
199 1; Pedron. 1996). As with the study designed by l yons (1989). it is believed that
the differences in error behaviors lies with the initialreading instruction each group
recei ved. and how each group anempted to learn to read . Since many beginning
reading programs emphasize phonics, the problem may be that what "leanung
disabled" children learn they [earn, tOOwell (L yons, 1989) . Therefore, it is suggested
that instruction follow the child' s lead. in what they need at the time rather than a
step-b y-step structure restricting insignificantlearning (Clay , 1987; Lyons. 1989.
1991)
Readin, RKoVCry niand the Sdf'-sOOc:'nu
The self-co ncept is identified as "the extern which people perceive
themselves as being valuedby significant others" (Joseph. 1979) . The resultsof
reading and writing difficuftics have been identified as having a detrimental effect on
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a student 's self-concept and self esteem (Rumbaugh & Brown., 2000 ; Shanahan &
Barr. 1995) . Proponents of Reading Recovery'N(Clay, 1993b ;PinneUetal.• 1994)
contend that one of'th e positive implications of receiving Reading Recovery"N.as an
early intervention program is the "snowball effect" it entails. Students of Reading
RecoveryN . not only learn to read and write and maintain these gains overtime. but.,
the positive interactio n and satisfactio n ofrcad.ing and writing comparabl e to their
"avera ge-ac hieving" peers, also assist in develo ping an improved se1f".-eonc:ept
Co hen. McDonell and Osborn (1989) examined138 tim grade students in
Washington. D.C. Using an attribution scale and a self-efficiency scale , researchers
surveyed both Reading Reco very n.t studen ts and other "at- risk" studen ts in
traditional remedial programs . Research suggested that students in Readin g
RecoveryN believed that they were more capab le of co mpleting challenging reading
and writing activities than their - at-risk" peersin traditional remedial programs.
Reading RecoveryT\1students, not only believedthat they were compet ent readers
and writers. but they also believed they were in control of tbeir own learnin g and
exhibited increasedconfidence . This research suggestS that Reading RecoveryN
intervention enables students to reverse the cycle of defeatism and creates successful
learnin g, thus. leading to increases in self-esteem.
Traynelis- Yure k and HanseII (1993) further examined Reading RecoveryT\(
on sef-coocept. Their investigation followed 173 first grade students representing
various backgrounds from urban, suburbanand rural schools in Ohio and VrrgiDia.
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Upon comp letion of Rcading Recovery"N parti cipan ts co mpleted a questionnaire that
measured ho w they felt about thei r reading abilities and the perceptions ofo thers
about their reading skills. Research indicated that, out of 173 participants. 144 of
them responded -yes" when asked. if their classroom teacher thou ght they were
readi ng better, 153 fe lt they themselves read better and 166 thought their" Reading
RecoveryN teacher felt they were reading better after Readi ng RecoveryN. This
further supponed an increase in self-esteem and the development of a positive self·
co ncept.
Rumbaugh and Bro wn (2000) conducted research on the development offim
grade student ' 5 self-concept after Reading Reco verynt intervention. The 103
parti cipants were divided into two groups. A Treatment Group was comprised of57
Readi ng Reco very nt students tha t received 12 weeks of intervention and the second
gro up referred to as a Control Group, consisted of 46 students who receiv ed no other
readi ng instruction o r interventio n fo r the 12 week period. Both pre- test and post-
test measures were utilized using the Joseph Pre-school and Primary Se/f<rmcept
Screening Test(JPPss n . Results concl uded that as a result of Reading R.ecovcry'N
participation, each student made significantly positive gainsin the Global SeIf-
Concept, which supports feelings of penooal worth and bow significantothen
perceivethem. There was however. no evidence of a significant increase in self-
perception of the ability 1:0 successfuIIyperform and master environmental
demands" after Reading Recoverynl intervention compared to the control group. It
nis suggested that the praise and specific pro mpts by Reading Reco very TId teec bers
coup led with attitudes of school administrators, teachers and parents assist in the
development of a global positive self-concept for six-year-old students.
Moore and Wade (199 3) further studied the attitudes ofRcading Recovery"N
on the school environment and atti tudes toward Reading Reco very'N by schoo l
administrators. teachers. parents and stu dents. It was suggested that Reading
Recoverynl implementation overal l had a positive effect on the schoo l environment
leadi ng to gains in paren tal invo lvement. mo re pro minence of reading in homes and
increased confidence by the participants regarding their readi ng abilities . Ultimately .
at 6-years ofage. how we feel abo ut ourselves is influenced by environmental
experiences, thus it is essential to gain support from all invo lved to develop positive
self-co ncepts at an early age .
FutUR T rend, in Lite!'!£! Ed uq.ti on
Accordi ng to Allington (200 1). the best approach of addressing the needs of
struggling readers and writers lies in a com prehensive and sustained interv ention
plan. beginning at kindergarten and following a student thro ugh the intermedi ate
grades. This may beachieved thro ugh improving classroom instruction and
enhancing access 10 intensive and continued professional devdopmem . Effective
teaching req uires the suppon of good pro fessiooal devdopmem program for
teachers. First SII!PS. a pro fessional devetcpmem program sponsored by the
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Department of Education fOl" primaryteachers in Newfoundl and and Labrador,
supports improvement in instruction for reading, writing and ora.llanguage. (Rees.,
1994) . Implications of research suggest that schools involved in designing rt eams,
clusters. committees and task forces of teachers" to help in the decisions a f the how
and whar of their schoo l ultimate ly are more effective in the development of quality
instruction and meeting the needsof ",u -n sk" students (Allington, 2(01).
Reading RecoveryN incorporates an effective means ofidentifYing students
"at-risk" for reading and writing difficulties and providing individualized instruction
to meet the unique needs of student s in grade I. The program' s success is attributed
to its co ntinued professional development and the organization ofliteracy teams
within schoo ls and schoo l districts {Pinnell et aI.• 1994 ). However, Reading
Recoveryn.t is a short-term intervention and one criticism is the lack of support for
the long-term effectiveness of the program (Canning, 1996; Center. WhddalL &
Freeman. 1992; Shanahan and Barr. 1995; Wasik & Slavin. 1993). Thequestion
arises as what happensto students after interven tion- It is suggested that there is Ito
quick 6£ to reading and writing difficulties and Reading RecoveryN proponems do
DOt claim that this will occur. EnsuriIlg effective classroom teaching is the key to
maintaining gains and continued success especiaIJy in later grades (Clay. 1993b).
Primary teaching methods and materials tend to follow along similar
guidelines until grade 4. CbaIl (1983) identified the ootorious "fcertb-grade hump" .
The transiti on from grade J to grade 4 appears to be challenging foc students
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attnbuted to increased expectations for indepen dence, growing use of informational
texts and topics in which students have little prior know ledge to bwld upon . Others
suggest that in light af the chang e in style of teaching from building ofskills to
infonnarional teaching. stu dents are encountering "big words" that present difficulty
in decoding and understanding. thus. exhibiting little growth in reading proficiency
(Cunningham & Allington. 1999) . Allington (2001 ) suggested that there will always
be students who will need continued support instructi on beyond earl y intervention
programs . lt is the early intervention programs that enable students to progress but
individuals must acknow ledge that there is "no quick fix" and students still need to
be taught (Pinnell. 2000) . Effective literacy education focuses on continued
professional development and support for teachers from kinderganen to grade 12
need to be addressed . Access to appropriate texts such as narrative and
info rmational resources is of importance in emphasizing content varietyand a wide
rang e reading levels to meet student needs . Providing topics ofpanicular interest to
students will not only encourage learnin g in school but also "enhan ce the likelihood
of reading outside of school" and encourage reading for interest as a lifelong
endeavour (Allington. 2001 ).
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CHAPTERJ
Me tbodology
Criticisms of research conducted on the effectiveness and implementation of
the Reading Reco very n.l program is in relation to researcher bias and flawed data
(Center. Wheldall., &. Freeman 1992; Shanahan & Barr, 199 5; Wasik&. Slavin,
1993). The research conducted by Marie Clay and other researchers af the program
has been identi fied as relying solely on diagnostic measures that ace currently
aligned with the specific strategi es used in the teaching and in the evaluati on of
students in the Reading Reco very N Program. thus supportin g a bias in favor of
Readin g Recov ery nl (Center. Whddall., &. Freeman. 1992; Wasik &.Slavin. 1993) .
Shanahan and Barr (1995) further emphasize the flaws associated with the in-house
evaluation system of Reading Recovery n.t . reporting that persons responsibl e for
success a ftbe program only collect data on success and omit about ha1fthedata from
their final analysis in support ofReading Recov ery 'N Further methodological
short comin gs included non-random assignment ofexperimental and control groups.,
decreasing sample size during research and inconsistencies in the execution of
discontinuation criterion among the Reading Recovery N sites participating in the
studies (Anderson. 1988)
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Documentation of studies by Anderson (1988); Gregory, Earl.and
O'Donoghue (1993) ; and Gregory and Earl (1994). whose methods included
instruments such as Woou(:u.'k ,'?eading Mattery Tests, and ,....tetropotuan
Achievement Tests, represent research methods independent of diagnostic surveys
required in the Reading Recovery N evaluation guidelines. Based on previous
methodological concerns. the researcher has also chosen method s that are
independent of Reading Recov ery DI procedures in teaching and in the evaluation of
student s
The population studied consisted of bo tb male and female students. which
include a diverse arra y of the cultural backgrounds in Labrador. All 36 participants
were followed from age 6. depending on each child's dale ofbinh. to 9 years oCage .
The majority were represented from the white population of Labrador and the Inuit
culture. who represented 41.6 % and 27.8 % a f the participants respectively. The
settler population. whose ancestors settled in Labrad or from Europe in the I~ and
20 lb century. included 11.1% of participants, as did the representation from the lnnu
Nation. The remaining7.6% of participants are recognized as members of two or
more cf' the afore mentioned cultural heritages (Table 3). Due to random selection.
the Britishand German populations in Happy VaDey-Goose Bay area were not
represented in the study. although they are represented mthe Reading RecoveryT!.(
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program in Labrador schools.
The sample is represen tative of the population serviced by the Reading
Recovery N program and further indicat es the varied experiential backgrounds and
knowledge tha t studen ts have upo n entering school as well as the theoretical
perspecti ve that Reading RecoveryN is for aUstudents
Table 3
Background Cultural lnfo nnati oo of Particinants
Participants WIrit, Inuit Settler Innu Whitcl Settle," Inuit!
0= 36 Senl er Inuit IMU
Treatm ent Group (R.R.)
Reference Group
Comparison Group
Total \ 5 \ 0
Percentage 41.6% 27.&% 11.1% 2.8% 11.1% 2.8% 2.8%
BN it or Sefmion
Participants for this study were selected randomly from six school s with
Reading Reco very 'N implemented by fully trainedReading Recovery N teachers
Parental consent forms were distributed in September 1998 to the parernslguardians
of all research candidates. Where parental support was DOt obtained. srudcms WCI"e
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withdrawn from the pool of research candidates Each participant must have been a
6-year old grade 1 student and be eligible to receive Reading Rocovery'N in the
1997-98 school year.
To address the study objectives. three conditions were employed The study
included three groups ofparticipants based on the child's status in rdation to their
need for Reading Recovery'f'olin grade 1. The Treatment Gro up included 12
discontinued ReadingRocoveryN students who wert selected randomly from 58
possible participants from all schools in the school district who met the research
criteria and had achieved the goals afthe program in the 1997-98 schoo l year . The
participants involved in this group did not include - earrv -c ver students'" from the
previous year. It wasalso required that the Reading RecoveryTM teacher be a
certified Reading RecoveryN teacher . The Reference Group consisted of 12
participants randomly selected from a possible 116 students from the same
classrooms as those children in the Treatment Group ; however, the children in this
group included those who did not need Reading RecoveryN . The Comparison
Group. from the same classrooms ofchildren. 12 participants randomly selected
from 19 students of who needed Reading RecoveryDol . but were unab le to receive this
suppon because of lack:of teacher resources. limited.space in the program. or age
requirements. All three groups contained an equal numbc:rofparticipants for the
duration of the study
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Test and Meuo!"fment Procedures
The first research question requireda longitudinal study to confirm the theo ry
that discontinued Reading Recov eryN students would devel op as effective readers
and writer s com pared to the class average of their grade-level peers. A comparison
of the Treatment Group, the Reference Group and the Comparison Group would
identify the long-term effectiveness afthe Reading Reco very n.t program of the
children studi ed . Sampl es of participant ' 5 academic development were followed
over a period of two years . At the beginning and end o f each school year . each
child' s reading and writing levels were identified though the use of multiple
proced ures. such as Diagnostic Reading lnvemory: graded-reading passages!running
recor ds. Dtagnosnc Reading Inventory: reading co mprehension. Bun Word Reading
Test. Gentry Spell ing Assessment. and Fluency Raring, The results would indi<:ate
whether the Treatment Group hadmaintained readin g and writin g levels co mparab le
to the participants in the Reference Group and the Co mparison Group over a two-
year period .
The retelling strategy and an analysisofsources of information (meaning,
visual and srrucrural ) were initially proposed but proved unreliabl e and invalid. thus,
these two measures were discontinu ed The procedures used to determine reading
and ....TIring levels an: described below '
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Stu dea l Retttrd Forms
The researcher-devised two Student Record Forms: the Student Record Form
for Readin g Recoverynl: Students, and the Student Record Form for All Participants .
The Student Record FOnD for All Participants wasdesigned to obtain demographic
data (i.e., cultural background. age.and behavio r), classroom program data (i.e .• rime
on task, type of classroom program. duration of program elements), and outcome
data such as ratings of student performance. The Student Record Form for Reading
RecoveryfM Students provides a swnmary of details such as number of lessons..
initial and discontinued book levels and evaluation scores
{)igc,.ostic RftJdillg b,wllrom Gra de' H p rling Puum
Throughout schooling reading progress is indicated by satisfactory reading of
increasingly difficulttexts . Diagnostic Reading Inventory is a Canadian publicatio n
distributed by the AIbena Education, Stu dent Evaluatio n Branch ( 1986) . It consists
of 48 illustraIed reading passages grouped into four forms. The passages are
designated Forms A..B, C or D consist of 12 passages for each form, from mid grade
I to grade six. The Diagnostic Reading Inventory (Alberta Education. Stud ent
Evaluation Branch. 1986 ) provides narrative passages for an grade levels and both
narrative and informational passages for assessing reading levels equivalent to grad e
4 to grade 6_ The narrative passages are fictional and informatio nal passag es present
factual information. The informational passages use more co mplex language related
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to information giving. thus, at eac h grade level, the informational passages are used
as the end of the grade assessmeot for graded levels four to six due to the type of
passage presented and the unf4miIiargenre to the participants.
Initially , with the use ofinfonnal reading passages contained in the
[);agnostic Reading lrrventory. the participant 's instructional reading level was
determined. The inventory identifies passages at different stages within a grade
levd. For example. the re are passages for beginning grade 2 and at the end of grade
A running record was conducted on the each reading sample. The ~RJ.mning
Record " is an assessment tool that enables the examiner to evaluate a child's
progress and to make individualized instructional decisions. According to Clay
f 1993a. 2000a), there is closer measure more valid ofa child 's oral reading than
observing a child reading and observing processing behaviors. The method is similar
to a miscue analysis in that the examiner records the child ' 5 reading behaviors such
as omissions. insertions. rereading. self-correction, repeated errors, and inventions
used in calculation of the error rate
An independent level was first establisbed as a baseline and reading
passages were continued until a frusoation level was determined. The bigbcsr.
instructional reading level was idcmified as the reading level of the participant A
description ofeach reading level and the aiteria used in the Reading Recovery n.l
Program [0 determine each level are as follows (Clay, 1993a):
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I. Independent Level : Material at this level is easyand read with little
difficulty . Accuracy Rare is 95 pc:rcem: or better.
,. lnstructional Level : Material at this level is read comfortably and it
is the level in which learning can occur effectively from print .
ACOJraCY rat e between 90 percent and 95 percent accuracy .
Frustration Level: The student is unable to benefit from material at
this level . Errors take contro l ofthe reading and in turn become
laborious . Acalracy rate is below 90 percemat this level.
Nonnally . text reading would be best select ed from readily available reading
material used within the classroom IJb rary. However, due to the nature afthe study
and the goal to determine reading level beyond the participant' s grade placement. an
informal reading inventory was chosen. The cho ice of an informal readin g inventory
also fulfills another goal of the stud y, which is to provide reading materi al that is fair
to the participants and a reliable and ..'alid measure . The majority of the children in
the study were of Inuit culture in isolated communities. Experiential background and
language barriers were concerns in interpreting the results of standardized testing
norms. Thus.grade-equivalent measures were utilized .
Each graded level reading passage in the Diagnostic Reading l f1lJf!nloty
contained compr-ehension questions appropriate for each grade level (Alberta
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Education. Student Evaluation Branch, 1986) . The reading comprehension scores
were determined from the graded passages as being independent, instructional or
frustratio n level s. based on the details given and number of co rrect respo nses. A
significant part of reading that. is often ignored is tbe child 's ability [ 0 gain meaning
from the text . The deve lcp mem of meaning is an integral pan of rhe Reading
Reco veryN program that must beassessed. and co mprehension is an indicatio n of
Instructio nal readi ng co mprehensio n levels were identified in comparison to
the participant ' s instructional reading level. This wasto determine achievement and
discrepancies in each participam 's actual readin g ability in comparison to the
panicipant' s co mprehension of material read at an instructional level. In conjunction
with the analysis of individual scores and a grou p 's mean of reading comprehension.
a statistical analys is was co nducted to determine ifa significant difference existed
between the groups' means.
&ur Woni RDUlitl P Tea
The Bun Word Reading Test (Gilmore. Croft. &. Reid. 1981) is an
individually administered measure analyzing a child 's word recognition skilJs. Bun
originally designed this word recognition assessment for use in Scotland (Gilmore et
al.. 1981). The test cardconsists ofllO words printed in type ofdiffi:ring sizes and
presem ed in order ofdifficulty . The ctuld is ask ed to read as many words from the
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test card and continues until ten consecnfve errors are observed. The Burl Word
Test has been standardized based on the results of approlcimately 700 New Zealand
children Age norms are provided for children from ages 6 years to 12 yean II
months Thus. this assessment procedure has been used among differentcultural
backgrounds.
The Bun Word Reading Test (Gilmore er al., 1981) is also used in the
Reading Recoverynl Program 's Observational Survey (Clay . 1993a) and for the re-
evaluation of children in the Reading Recovery"N Program This assessment too l
used in conjunction with other data about each child can help teachers make a more
concise and accurate evaluation ofa child's reading achievement. Not only can an
age-equivalent be used to determine levels of word recognition. it can also identify
trends in word attack skills. pronunciation errors and how children approach
unknown print in isolation. The Bun Word Reading Test was administered to all
children in the study and a comparison afthe nwnber oferrors. and age-equivalent
bands was evaluated for a two-year period to determine growth individually and in
comparison to the three study groups.
GefllTtl SDdlittgAsseulWftl
The writing component consisted ofa spelling test based on the Gentry
Spelling Assessment Test . This test involves ten dictated words in which the child is
asked to write each word . The child"s spelling attempts were categorized in one of
8S
six classifications (Gentry. 1985):
No att em pt " Score= 0
Preco mmunicative' identified as the "bebbl lng" stage with a random
use of letters that does not co rrespond to sounds when writing words.
Example: OPSPS= eagle or BLDGE:IIeighty . Score - I .
~ Recognition that letters represent soundsis
characteristic at this stage. Spelling attempts are often written in an
abbreviated form using ~ initiaVand or final sounds" (Gentry, 1985) .
Example : E= eagle or a=eighty . Score - 1.
Phonetic: Words ar this Stageare spelled like they sound. All
phonemes are represented in anempts although unconventional in
nature. Example : EGL=eagl e 01" ATE=eighty. Score ~j.
~ Transiti ons are made from phonetics to thinking about
visual patterns in words. These may - exhibit conventions of English
orthography" (Gentry, 1985) such as vowel digra ph patterns,
frequently used lett er sequences. silent e. use ofvoweis in every
syllab le . Score ~ -I
~ Correct spelling. Score = 5
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Fluency Ra tine
A rarin g of I to 3 was given for fluency by the researcher. The rating of
overall fluency represents theparticipant' s oral reading skills on instructional
passages . Characteristics ofgood oral reading; include phrasing. expression. and
smooth reading co mparable to lalking" Ratings are as follows (Gregory et al.,
1993)
Poo r fluency or staccato reading
~ GoodIfair fluency
~ Excellent fluency l Very fluent
All activiti es were taped by the test er fo r review by the researcher.
Retdling Stntm
initiaDy. a retelling of the Story read orally at the child's instructional level
was also scheduled to beconducted as pan aftbe assessment procedures. The
purpose of this assessmern was to enable the researc her to determine the leve! of
co mpre hension from the:Story read and the skills being demonstrated . It is very
common for a child to read fluently but not understand the story in general. The
details. main idea. and higher level thinking skills (i.e., synthesizing and inferring)
were examined in the retelling afthe passage that wasdetermined to be at the child 's
instructional level. A rating of I {i.e., minimal in detail) to a rating ofl (i.e .• ricb in
detail) was identified. as wdJ.as the administtarion of the retelling response record
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form. which identifies the use of comprehension skills. AU retelling wastape
recorded for use by the researc her.
As explained in Chapler I , this procedure was omitted after consultation with
the testers responsible for administration ofprocedures . The results obtainedfor the
retelling did not appear to bean accurate representation aCthe information the
students actually gained during the reading afthe passage . Participants in each grou p
were better able to answer comprehension questions presented, therefore, a concern
was expressed that in a novel situation cultural factors such as shynessand lacIcof
experience with expressio n of thoughts were interfering with the results
Com prehe nsive OftcriptiOD or Read iog ReroveryN in LlbrJdor
FmaUy, through the use of interviews and questionnaires, teachers,
administrators and Reading Recoveryn.! teachers were objectively analyzed by the
use oftheir own wo rds and ratings. In order to look co mprehensively at Reading
Recovery T)( in Labrador pertaining to euItw'alaspects. theseindividual experiences
and views warranted exploration as documentati on of its success or its limitations
.0\1.1. data were analyzedusing percentages of responses and characteristics. A
document analysis of year end school reports and questi onnaires was conducted to
determine the number of children entering the program and childrendiscontinued. as
well as. students carriedover . and those requiring referrals for additional supports
other than Reading Recoverynt. A comparison of these statistics can provide
ss
insight into the deve lopment oftbe program since its implementation. and support or
refut e its continuan ce in the schoo l system .
Permission was obtained from the Ethics Review Committee of Memorial
University of Newfoundland (Appendix A). Schoo l and school board permission
was given for the development of a longitudinal study and participation of Reading
RecOveryn,1in the implementation of this study (Appendix A). A letter explaining
the purpose and intent of this study was also sent to parents along with a letter of
permission to include their child as a participant in a two-year longitudinal study .
During the period ofNovember 1998 to June 2000 , information was gathered
to compile a comprehensive repo rt of Reading Recoveryn.t in Labrador, including
the implementation of the Reading Recovery N program to the co mpletion of the
proposed study. Labrador exlubits a unique situation with its srudems in the program
being predominantly af the Inuit culture . Cenainchildren of the north are faced with
poor experiernial backgrounds due to isolation. not to mention other factors such 1.$
poor language development befo re starting schoo l and lack.ofeducational suppons
in the home . These factors an interfere with the development oflanguag e (Clay .
19%), Thus.Reading RecoveryThlwill not alleviate these concerns, but will be
idemified as a coumbuting factor to -wring diverse individualsby different routes to
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full participation in the mainstreamof their classroom activities " (Clay, 1996) It is
fer this reaso n that the basis ofselection was random to ensure that all of Labrador's
school population had an opportunity to be included.
The goal of this study was to identifY that throughReading Recoverynl.
whether the Treatment Group (students discontinued from this early intervention) is
able to develop a "self-ext ending system" that enables them to maintainstable gains
in reading and writing when compared to a Reference Group (participants who did
not require the Reading RecoveryN as an intervention) and the Comparison Group
(participants who were unable to access the program). All participants in this study
were grade 2 students who had not repeated a grade. Thus. all participants were the
same age and the identifying factor between groups was the participants' assessed
needofreading intervention in grade I. Based on the assessment. teachers identified
each participant as a discontinued Reading Rccoverynl srudent (Treatment Group),
as needing Reading RecoveryT.\l but unable to access the program (Comparison
Group) (K" progressing at average rates for their grade level (Reference Group).
Plan niol Each TcstiDI Trial
Testing trials began in the fall 1998 and continued twice a year. in the fall
and spring. until the spring of2000. Theresearcherwas able to participate in testing
trials in Hopedale and Happy Valley- Goose Bay. Reading Recover/Y teachers in
Nain. Canwright. Nonh West Rivet". and Happy-Valley--Goose Bay agreed to
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complete the Running Records. Reading Compreh ension. Spelling Assessment and
Bun Word Reading Test for each testing trial . All Reading Recovery"N teachen are
trained in administration of Rwtnin g Records and Bun Word Reading Test. The
research er provided training sessions and detailed procedures in each package. The
researcher analyzed and scored aDmaterial s on eachparticipant for reliability and
validity purpo ses . The Labrador Schoo l Board was suppo rtive afthe researcher' s
effons and allowed time to co mplete testi ng at St . Michael "s School and Peacock
Eleme ntary in Happy Valley- Goose Bay . Also, the researcher was provided with
sufficient time at "continuing contact sessions" to discuss the study and to oblain
progr ess from eac h Reading Recoverl~ teac her .
Rqqrch Design
The goal of the study was to determine whether Reading Recov eryN students
maintainedlong-term gains compared with their " averag e-achieving" classmat es and
- er-n sk" peers who were unable to access Reading Reco veryN . The design
presented is a longitu dinal study in which three study group s were examinedover a
two- year period. Two independent variables are identified . The first is the treannent
conditi on. which is represented by three groups. The first group included 12
discontinued Reading RecoveryN students in the schoo l district who had achieved
the goal s of the program in the 199 7-98 schoo l year . This group received Reading
Recoverynt as an irnervention and was successfully discontinued. The Reference
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Group consisted of participants from the same classrooms as those children in the
study group; however. the children in this group acted as a reference to the
Treatment Group representing children achieving at average levels and including
children who did not need Reading Recoverynl. The Comparison Group, also taken
from the same cohort ofchildren served as a comparison to theother two groups.,
representing those students who needed Reading Rceoverynl but were unable to
receive the program because of lack of teacher re5OW"CCS.. or being repeaters. AU
three groups contained an equal Dumberof participants for the duration of the study .
This factor will hereafter be identified as Group in the analysis.
The second independent variable is Tune . Each participant wastested in the
falland spring of each year for a two-year period. thus identifying four testing trials
in which each participant"s achievement was assessed . Descriptive statistics were
obtained to assess achievement levels on all live dependent variables: Diagnostic
Reading l!f11enlory: Reading Passages. Diagnostic Reading /lllIentory: Reading
Comprehension. Burt Word Reading Test, Gentry Spelling Assessment. and Auency
Rating.
The data from the tests and measurement procedures are presented and
discussed in Chapter 4 . Baseline scores were determined in the fall of 1998 to
determine achievement in n::ading levels, readingcomprehension. word recognition.
spelling achievement levels. and Buency. Theseresuhs served as a comparison for
the subsequent assessment data. Comparison of the "grade-equivalent" and "age-
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equivalent" scores on pre-test and subsequent post-tests was used to monitor and
measure significant gains made by individual participants over the co urse of the
study. In the case ofthe 6uency and spelling assessment.an overall rating was
determined based on performance indica1ors. In<fividualsco res on each procedure
were compiled to represent eac h group ' 5 mean. AU data bas been outlined in detail
in tables and figures throughout the sections where relevant discussion occurs.
A repeated-measures factorial design using an analysisof variance procedure
was chosen for the analysis ofdata. The use of this method for analyzing data
enables researchers to co mpare the means of two or more populations or treatments
and thiscan be accomplished with great er flexibility and interp retati on of results .
An analysis of variance allows more than one independent variable to be analyzed in
a research study. while repeated-measures designs measures the same characteristic
over time while reducing error variance . The null hypothesis would be written like
this Ho: 1.11= 1J.2 = 1.1). indicating no difference between the means ofthe population
represented by the sample groups (Gra vett e- &. WaIlnau. 1995).
A repeated-measures research design enables examination both between-
group and within-group dif'fc:mK:es. Between-group effectsmaybe explained asa
treatmeDt effect. individual diffCl"ellCCS., or experime:otaIerror . The repeated -
measures analysis allows the rcsc:arc:hcrto determine ifthe pattern in means or
changes in means over the four testing tria1sdiffer for the three study groups.
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CH.4.PTER4
Aaalysis orO.ta
~
As described in Chapter 3, two independent variables are identified in the
research design : G RO UP (Treatment Group, Reference Group and Comparison
Grou p) and TIME (four testing trial s ). Each participant was randomly selected from
each one of'the three groups based on their status in receiving Reading RCCOvcryN
interven tion. TheTreatment Group contained participan ts who received Reading
Recovery Thl and were successfull y discontinued from the program. The Reference
Group contained participants who did not require Reading Reco very TMas an
intervent ion. thus were functioning at average or above average levels at the time the
rrearmenr was decided. The Comparison Group comprised students from the same
cohort who wer e among the low est achieving students in grad e I when the treatment
was administered and met the criteria for receiving Reading RecoveryN . but were
unable to access the program due to external factors such as lack of spac e. and
qualified teachers
Descrip tive stati stics were computed at each afthe fOUTtesting trials for an
6ve dependent variables : Diagnosti c Reading Inventory. Graded Reading Levels,
Diagnosn c Reading Inventory Graded Reading Comprehension. Burt Word Reading
TItS1. Gl!ntry Spelling Assessment. and Fluency Raring. A repeated measwes
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ANO VA with a = .OS was used to determine ifthere were effects due toGRQUP
and TIME or their interaction. Tukey ' s HSD was used to make pairwise post hoc
comparisons to determine the groups affected by treatments where significant mean
differen ces occurred (Ramsey, 1993)
Analysis of Diag Nostic Readilf g [,, \>emory Gnded Rqding LoW
Descripti ve statistics for all three groups suggested positive gains in reading
levels as all three group s ' means increased over time (see Figure 1). There was a
significan t interaction effect of GROUP and TIME., which indicates that the patterns
of reading performan ce for group s differed significantly over the two-year testing
period (F = 3.J6.p =. 00 5).
Tab le 4
Repealed Measures Analysisof Variance of Diagnosti c Reading Inventory Groups'
Mean GradedReading Levels
SO""" Swn of Squares df Mean Squares F p
TIME 61. 933 3 20 .644 37.2 18 000
TIME·GROUP 11.103 6 1.851 3.336 .005
Error (TIME) 54 .9 14 99 0.555
GROUP 207 .512 2 103 .756 15.327 000
Erro r (GROUP) 223.396 33 s.n
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Figure 1
Diagnosti c Reading Inventory Groups ' Mean Reading Levels For All Testing Trials
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Simple main effect s tests indicated that there was no significant difference in
the reading levels and rate of progress between the Treatment Group and the
Reference Group on any of the four testing trials . However, the Comparison Group
differed significantly from both the Treatment Group and the Reference Group for
each of the four testing trials. Results indicated that student s who have received
Reading Recovery'f as an early intervention program have progre ssed comparably
to their peers progressing at "average" rates (Reference Group) , but demonstrated
significantly higher reading progress than their "at-risk" peers (Comparison Group).
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Post hoc results are contained in Table 10 of Appendix D (see also means in Figure
I)
Despite the fact that the Treatment Group and the Reference Group did not
demonstrate a statistically significant difference in reading, analysis of Figure I
shows that the Treatment Group maintained parallel gainswith the Reference Group
for the first year after Reading Recovery'N intervention. However. in the second
year the Treatment Group appeared to narrow the gap to 0.3 ofa grade level in
readin g achievement and surpassed the Reference Group in the spring 2000 testing
mal . h is important to note that the children in the Treatment Group were
functioning in the lowest 10"/0""20'% of their classes, thus initial scores upon
acceptance into Reading RecoveryN were lower than those cf'the Comparison
Group. This supports the long-leon positive gains of Reading Recoveryn.l as an
early intervention program for " at-risk" students
Analysts of DUlCtfosticRftUlj"f IlrlJelfrorr Readin, CompRbcnsioq Inm
Repeated measures analysis of variance was conducted on comprehension
instructional levels determined by informal reading passages selected from the
lnfonnal Reading Inventory_ Levels of reading comprehension can be determined
independently of the participant 's instructional reading levels. The sphericity
assumption was not met based on Box 's Test of Equality. thus.. the Geisser-
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Greenhouse procedure was used to determin e statistically significant differences for
tests including within-group effects CKeselman & Keselman, 1993, p.l24).
Results indicated no interaction effect of GROUP and TIME on graded
reading comprehension leve ls (see Table 5); thus indicating that there was no
significant difference in tbe panem of reading comprehension levels or rate of
progress of all three groups over the four testing trials (F = 1.779. P = .119). There
was a significant TIME effect within group s. indicating that all three groups changed
compara bly (F = 32.459. P = .000 ) and made significan t reading comprehens ion
gains ov er the two-year period (see Figure 2). OveraU means for eac h testin g trial
from fall 1998 to spring 2000 were as fe llows : fall 1998 - 2.1; spring 1999 - 3.3; falI
1999 - 3 8; and spring 2000 - 4.3.
TableS
Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance ofQroups' Mean for Diagnostic Reading
Inventory Graded Reading eomorehension Leycls
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Squares F p
TIME 53.779 2.745 19.595 32.459 000
TIME·GROUP 5.895 5-489 1.074 1.179 1\9
Error(llME) 54 .674 90.570 604
GROUP 35.415 117.708 19.703 000
Error(GROUP) 197.146 33 5.974
The GROUP effect was also significant (F = 19.703,p = .(00). Tukey's
HSD (Tukey 's Honestly Significant Difference) was conducted analyzing multiple
comparisons between the Treatment Group , Reference Group and the Comparison
Group to determine which of the three groups differed in achievement on reading
comprehensio n levels. Overall means for each study group collapsed over TIME
are : Trea tment Grou p - 4.8; Reference Grou p - 1.0; and Comparison Gro up - 1.8
Figure 2
Groups' Mean Reading Comprehension Levels For All Testing Trial
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Results indicated no significant difference in achievement levels betwee n the
Treat ment Group and Reference Group (p = .117). The Comparison Group was
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significantly differeat from both the Treatment Group and Reference Group withp ~
(XX) for both between group comparisons. However, the Treatment Group
demonstrated higher achievement scores than both the Reference Group and the
Comparison Group in Reading Comp rehension- Figure 2 provides a visual
representation of reading compr ehension levels with descriptiv e statistics for each
testing trial
Analysis or the &ur Word Reading Trst
Raw scores from the Bun WorrJReading Tesl(1981) were analyzed (see
Table 6) and results indicated a significant interactio n effect. thus concluding that
participants within the three groups progressed differently in word identification
skillsfF =2.983. p= ,0 10).
Table 6
Repeated Measures Analysis o(Variance oeGroup$' Mean for Bun Word Reading
fu1
Source Sum of Squares d[ Mean Squares F p
TIME 5074.472 3 1691.491 76 .195 .000
TIME*GROUP 397278 6 66_213 2.983 .0 10
Error (TIME) 2197 .750 99 22 .199
GROUP 6180 .722 3090 .361 3.998 028
Error (GROUP) 25511.083 33 m .063
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Figure 3
Group s' Mean Results for the BUrl Word Reading Test For All Testing Trial s
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Post hoc tests were utilized to examine simple main effect s over time within
the three groups asse ssed (see Table II in Appendix D). Analysis indicated that
there was no significant differenc e in the word recogniti on levels and rate ofprogress
between the Treatment Group and the Reference Group thr oughout the four testing
trials. The Comparison Group was significantl y different from both the Treatment
Group and the Reference Group at specific times durin g the two- year period . During
the fall 1998 and the spring 1999 , there was no significant difference between the
performance of the participants within Comp arison Group and the performance
demon strated by the participants within both the Treatment Group and the Refere nce
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Group. However. in the beginning of tbe second year cftesting, a significant
difference in the rate of progress of the participan ts in the Reference Gro up emerged.
The rate of progress assessed at the fall 1999 remained not significant between
participants cf the Comparison Group and the Treatment Group . The linaltesting
trial (spring 2000) also exhibited a significant difference between the Comparison
Group and the ReferenceGroup; however , a significant difference was also
identified between participants afthe Comparison Group and the Treatment Group.
Results indicate that participants within the three groups all progressed
during the two-year longitudinal study (TIME was significant. F= 76.195 .p '* .000)
and demonstrated similarpatterns of progress during the lim two testing trials . The
Reference Group participants. determined to be achieving at average rates and
requiring no intervention in their schooling, appearedto make more significant gains
in the fall 1999 and the spring 2000 testing trials . However, the Treatment Group.
containing students who have received Reading Recovery'Thl as an early intervention.
demonstrated a rate of progress comparable to participants in all four testing trials
when compared to the Reference Group and in the first two resting trials when
compared to the Comparison Gro up. The Treatment Group appeared to make more
significant gains in the filIl 1999 and the spring 2000 testing trials in which the
pattern of progress in word recogniti on skills remainedcomparable to the Reference
Group. but demonstrated a significant difference in the rate ofprogress with the
Comparison Group . whose participants WC'e unable to receive Reading Recoverynl
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as an early intervention program. Thus, it was co ncluded thaJ: the Treatment Group
continued to independentJy maintain current skills and make significant gains in
word recogniti on over time
As describedin Chapter J. the Gentry Spelling Asse ssment was
administered to assess me written component aftbe testing procedures. Spelling
attempts were assigned a numerical value according to the descriptive category in
which the spelling attempt was mor e accurately represented ( Gentry, 1985), Mean
raw scor es wer e then calculated to yidd a Total Spelling Score f~ each testing trial
per group and a repeated measures analysis ofvariance was conducted to examine
both between group and within group differences .
Table 7
Repeated Measurcs Analysis of Variance of Grnup s ' Mean Results oCme Gentry
Spelling Assessme nt
Source Sum of Squares df Mean Squares F
TIME 1133500 2.159 525 .045 32.975 000
TIME ·GROUP 13.125 4.318 3040 191 951
Error (TIME) 1134 .375 71.242 15.923
GROUP 1873.597 936 .799 5.435 009
Error (GROUP) 5688.292 JJ rn.372
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On a preliminary analysis, the sphereity assumption was not met using Box ' s
Test of Equality , thus the Gei sser-Greenhouse approach was examined to determine
statistical differences for tests within group effects. Result s as shown in Tabl e 7
indicate tha t an interaction effect was IIOt significant for effects ofTIME*GROUP.
suggesting that participants af me three study groups weresimilar in their me of
progress (F =. 191, P = .951). A significant TIME effect was identified confirming
that aUgrou ps chan ged in spelling development over the four testing trials between
fall 199 8 and spring 2000 (F =. 32.975. p =.000 ). The overall means for each
test ing trial from fall 1998 to spring 2000 were as follows : fiill 1998: J _4~ spring
1999 : 36; fall 1999 : 3 8; and spring 2000 : 4 .1. indicating tha t aUgroups made
significant gains
Ahhou gh all participants within groups progressed at similar rat es, the
GROUP effect wassignificant indicating differences between groups studied (F =
5435 . p= 009 ). Tukey "sHSD indicated that thaI there was no significant
differences between the Treatmem Group and the Reference Group. nor between the
Reference Group and the Comparison Group. The difference between groups was
between the Treatment Group and the Comparison Group . Analysisof Figure 4,
further confirms that the Treatment Group scored higher on the spelling assessment
than the other two study groups at aUfour testing tri als . Overall means for each
studygroup co Uapsing TIME are as follows : Trearmen Group : 4.1; Reference
Grou p : 3 .8; and Comparison Group : 32 .
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Figure4
Groups' Mean Results for Gentn· Snelling Results For All Testing Trial
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Conc lusions regar ding spelling development indicate that the participants
who received Reading Recovery'f wdemonstrated higher scores than their average
achieving peersand part icipants co nsidered "at-risk" for reading and writing failure .
Although the Treatment Group received higher scores in spelling achievement , their
performance was comparable to the Reference Gro up. In comparison to students
who needed Reading RecoveryTM as an early intervention program (Comparison
Gro up) the Trea tment Gro up scored significant ly higher; thus, suggesti ng that the
participantswho received Reading RecoveryTM as an early interventionprogram.
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maintained achievement in spelling deve lopment and continued to develo p
independently effective suategies to prod uce substantial and long lasting effects
Analy sis of Fluency IU tiDI!!
The overall fluency score represents the tester' s rating of the participant's
oral reading on the passage determined as their instructional level. Mean raw scores
were analyzed using a repeat ed measur es analysis of variance as shown in Table 8
With sphericity assumed there were no significant interaction effects
indicating that all participants within the three groups demonstrat ed similar patterns
of progress during the two- year longitudinal study (F = 700. P = 650). A
significant TIME effect was noted. and since the means showed an increase from one
testing trial to the next, this indicates that groups made positive gains in fluency
performance from meinitial testing Dial in the fall 199 8 to the final testin g trial
conducted in the spring 2000 (F .. 10.873. P = 000 ). The overall means for each
testing trial from fall 1998 to spring 2000 are as follows - fall 1998: 2.0; spring 1999
2.2; fall 1999 : 2.4; and spring 2000 : 2.5 indicating that all gro ups made significam
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TableS
Repeated Measures Analysis ofYariance ofOroups' Mean Fluency Rariog
Source Sum ofSquar es df Mean Squares F
TIME 4.743 3 1.581 10.873 000
TIME-GROUP 6 11 6 .102 .700 6'0
Error(TlME) 14.396 99 . 145
GROUP 24 .500 2 12.250 15.437 000
Erro r (GROUP) 36 .187 33 794
Further analysis indica tes a significant GROUP effect identifying differences
between overall groups' performance in oral reading (F~ 15.437 , p= .000 ). Tukey 's
HSD confirmsthat there was a significant difference in fluency perfo rmance
between the Comparison Group and both the Treatment Gro up and the Reference
Group means respectively. No significant difference was indicated between the
Treatment Grou p and the Reference Group's performance for all four testing trials.
The mean Fluency Rating of the Treatment Grou p was higher than that of'the
Referenc e Grou p; however, the fluency performance of the Reference Gro up
improved significantly in the faIl 1999 and leveled in the spring 2000 to para1lel that
ot'the Treatment Group. Overall means for each gro up collapsed over TIME.as
follows : Treatment Group: 2.1 ; Reference Group: 2.3; and Comparison Group: 1.1.
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Figur e 5
Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance of Group s' Mean Fluency Rating
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Based on these results , the Treatment Group maintained gains in fluency and
oral reading as a result of Reading Reco very'Yinterventi on. Further, the Treatment
Group, appe ared to performat higher levels than the oth er two study gr oups at the
initial testing thus, leaving less room for progress within the group over the two
years. Despit e that performance did not impro ve significantly with the Treatment
Group , there was no significant difference in the overall fluency performance
between the Treatment Group and the Reference Group , Therefore, Reading
Recovery'?' participant s who had very little oral reading skills at the commencement
of the early inte rvention pro gram made comparable gains with thei r "average-
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achieving " peers When compared to their - at-risk" peersin the Com pariso n Grou p,
the Treatment Group demonstrated substantially higher ratings in fluency
perfo rmance. thus the Reading R.ecovery'N intervention assisted in the development
of fluency performance and a " self-exrendingsystem" to maint ain oral reading skills
overti me
(BrOnna! Analysts or ReIIdioc .nd Readio! ComPttlleDsioD Re!ulg
A repeated measures Multivariat e Analysis ofVariance ofthe Graded
ReadingLevelscomparing the Graded ReadingComprehension Levels for each
group was not included in the research design, thus it was not implement ed . An
informal analysisof the comparison of Graded Reading Levels and the Graded.
Reading Co mprehension Levels was obtained ( see Figure 6)
The Trea.tmenl Group appearedto achieve higher mean scores in reading
comprehension comparable to their mean reading level s than did th e Reference
Group. The Reference Group demonstrated an overall gap in reading achievement
that was approximately 1.5 grade levels higher than reading comprehension
achievement. The Comparison Group also demonstrated an overall discrepancy in
readin g achievement and readin g comprehension achievemem of about one grade
level. Individual group comparison figur~ of reading and reading com prehensio n
results are identified in Figure 6.
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The participants who received Reading Reco very'Y as an early intervention
program appeared to understand reading material comparable to their instructional
reading levels (see Figure 6) . However, comprehension instructionallevels for each
participant in the Reference Group and the Co mpariso n Group were often
determined not to be com parable to the participant 's instructional reading level, as
the level of text read ing may have been more advanced than the participant' s level of
understanding.
Figure 6
Comparison Graphs of Reading Levels and Reading Comprehension Levels for all
~
Treatment Group
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Figure6, continued
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Interpretation. Implicati ons aad Recommendations
The purpose ofthis research study was to determine the long-term
effectiveness ofR.eading Recoveryn.t as an early intervention program for - at-risk"
students. It was believed that the effectsof Reading Recoveryn.l could be
understood by comparing students over time in relation to their need for early
intervention at the beginning ofgrade 1. Thus. participants were selected from
groups based on thei r status of receMng Reading Recovcryn.l as an early
jmervention program. Three groups wer e studied over a two- year period
commencing in the fall 1998 and concluding in the spring 2000 : a Treatment Group,
students "at-risk- of reading and writing difficulties in grade I and who were
successfully discontinued from Reading Reco veryn.l : a Reference Gro up. students
who were identified by their teac hers to be achieving at "average" rates and requiring
no further interventions outside of classroom teaching; and a Comparison Group,
students co nsidered " at- risk" for reading and writing difficulties but unab le to
receive Reading Recovery n.l due to lack of trained Reading RecoveryN teachers in
their school retentions or were not e-years old at the time ofsdection. In total, 36
studentswere examined and aDstudents were retained for the duration of the study .
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Testing began for participants in grade 2 after the treatment was determined
to have been effective for the students who receivedReading Recovery'N
Dependent variables included Diagnostic Reading Irrvemory: Graded
Reading Levels. Diagnostic Reading Inventory : Graded Reading Comprehension.
Bun Word Reading Test. Gentry:Spelling Assessment, and Fluency Rating . The
research design consisted ofa repeated measures analysis of variance to evaluate
between-group effects and within-group effects over time
Results suggest that the participants successfully discontinued from Reading
RecoveryThI(Treattnent Group) demonstrated no significant difference in
achievement on the five dependent measures from their -everege- achieving " peers
who did not need Reading Recoverynl as an early intervention program (Reference
Group) However. when compared to their "at-risk" peersfor reading and writing
diffieu.lties (Comparison Group). significantdifferences were noted favoring the
Treatmem: Group in achievememlevels orall five dependent variables assessed
during the two-year longitudinal study; The exception afme Burt Word Reading
rest. in which significantly higher achievement was obtained at the fall 1999 and the
spring 2000 testing trials only. Significantly higher achievement levels for the
Reference Group were also noted on four of the five dependent measures when
comparing the Comparison Group: there was DO significant difference between the
Reference Group and the Comparison Group OD the Gentry S{wlling Assessment,
Similar trends noted in achievement betweenthe Treatment Group and the Reference
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Gro up were found in the Bun Word Reading Test. in which significantly higher
achievement was identified at the fall 1999 and the spring 2000 testing trials only
when compared to the Comparison Group. The research findings are discussed
further in the following sectio n.
Interprttatioo orRe!prth fjodina
It is impo rtant to note that the parti cipan ts co mprising the Treatment Group
and who were successfullydiscontinued.from Reading RecovcryThl, were identified
as among the lowest achievingstudents in their grade I class. Achievementscores
were described as being in the lowest 10"/e- 20% oftheir classes. Based upo n the
guide lines for accep tance into the Reading Recoverynl program it is underst ood that
the Treaonem Gro up demonstrated lower achievement in reading and writing skills
than the participants in the Reference Group and the Comparison Group. This made
their achievementsover the two-year longitudinal study an the more significant.
Despite that differenceswere identified in overall achievement, within-group
analysis identifi ed that. in three of the live depend ent measures. all groups
progressed at a similar rate of progress over time and in all fiveof the dependent
measures each grou p made significant gains in achievementover the two year testing
period . The following discussion provides interp retation and discussion of particular
trends in the achievement ofthe three study groups examined.
\1 4
Treatment G ro up and Co moarison Group
To evaluat e the impact of R.eading Recovery 'N on students identifiedas "at-
risk" of reading and writing difficulty , those students, who received Reading
RecoveryN in grade I and successfully discontinued (T reatment Group), were
examined in relation to their "at-risk" classmates unable to receive Reading
Reco very N as an early interventi on (Comparison Grou p) . Examination of group
effect s indicates that for all five dependenr: measures the Co mparison Group scored
significantl y lower in achi evement than did the Treatm ent Group . How ever , the
Compariso n Group made positive gains in relation to their initial testing scores. In
the reading co mprehensio n. fluency , and spelling skills assessment, the Comparison
Group not only made progr ess over rime. but also progressed at a similar rate to the
Treatment Group. A significant difference in rate ofprogress was noted in reading
achievement and wo rd recognition skill s. and the means suggested progress in these
skills was made at a slower rate for the Comparison Gro up The foDowing
discussion outlines specific trends in development .
~, A significant difference was found between the achievement
scores c f tbe Treatment Group and the Comparison Group for aDfour testing trials
Results indicated that students who received Reading Recovery-Dotas an early
intervention program demonsmtted faster reading progression than their "at -risk"
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Reading comprehension. The participants in the Treatment Group achieved
significantly higher scores than the participants needing Reading RecoveryN
intervention. Both groups progressed over time (see Figure 2). Examination of
reading and reading comprehension levels identify a gap between material read and
material undemood at the instJUctionallevel (see Figure 6). Fall 1998 testing
indicated a gap orO.8 ora grade level existed and widened to 1.2 in the spring 1999
The difference in reading and reading comprehension narrowed slightly and
remained constant over the final two testing trials with a difference orO.8 and 0.9
respectively . The participants who received Reading Recoverl~·ldemonstrated
comprehension levels comparable to their reading instructional levels . Results
suggest that the Treatment Group demonstrated better developed comprehension
strategies for reading material at their instructional leve l.
Word recognition. Analysis of word recognition skinsindicated that
although positive gains were made during the (WQ year period. a significant
difference in the rate of progress was determined between the Treatment Group and
the Comparison Group , in which the treatment Group scored significandy higher at
the fall 1999 and the spring 2000 testing trials . Further analysis ofage equivalency
in relation to participant 's chronological age also suggested a slower rate of progress
for theComparison Group than for theTreatment Group who achieved average to
above average scores in the first three testing trials and above average in the spring
2000 testing (see Table 9) . At the first testing trial the Comparison Group
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demo nstrat ed scores within the average age equivalent band . However, in me spring
1999 and the fall 1999 achievement fell in the belo w average to averag e range as
determined by their chronological age. This achievement steadily decreased in the
spring 2000 to suggest below average achievement.
Table 9
Mean Equivalent Agc Band for Bun Word Reading Test
Grou p Fall 1998 Spring 1999 Falll999 Spring 2000
(Approximate age band ) (6 :09·7:09) (7:05-8 :05) (7 :09-8 :09) (8 :05· 9 :05)
Treatment Grou p
Reference Gro up
Comparison Group
7:07-8 :0 1
7:10- 8:04
6 :11-7 :05
8:01-.3:07 8:06-9 :00 9:06- 10:00
8:02-8 :08 8:11-9 :05 9: 11-10 :05
7:02-7"08 7:04-7:10 7:08·8 :02
~ There was no significant difference in pan em of progress between
both the Treatm ent Group and the Comparison Group. Both groups made positive
gains in relation to their own abilities in spelling achievement . However. the
Treatment Group scored significantly higher in spelling development than their "at-
risk ~ peen contained in the Compariso n Grou p
Analysis oftrends in mean total spelling scores based o n descri ptive
strategies funher identifies the low progres s of the Comparison Gro up in rd ation to
the Treannent Group . The Treannent Group had the highest achievement orall three
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grou ps In the first testing trial students were at the Phonetic-Transitional stage and
progressed stea dily to Transitional-Correct stage at the final testin g trial. The
Compari so n group. on the other hand,were at the Se mi- pbc eeti c-P bonetic Stage in
the first testing trial . At the spring 1999 testin g they improved to the phonetic stage,
however, tbey remained in the Phonetic-Transitional stag e for the last year ofthe
study . Progress for the Co mpariso n Grou p. although pos itive, remained in the
Phonetic -Transitional stage o f spelling development.. sugg estin g that the participants
"at -risk" and who needed Reading Reco very n l were able to maintain gainsin
spelling deve lopment, but were unable to independenlly build upon existing skills for
significan t improvemen t.
Fluency skiDs The Co mpariso n Group made steady progress in fluency over
time and progressed at a similar rate of progress as the Treatment Group. Despite
progress made. scores were significantly lower than that of the Treatment Group (see
Figure 5). The Co mpariso n Group maintained a rating of poor/staccato fluen cy to
good/fair fluency in the first three testing trials and received a rating of good/fair
fluency in the spring 2000 testing. Results suggest that the Comparison Grou p had
experienced difficulty with fluency and phrasing for reading material at their
instru ctio nal level and in grad e 3 still never reco vered their fluency ratings to help in
develo pment of reading levels
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TrntmfeDIGroup and Reference G ro up
Th e intent of Reading Reco very 'N as an early intervention pro gram is to
accelerate the learning of- at-risk" rea ders and writers to bring them to average
levels within their classroom Thus.Reading Reco very"N parti cipant s wer e
compared to a Reference Group co nsisti ng of tbeir "averag e- achieving" classmates
On all five dependent measures. panicipants in the Trea tment Group scored at
comparable levels to the Reference Group, suggesting that Reading RecoveryN , as
an early intervention program. was successful in bringing the lowest achieving grade
I stud ents to "average- levels It also appears that Reading RecoveryN was
effecti ve in helping students deve lop a "self-ext endin g system " to sustain gainsand
produce long-tasting effects on readi ng development. wo rd reco gnition skills,
reading comprehension. spelling stnLteg:iesand fluency skills .
~ At the beginning of grade 2. when the first testing trial
co mmenc ed. the Reference Group dem onstrated slightlyhigher reading level s than
the Treatment Grou p. approximately ODe year higher (see Figure I). but this
difference wasnot significant. At the spring 1999 testing. the difference remained
constant: however. again not significant . The gap in reading levels between the
Treatment Grou p and the Reference Group appearedto narrow at the fall 1999
testing trial and was now 0.3 of a grade lev el in difference between groups. At the
final testing trial., in the spring 2000 . the Treatment Group narrowed the gap in
reading ac hievement scores of their "averag e-acbievmg" peersand surpassed their
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reading levels by 0 .1 ora graded reading level. The difference between the two
groups and the rate of progress was not significant. but thisdoes indicate that
students in the Treatment Group were able to maintain skills comparabl e to their
"averag e-achieving" peers. and contin ue to make accelerated gains . The resul ts
funher support the development of a " self-ext endin g system " after the
discontinuation ofan intensive early intervention program. With skills obtainedin
early interv ention. students wer e enab led to function independently in subsequent
years and to build upon existing skills in order to succeed in chaUenging
environments
Similar results were presented by Shanahan and Barr( I99S) in which
participants were identified. as maintainin g learning gainsfrom Readin g RecoveryN
intervention when compared to their " average-achieving" peers: however, reading
levels were slightl y belo w thei r "averag e-a chievin g" classmates until the third grade.
It is expected that after discontinuing an intensive intervention program. students
would be challenged or have more difficulty without continued additional support .
However , contin ued improvement in performance and long-term success suggests
that the theory afthe development of a " self-ext endin g system " was supported. 'Ibe
children ' s rate ofprogress improved in the third grade with the development of
metaccgnitive strategies to suppan their own learning devclo pment (Shanahan &
Barr. 1995)
\2 0
Reading compre hemtion Although there was no significant difference in the
perfonnance a f lhe Treatment Group and the Reference Group in reading
comprehension skills, the students in the Treatment Group demonstrated. higher
scores overall, than the Referenc e Group (see Figure 2). Thisindicates that the
participants in the Treatment Group demonstrated reading com prehension lev els
equivalent to their instructional levels, whereas the Reference Group demonstrated
readi ng comprehension levels app roximately L5 grade levels behindtheir reading
instruetional levd. Results suggested that participants who were successfully
disco ntinued from Reading RecoveryTM better developed comprehension skills than
their " averag e-a ch ieving" classmates for material read orally .
Word recognition skills Both the Treatmen t Gro up and the Refere nce Group
progressed similarlyin achievement of wo rd recognition skills. The Reference
Group scores were slightly higher than Trea tmen t Group; however. progress
remainedparall el betw een groups with no significant differ ence (see Figur e 3).
Further examination of age equivalency fo r both the Treatment Group and the
Reference Group identified scores average to above average in word reco gnition
skills based on the parti cipant 's chronological age at the timeof testin g as shown in
Table 9
Trends in the last year oftesting suggest that steady gains in word recognition
skills resuft ed in above average scores for the Reference Group in the filII 1999 and
the sp ring 2000 and the Treatment Group in the spring 2000_ The results further
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support sustained gainsand the develo pment ofa " self-ext ending system " with
Reading Recov eryThlintervention. thus it can be concluded that participants who
received Reading RecoveryThlco ntinued 10 build upon existing strategies in
deciphering unknown and co mplex words co mparabl e to their "average-achieving"
~ No significant difference was noted statistically between the
Treatment Group and the Reference Group in spelling skills. However. the means for
the Treatment Group were slightly higher for all testing trial s (see Figure 4)
Performance also remained constant for the two groups over time. thus, the
Treatment Group's perfonnance was deemed equiv alent to the Reference Group over
the two years
The Treatment Group and the Referenc e Group co mmenced testing v..ith a
category rating within the Phonetic-Transitional stag e of spelling devdopment.
Trends in patterns of spelli ng develop ment indicated tha t the Treatment Grou p
progressed to the Transitional stage and then to the Transitional-Correct stage of
deve lopment at the sprin g 1999 and fall 2000 testing trials respectively and
maintainedprogress at the final testin g trial . The Reference Group, on the other
hand.. remained in the Phonetic-Transitional stage of spelling develo pment for the
spring 1999 and fall 1999 testing trials . Progress to the Transitional-Correct stage
did not occur until the final testing trial in the spring 2000 . Altbough differences in
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the patterns of spelling devdopment for the Treatment Group and the Reference
Group were identified, no significantdifference existed between the two groups
Funher analysis indicated that the Treatment Group continued to progress
independently through the stages of spelling development, supporting the
acquirement of a " self-ext ending system " through early intervention that enables
students 10 build upon existing skills to sustainand improve upon previous learning
gains in spelling achievement
~ There were no significant differences in 8uency performance
between the Treatment Group and the Reference Group, although the means of the
Treatment Group were consistently higher than those afthe Reference Group (see
Figure 5). The highest overall rating offluency given to a child was J points . The
mean fluency afthe Treatment Group began at 2.5 indicating very Ouent reading and
the Reference Group began their rating at 2.1. lower on the scale.indicating fair
fluency . The Treatment Group made gains in the second testing trial however, at the
fall 1999 testing achieveda raring of2.8 and maintained this rating until the end of
the two-year testing period . The Reference Group, also maintained a fair rating for
fluency in the second testing trial with a rating of2.2; however, it showed
improvemern in the third and final testing trial maintaining a raring of very Ouent
reading with a constant score o£1.6.
Resuttssuggest that participants who were successfully discontinued from
Reading:RecoveryN appeared to have better developed fluency sJcills after Reading
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Reco veryTMintervention than their "averag e-achievin g" classmat es, suggesting that
fluency and phrasing skills were sustained after Reading Recov crynt intervention. It
is possible that becau se of such a high rating of fluency after the intensive one-o n-
one intervention, there was minimalimprovement over the two-year stud y. Thus,
one can conclude that fluency and phrasing development afthe Reading RecoveryTY
lesson helps build fluency skills for students who have received Reading RecOvery N
to be comparable to tha t of their "average-achieving" classmates
Reference Gro up lod Co mparison Group
It is the assumption that without additional assistance of the Reading
Recovery"~l program in grade I. participants in the Comparison Group would
co ntinue to perfonn at levels significantly below their" average-achieving"
classma tes (Referenc e Group) . Thefindings o f the research study concluded that the
Comparison Group scored significantly below the Reference Group on four out of
the five dependent measures. Funher anaJysis afthe Gentry Spelling Assessment
identified no significant difference between the Co mparison Group and the
Reference Group. The Reference Group's achievement wasdetermined to be
between that a f the Treatment Group and Comparison Group, thusnot significantly
different from both groups. Similar trends noted in achievement between the
Treatment Group and the Comparison Group were also analyzed with the Burt Word
Reading Test. when co mparing the Reference Group and the Comparison Gro up .
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Significantly higher achievement was observed in favor oftbe Reference Group at
the fall 1999 and the sprin g 2000 testing trials only
Theresul ts ofthe this srudy showed that Reading Recovery T'M was effective
in bringing a sample of lowest achieving students in grad e I to achievement levels
comparab le to their "average- achieving" classmates and this confirms that the
principl es outlined in the Reading Recovery The program were effective in producing
significant and long-term effects in their readin g and writing devel opment.
Clay's (1991 , 1993b) theory oflearning to read and write is based on the
principl e that children construct cognitiv e systems to understand the world and
language . These cognitive systems develop as "self-extending systems" that
generat e further learning through the use of multiple sources of information . In
learni ng to read.children acquire a set of mental operations that mak e a "se1f-
extending system" for reading and writin g. These strat egies allow them to use
language and world knowledge and to integrate:information from many different
sources . Therefore. the goal of Reading Recovery"N is for children to become self -
sufficient readers and writers, thus learning more about reading everyday
independent of direct instruction (Clay & Cazden, 1991). Based on the results
presented. one can conclude that the parnciparas who received Reading Recoveryn.t
as an early intervention program developed a -sdf-enending system" that
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encouraged independent progressive learning
ImDlkatioa,
A review of the literature has lead the researcher to conclud e that traditional
remedial programs have failed to addr ess the diffiaJ..Ities"at-risk" students are
experiencing with reading and writing (Allingt on. 2001 ; Clay, 1993b ; Gersten &
Dimino. 1990 ; Pikul ski., 1994; Pinnell et al.• 1995; Shanahan & Barr . 1995)
Educato rs striv e to develop effective literacy programs that W\11 support the needs of
"at-risk" students in the long- term continuation of their literacy development.
Clay's ( 1979. 1993a.;.I99 Jb ) Reading RecoveryN prograrn has been
recognized by educa tors and fellow resear chers as a theoretically sound
co mprehensive approach to literacy development fer children "at-risk" of readin g
and writi ngdifficuftiesfAskew et el.• 1999 : Bmwn er aL 1999; Cent er et al.. 1995;
Gregc ry et al., 199 3; Hovest & Day. 1997; Jaggar& Sunk. 1996; Pinnell et al.,
1994; Rcss et a1.• 1995 ; Shanahan & Barr. 199 5; Wasik & Slavin, 199 3). This study
presented here funher corroborates specifiedresearch examined in Chapter 2. as weD
as. further sugg ests implications that contnbute to CUJTeIIt research in Reading
Reco very N . The foUowing discussion outlines implications ofthe research
presented.
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Readio, Recovmnl Rggrth in Canada
Researc h in Reading RecoveryN bas been questioned in terms of
methodology and the need for more independent research outside the Reading
Recoverynl Council of Nonh America. 1lle researcher can attest to the need for
mo re research in th e area of Reading RecoveryThl.especiallyin relation to Canadian
implementation. The research study present ed is independent of the Reading
Recov erynolCounciI of Nonh America.in that it is a thesis project req uired for a
Master's comp letion . The research was cond ucted in Labrador so it is net only a
Canadian study but also o ne that involves a myriad ofcultures not reported on in
previous research
Qualitative analysis ofteacher responses comaincd in the Questionnairefor
Classroom Teachers reveal many challenges of teaching children of muIti -cultunl.l
background such as language barri ers ofboth the children and the parents (i.e.•
symax and semantic). cultural. values and understanding of literacy education. lack of
book know ledg e and different literature experience. and loss ofinsttuctional time .
Therefo re. research that suggests the effectiveness ofReading Recoverynt. attests
that this early imervcrnion program are successful for children of a variety of cultural
backgrounds and experiences
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Rc0rnrnbti¥e SAmple or Reading Rrc::ovtry"nt Studmq
Program factors supplied by Reading RecoveryThi teachers on the programs
of each participant identified that children in the Treatment Group met the guidelines
of' the program's criteria for selection, thus are considered by the researcher- to be a
representative sample of the population requiring Reading RecoveryN . On average.
Reading Recovery N students co mplete their individual programs in 12-20 weeks
Participants selected for the Labrador study completed their programs in a mean
number of 14 weeks and 50 lessens, which is representative aflhe guidelines
prescm:ed worldwide (see Table IS, Appendix D) . When examining program
infonnation. participants began their programs with a mean book level of3 . When
convened to grad e eq uivalent a level J book:is representative of beginning reading in
pre to early Kindergarten, thus, demonstrating a need for early intervention for
children in grade I , In contrast the end mean reading level a f the participants was
indicated as a book level 2 I . which is representative of early grad e 2 reading
material This is indicative afthe acceleration rate that "at-risk" students can obtain
in 12-20 weeks. It was reponed that parti cipants remained at approximately three
books per level before progressing on to the next book level in their program-
It is also identified in the research that Reading RecoveryThl. students
experienceincreased self-concept and higher confidence levels in their abilities after
Reading RecoveryTIol (Cohen et al.• 1989 ; Rumbaugh & Brown. 2000 ; Trayaelis-
Yurek & Hansen. 1993). Classroom teachers used the Student Record Sheet (see
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Appendix C) to rate student's attitu de toward readin g and writing before and after
Reading F...ecoveryN, Ratingsappeared to increase dramatically. For example, the
ratings or - geed" or "excellent" were identified as 33% and 25% for reading and
writing respectively before Reading Recovery'N intervention (see Table 16
Appendix D ) and increased to 1000/0 for both readin g and writi ng after the Reading
Recovery"N: In reading. 83% were rated as having an excellent attitu de toward
readin g and 75% demonstrated an excellent attitude toward writing after Reading
RecoveryN intervention . The remainder of students were rated as having good
attitudes toward reading and writing with 17% and 25% respectively. Thus. wi th the
app rop riate instruction and guidance the lowest 10%...20"/0 of students can accelerate
to average- abov e average levels in the short term to achieve tong-term effects in
academic achievement and self-co ncept .
Intrgnted Approac::b to Reading and Writimg
Reading Reco veryT\l is recognizedas a balanced..integrated approach to
literacy intervention.. which is an important principle of an effective program in
literacy development. Slcills developed in Reading Recoveryn.l are ..interrelated to a
set ofleaming experiences " (Pinnell 2000). One key concept ofRea.ding
RecoveryThl is that all new learning is reinforced and connected throughout the
lesso n' 5 framework based on the unique needsofthe stu dent . All reading and
writing lesso n components described throughout this section are interconnected to
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ensure maximum. learning ofa concept, and teaching for strategic process (W asik &
Slavin.. 1993). This provi des practi ce of impo rtant concepts througha balance of
structured activities to achieve acce lerated progress and develop a "self-extending
system" for future learning (Pinnell 2000)
Examination afthe results has identifi ed the impo rtance afan integrated
approach to reading and writing development. For examp le., the results suggested
that the Treatment Gro up dem onstrated more com parab le reading comprehension in
relation to their reading instructional levels . This can beexplained by looking at the
consistency in achievement on the other testing measures. Ahhough the Diagnostic
Reading Inventory : graded reading levels. Bun Word tesr and fluency ratings were
comparable to their "averag e-achieving" peers(Referen ce Group ). the Treatment
Group demonstrat ed consistently higher ratings of fluency after Readin g RecoveryT\ot
intervention. Fluent readin g is impo rtant in not only the flow and pleasing sound of
oral reading. it is also important in gainingmeaning oftext. Actually reco gnizing
and using strategies to decip her words is a first step in reading and can show higher
levels of reading than the child can actually handle . A child can read words, but if
fluency is staccato or cho ppy and not phrased appropriately , then understanding is
not facilitated. All the child 's energy may be tak en in actuall y readin g words with
little left for the other reading processes
We assume that "averag e" readers and writers develop a - self-extending
system - independem ofearly intervention. One oftbe princip les of Reading
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Reco veryN is to guid e "at-risk" students in their learning helping them to develop
mew:ognitive strategi es and make connections throughout their learning. Hence. the
development of a "self-ext ending system" . The results ofme Compariso n Group
suggest the inability to independentl y develop a "sdf-extending system" that enables
them to build upo n strategies o r transfer existing skills to bring their achievement to
the "averag e" oftheir class . The Comparison Group experienced defici enci es in
word recognition and fluency, thus, funher supporting difficulties with reading
achievement and lower reading comp rehension levels in relati on to instructional
readin g levels , As Pinnell (2()(x)) revealed. all reading and writing learning
experien ces are interrel ated; thus . difficulty in one area will affect achievement in aU
other areas of the readi ng and writing process, The Comparison Group did show
progress over time. howev er, was unable to make progress at the same rate as did the
Treatment Group. Thus. the assumption can be made that with Reading RecoveryDol
interv ention the same resul ts could have been expected for the Comparison Group.
knowing that these students were Dot the lowest students in th e IO%-2()01orequiring
Reading Recovery Dol
Sustained GaillS and Imoroy cm eat Oy er TI me
There wer e significant differences betw een achievement levels ofboth the
Treatment Grou p and the Reference Group when compared to resultsoftbe
Comparison Group. Despite the significantdifferences between groups. each group
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made positive gains over the two-year period . The threegroups progressed with
mnilar patterns over time, except that the Comparison Group did not progress at the
same rate on the Diagnosti c Reading Inventory: graded reading levels. and the Burt
Won/Test
It is assumedthat the participants receiving Reading RecoveryT)( and their
"average-achieving" classmates would progress similarly because the goal of
Reading Rec:overynJ is to bring the lowest achieving 10''/"....20% of vet-risk .. students
to "average- achieving" levels. Both the participants who received Reading
Recovery N and the participants achieving at " averag e" rates did not require any
additional intervention above regular classroom instruction during the two-year
longitudinal study (see Table 11. Appendix D). Therefore., the results support this
assumption .
Theresults ofme Comparison Group maintaining and increasing in
achievement can be explained simply by maturation . It is expected that there will be
improvement within a classroom setting and through OthCT means of support
provided to students. Table 17 in Appendix 0 identifies the mean percentage of
participants within the three groups who receivedadditional interventions in grade 2
and continued to receive additional academic support during the two-year
longitudinal study . As indicated 58% in the Comparison Group required remedial
reading as additional support to assist in skills devdopmern as weDas. 17% required.
special education services and 8"/0Speech I....anguageSupport. Wah regular
IJ2
classroom leaching and additional suppons improvement should be noted .
It was also identified that the Comparison Group also demonstrat ed a rate of
progress similar to the Treatment Group and the Reference Group in three of the five
depend ent measures. It was anticipated by the researcherbased on previous research
and experience in the classroom that the rate of progress would be slower for the
Comparison Group. This would bemanifested as an interaction effect . fmeraction
effects were obtained on the Diagno stic Reading Invemoey: graded reading levels.
and the Bun Word Test. but not for the other three dependent variables . Therefore,
questionnaires for teachers. schoo l administrator and Reading; RecoveryN teachers
were funher examined to determine what factors may have influenced performance
a f the Compariso n Group
Acco rding to Allington (2001) effective schoo ls demonsuate more quality
reading and writing instruction in theirclassroo ms. Day (1993 b ) funher explains
the need for good classroom teaching to provid e effective instruction and the
appropriate interventions for students 10 build effective straregies. Based on this,
responses provided by 22 classroom teachers to the Questionnaire f or Classroom
Teachers (Appendix C) wen: examined. Th e questionnaire focusedon what
classroom teach ers were dOlng within their classrooms in terms of i:nstructional
practices . A list of quality instructional literacy practices for primary grades were
included and teachers were asked to evaluat e their usage of each instructional
practi ce based on the timeframe ofone month (see Tab le 18, Appendix D) , Resuhs
IJ3
of teacher responses indicated that the majority of instructional practices that are
considered effectiv e classroom methods in teaching; literacy were done daily and
weekly. thus suggesting that quality teaching is occurring in aUclasses
In addition to classroom methods used for instructional purposes,the amount
of time spend\1 on reading and writing instruction per day was examined(Table 19.
Appendix D) Teachers repo n ed that beginning in Kinder-garten. in a J bour day. 94
minutes was spent on reading time and 71 minutes spent on writing activities. As the
demand for literacy development increased with curriculum requirements. the
amount of instructional time in reading and writing increased in grade I to 115
minutes per day in reading activity and 100 minutes in writing . As students became
more independent and less suppon was required the amount of minutes of reading
and writing instruction decreased . In grade 2 and J the reading time decreased 108
minutes per day and 80 minutes per day respectively, Writing instructional time also
decreased even more so that the reading rime in grades two and J with 90 minutes
per day and 52 minutes per day respectively. lfthis is an accurate reflection of
instructional time in reading and writing, and not freeactivity or time 10 complete
assigned work, this amount of time per day is impressive and considered a part of
good classroom teaching . Therefore. given the premise that all participants are
taught in the same classrooms. may explain wby a similar rate of progress in reading
comprehension. spelling attempts. and fluency were identified for all groups.
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Another factor to consider is the level of experience of the classroom teacher
Naturally, ira classroom teacher has considerable experience at the primary level
they have a bank of professional knowledge, classroom experience and the
organizational skills and classroom management strategies to work effectively with
students of a variety ofleveis . Therefore, students in a classroom with a teacher
possessing a myriad of skills may benefit and improve greatly over time .
Approximately 83% afthe 22 classroom teachers surveyed had 11 to 30
years experience teaching at the primary level and the remaining 17% were teaching
o to 10 years in primary methods. When asked to respond to professional
development as acquiring Dew and improving classroom methods., 73% ofthe 22
teachers surveyed revealed that they had participated in staff development involving
readin g and writing instruction for primary methods with the Labrador School Board
and 41% identified that the professional development hadan impact on their delivery
of classroom instruction. A breakdown of characteristics ofclassroom teachers is
contained in Table 20 contained in Appendix D. Based upon responses provided by
classroom teachers, experience and continued professional development may
certainly help students maintain and increase academic gains at a steady me in
relation to ability
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:Snowball EtTm" of h!ding Rccovmnt in tbr School Setti ng
Criticisms of Reading Recoverl~1 (Canning, 1996), which set the stage for
future rec:onunendarions orns implementation in Newfoundland and Labrador, have
focused on the Reading Reco veryThlprogram operating independently of the school 's
overall reading program and the lack of influcnce and chang e that Reading
Recoveryl"ol has had on a teacher' s approach to reading and writing. Questionnaires
administ ered to a further sample of 11 Reading Recover/ \.!teachers. and II school
administrators revealed a positive impact on all involved in the school enviro nment
including students, teach ers, school administrators and paren ts (for the
rJuesllonnarre for Reading Reco very '''MTeachers and QuestIOnnaire for School
Administrators see Appendix C ). The presentation of the Reading Recoveryn.!
implementation appears to have become a way oflife for the schools surveyed within
the district . This in tum may be indicative of the overall progress observed in all
groups over time
According to Ly ons, Deford and Pinnell(1993) "bringing Reading
Recov eryThlinto an educational system such as a school " and school district is
almost cert ain to necessitat e change Chan ge can be determi ned on four levels if
Reading Recoveryn.! is to work effectively (Clay. 1987)
Behavioral change on pan of the teachers
2. Child behavior change achi eved by teaching (indicated in study resuhs)
Organizational changes in schoo l achieved by teachers and administrators..
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Social and political changes in funding by controlling authorities.
The fonner Director ofEducation. Mr_Cal Patey (see Appendix F) attributes
the following factors to the success of Reading Recoveryn.lwittrin the Labrador
School Board which are characteristic offactors identified by Clay (1987)
Supportive School Board on all levels of administration
Adequate funding provided by the Labrador School Board
3. WLllingnessof teachers and administrators to make changes in
attitudes and organization of schools
Effective training model and professional development provided by
Teacher Leaders
Thefollowing discussion examines responses by classroom teachers, Reading
RecoveryThl teachers. school administrators and the Director of Education in order to
determine the effect that Reading Recovery"Nimplementation has made in the
Labrador School Board .
C1a.wnom teachers 91% of the 22 classroom teachers surveyed indicated
that Reading RecoveryT:.l had a positive effect on their classroom reading program
and also on their teaching and instructional style. In consideration of Reading
RecoveryN as valuable intervention prognun. 91% ofclassroom teachers rated the
program as invaluable and 9"10 presented a rating of somewhat valuable for "at-rtsk"
students (see Table 20. Appendix D). To further support the value classroom
teachers placed on Reading RecoveryN. 73~/. observed a R.eading RecoveryTY
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lesson of a student within their class and 64% aetuaDyattended a Reading
R.ecovery'N training session within their school district. Tbe intent was 10 gain
knowledge in the strategies used to support the Reading Recovery'N StUdents in their
classroom during and after their programs. as well as to help other students develop
appropriate and effective literacy skills within the regular classroom setting.
Through interaction within the school and professional development involving
Reading Recovery'N . 64% of classroom teachers feh that they were very familiar
with the principles of Reading Recoveryn.l and 320/0:. felt that they were somewhat
familiar with the principles afthe program. As indicated., one teacher who
completed the QuestionnaiTejor Classroom Teachers was on a replacemc:nt ecntrect
thus.making up the 4% of classroom teachers uncertain aCthe underlying principles
of the program. So teachers felt thaJ:they were unfilnuliar with the principles of
Reading RecoveryN _ Similar responses were identified in the familiarity of the
guidelines of Reading Recovery'N . Out afthe 22 classroom teachers surveyed, only
14% fdt uncertain about the Reading Recoveryn.l guidelines whereas..1']O/. felt they
were familiar with the guidelines of the program and 9"/0were somewhaJ: familiar
{for detailed resuhs see Table 21. Appendix DJ.
Basedupon responses ofclassroom teachers, the suggestion of'bebavior
changes of classroom teachers in relation to new and innovative classroom teaching
methods.. attitudes toward literacy development and professional development
appears to have 0CCWTed in favor of Reading RecoveryN as an effective early
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interventi on program. Willingness to accept chang e especially among classroom
teachers possessing 16 years of combined experience (see Table 20. Appendix D).
indica tes the value of Readin g Reco veryThl with its adoption as a philo sophy of
leaching and learning.
Reading Ree;overynt teachers, 90% of the I I Readin g Recovery n.lteachers
surveyed also were assigned as primary teac hers fro m Kinderganen to grade 4 (see
Table 22, Appendix D). Therefore. the researcher assumed that a ~snowbaU effect "
had tak en place and the classroom teachers who were Reading Recovery N trained
would positively use their knowledge of strategies and Reading Reco very not methods
to assist all students in the classroom. thus. pro viding funher suppo rt to the positiv e
progr ess of part icipant s within the three srudy groups. Similarly, 27% of the
Reading Reco very N teachers surveyed were also special educati onal teachers within
the school. As identi fied earlier. 58% afthe participants needing Reading
Recoverynl required remedi al readin g and 170/.. required special education services.
thus also supporting that the effectiveness af the principles of Reading RecoveryN
can carry over into the other teaching assignments involving those studen ts requiring
earty jntervention
Qualitative analysis ofstatements contained in the questionnaires contained
in Appendix E wasconducted. One Reading Recov eryT"V teacher shared .. I have
used various Readin g Recoveryn.t smuegies and practices with my resource room
children. These children are weak in language arts- Another"explained that - I now
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undemand that reading and writing must go together and is not a sequence of
prearranged steps, but a processwhich simultaneously looks at meaning, structure
and visual informatio n." Oth er references have been identified in the use of
strategies within the classroom. A teacher with 26 yean of experience shared .. I do
a much better job of teaching readi ng and writing in my regular Kindergarten and
grade I class . The children in my class are reading and writing better than they did
before 1 received Reading Rccoveryn.ltraining" One Kinderganen teacher stated" 1
see new ways to present the Kindergarten program" . Thus.. the statements indicated
funher support a that Reading Rcco very 'N is not just an early intervention program.
but a change in teaching and learning that carries over into the schoo l enviro nment to
benefit all students early in school.
School admini stratQI'} Successfu.l.implementation of Reading Reco very N
involves the adoption of me program at all levels withinUteschoo l disuiet . School
administnuors including principals and assistant principals need to make the
necessary allocations of staff and acoo nunodarions for scheduling in order for
Reading RecoveryThlteachers 10 complete their ro le within the school. It was an
unwritten rule by the former Director of Education. Mr . Cal Patey, that Reading
Recoverl~ allocation of time was not to be interrupted during the school day.
Wttbin the Labrador School Board the majority ofthe Reading Reco verl M teachers
have other classroom duti es within the primary and specialist positions. This was the
intent of administration at the school and school board level in order to help facilitate
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a wsnowball effect" in all facets aflhe school environment. For instance . 9"/0oftbe
11 administrators surveyed indicated that the main reaso n for the implementation of
Reading;Recovery rn in their school was that they, themselves. were trainedReading;
Reco veryl'Mteachers and knew the effectiveness ofthe program on the learning of
students (see Table 23 , Appendix D).
"TheDirector of Education for the Labrador School Board appeared to be a
key proponent ofReading RecoveryTI.I: and 45% of administrators chose the
program as an opportunity to provid e additional support and as a perceived need by
the members of'their staff Involvement in Reading Recoveryn.l did not stop at just
choosing a program fOT students and teachers, 73% of schoo l administrators have
observed a Reading RecoveryT'oI lesson within their school and 9% of school
administrators attended a Reading Recovery nl training session . Wnhin the
Labrador Schoo l Board.. many schoo l administrators have been selected and trained
in the administration of the Observational Survey, which is required to be
administered at the beginning and end ofthe student's programs. Because afthe
distances oftbe labrador region. school administrators assessed students at the end
of their programs. The:final testing using the Observational Survey must not be
completed by the individual student's Reading RecoveryN teach er for validity and
reliability reaso ns. thus, the administrator provided an unbiasedanalysis of skills that
better represented the student when considering discontinuation. As a resuh ofthe
Involvement of school administrators. 36% felt that they were very f.uniliar with the
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principles of Reading Recoveryn! and 55% indicated they were somewhat familiae.
Only 9% felt they were not at aUfamiliar with the underlying principles . In
comparison [0 the familiarity afthe guidelines of Reading RecoveryThi . 27% of
administrators felt they were familiar with the guidelines and 55% felt they were
somewhat familiar . Only 9% of schoo l administrators. felt they were not very
familiar or not familiar at all with the guide lines ofthe Reading Recoverynt
program. Thus., the school administrators were active in the program
implementation and changes made to the organization of the school's functioning to
ensure its success (Table 24, Appendix 0 ).
In terms ofadministrators ' perceptions of the value of Reading Reco veryThI
as an eaIiy intervention program. 64% of administrators felt the program was
invaluab le and 36% felt it was somewhat 'o'ClIuable (see Tab le 24, Appendix D)
When asked to respond to their perception of Reading RecoveryN students, 73% felt
highly positive and 27% positive about the success of students. In relation to student
success. 82"/00 of administrators felt highly positive and 18% identified they felt
positive about the wo rk ofthe Reading Reco very"N teachers . Thus., the value af the
program and its effects as perceived by school administrators have been estab lished
Further responses to per cep tions can be round in Table24 contained in Appendix D.
Parental jnvolvement Classroom teachers and school administrators rated
parental invo lvement or the partici pants in Reading Recoveryn.I . The responses or
both in the Quemonnaires.for Classroom Teachers and the Questionnaires /Wading
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Recovery1"tTeachers revealed that one ofthe major challenges with teaching
students of multicultural background washome involvement. Within the Reading
Recoverynl program guidelines. parental involvement is ofthe utmo st importance
and parents are provided with an in-service session on the homework strategies
required and a contract is signed to accept respo nsibility for their child 's program
such as homew ork com pletion and satisfactory anendance. Parents are also invited
to attend a viewing of their child 's Reading Reco very nl:l esso n to ensure that the
paren ts are involved in all aspects of' the stu dent 's program.
When asked to rate the impact of Readi ng Recovery N on parental
invo lvement. 89"/" of classroom teachers perceived an increased parental interest in
their child ren ' s program and 74% felt that parerns were becoming stro ng advocat es
for their child ' s literacy devdopment. Only 5% ofdassroom teachers believed that
parents were " strongly opposed", "demo nstrated no change". or - parents were
always supportive" in the invo lvement of thei r child 's literacy program (sec Tab le
26. Appendix D). When asked to rate homew ork completion for the participants
who were successfuUy discontin ued from Readi ng Reco very nl . it was identifi ed that
a mean of94% of participants consistently co mpleted their homework (see Table 15.
Appendix D) . Attendance.. also a concern for teac hers, was rated on eac h
participants' profile sheet . Each particip ant was individually rated and 83% of
participants successfully discontinued form Reading RecoveryN were given a rating
of exce llent and 17% a rating of good (see Tab le 15, Appendix D) . It is assumedthat
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providing a structu re as in the guidelines of Reading RecoveryN to parents and
actively encouraging more responsibil ity in their child ' s developm ent and learning is
suggesti ve that parental invo lvement will increase in visible areas within the schoo l
such as homework completion and attendance. One classroom teacher further
support s this co nclusion and responded that "parents are more aware of the
importance of early reading and taking a more active ro le in helping their child begin
reading"
School administrators were also asked to rate their perception of parental
views and att itudes toward Readin g Recov erynt within their schools . The positive
respo nses rep resenting classroom teacher ' 5 perceptions were co mparable to the
rating aCme views and attitudes ofpacents as rated by the II school administrators
suggesting reliable interp retation. Responses analyzedin the Quemonnalre for
St.:hool Admmi strator s contained in Table 25. revealed that 55% of schoo l
administrators felt that parents represented highly positive attitudes towards Reading
Recoveryf'.t as an early intervention for their children and 36% were positive about
the results of the early intervention progmn within their school. Only 90/0of
administra tors believed there was no impact on the puent 's views and attitud es in
relation to Reading Reco ....ery"N implementation- Considering that many ofthe
challenges indicared by classroom teachers and Reading Recovery 'N teachers were
related to parental involvement and home support. the following resultsare
suggestive of very positive interactions between the school and the home in
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educating multicultural children . Moore andWade (199 3) funher supponed the
implications ofincreased parental involvement. Their research conclusions
suggested a positive effea on the school environment leading to gains in parental
involvement, more prominence of reading in homes and increased confidence on the
participant s regarding their reading abilities This validates similar results the
research study presented
Addrn5iDg Nml!
The research presented indicates that participants "at-risk" and needing
Reading RecoveryN as an early intervention made progress over time based on their
ability. but their achievement did not accelerate 10 levels comparable to their "at -
risk" who were successfull y discontinued from Reading Recoverynl and "average
achieving" peers . The unfortunate problem is the lack of trainedReading
Recovery T\lteacllers to provide this early intervention program to all students. One
teacher's opinion sums the overall views ofthe Labrador School District :
"The only problem with Reading Recovery n.t in our school is the high
percentageofchildren who need it . We draw from a population that is high
in illiteracy of parents and low income. We do DOthave enough teaching
units to meet the needs and in trying to freeup people for Reading
RecoveryTM. we have to overload others . Although [am not actively teaching
Reading Recoveryn.t. I am so grateful for the skills it basgiven me in my
teaching ofyoun g children to read and write. All primary teachers should be
Reading Recoverynt trained . This province needs to embrace Reading
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Recovery"N , put the resources in place and thus. make our province a leader
in literacy "
Clay (1981) identifi ed that in order for Reading gecoverv'" to be effective
for aUstudents, socialand political changes to funding is necessary. The
Newfoundland and Labra dor Government 's Department ofEducarion has yet to
accept Reading Reco veryTIdin their allocations of funds . Mr . Cal Patey Slates "Th e
Department ofEducation is supportive of literacy initiatives generally. However.
Reading Recovery 'N is not funded by the province." Initiative to implement the
program is solely based upo n individual school districts. Members afthe labrador
School District have been advocates of' the program and met with officials to provide
information concerning the pro gram . Although cost effectiveness is of co ncern for
our provi nce (Canning. 1996), it is not unrealistic that provinces fund a program of
its caliber. For the past two years. the province of Manit oba hasprovi ded funding to
school districts for Reading Recoverynl implementation and maintenance.
Criticisms afthe long-term expenditure and poor cost effectiveness ofa
Reading Recoveryn.t program are ongoing (Canning 1996; Grossen & Coulter.
2001 ; Heibert.I994; Shanahan & Barr. 1995). Dyer (1992) indicated that Reading
RecoveryI".lis cost effective when examining the savings in retention of children and
the reduced need for special. education services for schoo l districts (Lyons., 1989.
Lyons, 1991). School administrators rared the effectsofReading Recovery N jn the
Q llestiOflllaire fOl' School Adminislral0r5. Out of the I I schoo l administnltors
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surveyed. 73% identified that their school experienced decreased grade retention
rates, decreased special education services in the primary level and lower referral
rates. Only27"10 of school administrarors made no response to the survey question
due to no statistical data for their school (see Table 23. Appendix D). Thus, the
overall impact of Reading Reeovery"N appears positive and the sacrifices of
organization withi n schools appear to bemore substantial than the overal l costs of
the program.
The stud y raised some areas of interest for funher investi gation and results
that may assist in identifying effective programs for children"
The study presented was not meant not be exhaustive in nature. but a "tip of
the iceberg", in the area ofCanad ian research for Reading Recoveryn.l in
Newfoundland and Labrador. It is merely a rep rese ntation Reading
Recovery"N as an early intervention program in six schools within the
labrador Schoo l Board . The doo r wasopened for other areas of research
that can bui ld upo n concepts within this study , more particularly those
expressedin the questionnaires. The purpose aCme questionnaires was to
support the research findings within this study . However. areas of research
involving values. perceptions., parentalinvolvement. teaching methods,
attributes of success, cost cffcetivencss versus referral and retention rates
can be examined as individualtopics of research.
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Based upon the research, it was evident that the participants who were
success:fully discontinued from Reading RecoveryTId accelerated or
maintained levels comparable to their "averag e-achi eving- peers. Children
who required ReadingRecovery"N as an early intervention demonstrated
significantlylowe!" levels of achievement, It is assumed that through the
guidance of a trainedReading Recovery"N teacher. children develop a
" self-extending system" that enable them to develop meucognitive skills
equivalent [0 their "average-achieving- peers. Therefore, it would be
beneficial to examine funher. the use of strategies [i .e., meaning, structure
and visual information) in both reading and writing. This will detennine
differences between groups in strategy development. One concern is that a
dependent measure to determine strategy use will need to be controUed for
all groups . Analysisof strategy use was attempted on participant 's
instructional levels. The fannula used to determine instructional reading
levels divides the nwnber oferrors into the number of words in a passage to
determine the level ofaccuracy (see Appendix B). However , with a
different number of errors required in determining instructional reading
levels. the resu.lts were chaotic and unreliable. Research in this area would
have been usefulin interpretation ofthe current results ofthis study .
Trends in reading levelsand reading comprehension levels identified that
the panicipams who were successfullydiscoatinued from Reading
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RecoveryDol demonstrated higher comprehension scores overall that were
more consistent than the other two study groups . Reading RecoveryN.
proponents use "teacher talk" and questioning techniques to help develop
comprehension skills within the Reading RecoveryN lesson. Evideoce also
presents the value of Reading Recoverynot within the Labrador School
Board and the willingnessto accept and develop Reading RecoveryN
strategies and teaching techniques within the classroom. Thus.a suggestion
for Teacher Leaders and Reading RecoveryN teachers is to take advantage
of opportunities to expand professional development in thisarea to non-
Readin g Recoverynt teachers that teach in the primary/elementary grades.
This may be completed in the form of an in-service session after schooL. or
a group ofteachers coming together to make compr ehension and
developing teac hing strategies to use in the regular classroom as a school
wide initiative. This may prove especiallyusefulin Labrador in which
schools are located in iso lated regions. Overall, this appears to be a way to
funher transfer the effects of Reading RecoveryN in the regular classroom
In examination of teachin g methods, it is also important for administrators
and teachers to recognize thaI Reading Recovery"Nis not a "quick fix" .
For students to maintain gains and to continue reading and writing
Impro vement. effective leaching is important. This was identified in the
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results.,in that. although there was significant difference in achievement for
the Treatment Group and the Reference Group. when compared to the
Comparison Group, all groups made positive gains in relation to their initial
achievement scores at the first testing trial The Comparison Group also
progressed at similar rates in spelling, fluency and comprehension skills in
the analysis. According to Allington (2001). the emphasis and value of
effective teaching shouJd continue beyond the primary levels to help cope
with transitions in instructional practices and increased expectations of
independence. This can beaccomplished with continued professional
development and evaluation of teachers . It was also identified that 9% of
Reading RecoveryThlteachers surveyed were also grade 4 teachers .
Implications for training teachers in Reading Recoverl"l at higher levels
may indeed be an option for school districts to continue skill development
and monitor progress . Also . the recommendation of literacy teams in
examining the concerns with comprehension can also be implemented
among elementary teachers to assist in the continuance ofgood quality
teaching.
The study presemed followed three groups of srudems from the beginning
of grad e 2 until the end of grade 3 _ Although the two- yearlongitudinal
study wasproposed to detennine long -term effectiveness, there are the
concerns ofthe students transitioning to grade 4 . It is a conunon concern
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for aDstu dents about the demands and changes in teaching style from the
primary to e1ememary grades. Research is required to further examine the
effects of Reading Recoveryn.! on participan ts in the elementary grades to
benefit the understanding ofthe long-term gains made by Reading
Recoveryn.l students
A final recommenda tion is for schools to examine the scheduli ng and
alloca tion of reading and writing instructional periods. Table 13 indicated
that the percentage of students choosing to read as an activity was on
average 20% higher than student s choo sing to write as an activity . The
percentages identified included all childcc:n and not just those participating
in the study. Funher examination abc suggested a difference of
approximately 21% more reading instruction was provided than in writing
instruction fro m grades kindergarten to grade 3. What is most concerning
is that writing instruction dro pped from 90% to 52% from grade 1 to grade
3_Theemphasis on instructing children focuses on acquiring reading skills
and then to maintaining and developing: M life-long readers- In the process
of developing skills. the fact that reading and writing are integrative
processes should not be forgotten. As indicat ed in the DnplicatiODS of
research. positiv e attitudes toward reading and writing increased
dramatic:aIIyafter Reading Recoveryn.!. which is based on an imegruive
approach to reading and writing.. In today 's society. writing skills are
IS\
equall y as important, therefore strategies and techniques need to be
implemented in writing. [0 reality . writi ng skills evolve over time with
guidance and instruction and become more demanding as grades increase.
whereas with ap propriate first teac hing in reading and independent practice,
reading can develo p naturally. Therefore, wri tten expression needs to be
add ressed comparable to reading instruction not just to focus on effective
develop ment of skil ls. but also as an activ;ty thai is enjoyed
The researc h study presented opens the door for pro fessionals to establish an
effective means of earl y intervention in reading and writing develo pment. It has
been identified through the research and supported in the co nclusions of this study
tha t Reading Recov ery nl can help grade I students develop strategies thro ugh a
~scaffolding~ of skills and increaseindependence 10 demonstrate effective use of
metacognnive processing . literacy skill s gained through Reading RecoveryT:\( have
been noted 10 remainsolid over time. thus maintaining learning gains and 1008-
lasting effects to deve lop later learning. It has been recognized that Reading
Reco very n.I • not only has a positive effect on program children. but also on the
attitudes and development ofteach ers. school administratoTS and parents. Curreetry,
research in the area of the effectiveness of Reading Recover~/),t in relation to
Canadian population is limited; however, the effects of the program can be identified
at Reading Recovery N sites across the country . Current research in program
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crfectiveaees involves ccborrs in the United States and New Zealand. Thus, based
on the consistent principles and guidelines cftbe Reading Rccoverl'" program
worldwide. results can continue to be examined with the undemanding that the
program is non-biased and the skills being taught are consistent with the needs of all
"at-risk" children. At present, Depamnents ofEducarion across Canada with the
exception of Manitoba are not acknowledging ReadingRecoveryN as a program
within their school systems. The responsibility of offering and maintaining the
program financially is dependent upon individual school boards . One suggestion for
school districts is to come together to support costs of training teacher leaders and
sharing resources of training teachers among school districts, This method of
delivery has been shown to be effective in the Labrador School District and is now
an initiative in me Department ofEdueation in Manitoba. In Newfoundland and
Labrador. the Labrador School District. the vista School District and the Cormack
Trail School District offer ReadingRecoveryN as an early intervention programfor
"at-risk " students . To provide the opportunity to access this valuable program for
students in Newfoundland and Labrador , school districts may have to examine the
option of sharing resources and financial costs [0 make this a reality . Therefore., ifwe
are to expect change and gain support for a programwith criticisms of cost-
effectiveness and the inability to hdp aDchildren.. funbcr research must beinitiated
in Canada
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Tracy Penney
PO Box 105
Hopedale. Labrad or
AOP 100
Mr. Cal Patey
Labrador School Board
Happy -Valley Goose Bay. Labrador
AOP l EO
Dear Mr . Patey.
For the past year. [ have been working on a Masters of Educational
Psychelogy -.Sc hool Counseling at Memorial University. I have discussed on many
occasions with Joan Hughes my interest in developing a thesis involving our
Reading Reco very program in Labrador. With Joan' s co ntinued support and
encouragement, I put the wheels in motion this summer. During the summer. I
presented my ideas to a professo r at the university and I am pleased to inform you
that I have obtained a thesis advisor interested in the study as well
I am currently developing a full proposal to submit to the ethics co mmittee ar
Memorial University . The outline ofthe stud y at present is to design a longitudinal
study of the Reading Recovery students that were discontinued by fully trained
Reading Recovery teachers in the coastal communities and Goose Bay. I wish to
follow these childrenfo r two years by testing them using informallesting procedures
to identify if they have maintained their growth in reading and writing. As well. I
will be taking a Comparision Group of other students in their class that has not
received Reading Recovery'N and compare the performance of the discontinued
ctuldren to their peers. A second co mpo nent of me study is to interview teachers.
administration. and hopefully parents on the effects of Reading Recovery in their
school and children's lives. This maybemore difficult concerning the distance from
the communities invo lved Finally, I would also like to takea further in-depth look at
the staristi cs of our Reading Reco very program concerning rereratrates,number of
weeks to discontinuation. number of students serviced, as weDas.retention rates in
eachschool. I feel in order to obtain a global picture these areas must be explored.
Dr . Glassman and I have discussedthe limitations [0 the study with concern
to testing childrenin other communities twice a year. as well as my, dual role as a
researcher and a Reading Reeovery N teacher . In terms of testing. (am hoping to
have the support of the teachers in the ccmeamities involvedto help with this hurdle
and I will be presenting the idea of the study a the upcoming primary coofcrmce to
gain an idea.of possiblesupport.
In writing this letter, my intentions arc to keep you informed ofprogress to
date and to also inquire to any suggestions that you fed would be an asset to the
168
study . I also will be in contact with the Canadian Institute of Readin g
Recoverynl to inform them army intentions. I am oot only looking at this study as a
necessary step to the comp letion army Master' s program, but more importantly 1
feel it is something that I can give back to the Labrador Schoo l Board for all the
dedicatio n and time that has been given to me in my training as a Reading
Reco veryn.f Teacher. Without the oppo rtunity to train and develop as a successful
teacher this study would not be possible.
Ifyou have any questions or ideas concerning the study then fed free to
co ntact me anytime . I welcome aDinput that. can help improve the study in question.
When the proposal is completed, I will forward a copy to the school board to your
arteetion, as well as.a copy to Joan Hughes and Diane Swart or Irene Huggins
Thankyou for your time and attention to my correspondence 1 am loo king forward
to seeing you in the new school year .
Sincerely,
Tracy F. Penney
Joan Hugbes
Rick-Plowman
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Description of Rcscardl Study
Reading RccovcrytM ImpiemeatatioD i.a Labrador
Letter to Reading Recovery1M Persoeael
The study wiDinvolve three groups of~ those discominucd in 1997-98 by a
tRined Reading Reco vay'N Teacher (nor. a teac.ber" in uaining). those cbildm:a who
needed Reading R.ccovcry 'N but were unable to receive the program because of time.
lack of trained Reading Recovay'N Teacben « various other reasons.. and finally
those who did not need the program ThiswiDbe • two-year Longitudinal study
involving the srudy grou p (discontinued children) and two comparison groups
mentioned above
During the non two yean.. I w;shto compile statistics involving mention razes,
refemLIrates etc .... as well as. views of teachers and administra tors on the effects of
Reading Reco veryTNon our students and our school sysIem. These are the people
who make ir woo and without their support. the prognun would not be possible,
This is a chance10 present all our hard work to other interested professionals.
Oves- the coerse of the non week. I was hopingifyou c:oukIlook at your gradeone
chiklren oflaSl year and put each child in the grou p that tdentifiesthe child' s status
in June 1998 . For your catTYover studentsthis September. they don 't apptyto these
groups: thattore will not be indudc:d in my of the three groups lislcd.
Tracy pemey
Fax NUIIi:Jer.933 -3805
In
Participant Survey
Scbool : RR Teacher:
Oiscontioucd Sm dents Children who did Cllildren wbo needed
not need R.R. TN R.R.~
I . I . I.
1. 2
J. J.
4. 4. 4.
5. 5. 5.
6. 6.
7. 7. 7.
8. 8. S.
9. 9. 9.
10. /0. 10.
II. II. II.
12 12 12
I7J
Reading RecoveryTM ImplemeotatioD 10 Labrador
Participant Consent Form
Dear Parmi or Guardian.
My name is Tracy Penney and I am a teacher with the Labrador School
Board. I have spent the last year working on a Masters of Education Progrmn at
Memorial Univernty of Newfoundland. Through the course afmy program. I have
decidedto develop a swdy involving the Reading Recoveryn. Program in Labrador
I am pcesentIy seeking participants for the stud y and would like to invite your child
to participate in this study
The study will include children in grade two this year and bave beat in a
school where Reading Recoverynl was implemented. Your child will be placed in
one ofthree groups based on the category that applies to your child 's situation;
Discontinued Reading Reco very 5Ndents; Cbildrcn who did not need Reading
Recovery; and Children who neededReading Recovery but wereunable to receive
the program . Over the next two years.,your cbild' s reading and writing progress will
be monitored by means of lnformal Reading Iavenrones, Word Tests and The Gentry
Spelling Assessment. The testing will be administeredby Reading Recovery"N
teachers in your child 's school and it will be made clear to your child that belshe can
stop paniciparion at any time and return to their classroom ifthcy be/she wishes. The
testing should take approximaleJyJ()...mintne:sand will be completed twice a year in
the ran and spring.
AD information collected in this study is strictly confidential and at no time
will individuals be identified. I am imerested in determining what effects Reading
Recovery N instruction bas on clnldren compared to their same aged peers and not in
any individual child's perlbrmance. To ensure confidemiaiity. your child will be
assigned a number within their group mba" than the use ofoames. Participation is
voiuntary and your child may withdraw at any time [ have also been given approval
and full support by The Labrador School Boani to proceed with the srudy once
participams have been selected and consent has given by parents .
[f you are in agreemcm:with having your child participate in this study please
sign below and return one copy to the classroom teacher. The other is for you . Ifyou
bave any questions ()I" concerns please do not hesitate to comact me at Amos
Comenius Memorial School 933-3 813 ()I" Joan Hughes at 896--2431. [fyou would
like to speak with a resource penon act a.ssociaIed with the study you may contact
my supervisor Marc Glassman, Memorial University of Newfoundland at n 7-7627.
I would appreciate it if yOll would return the sheet to me by Septemba" 30,
1998 , Thank you for considenlrion ofthis request .
Sincerely,
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Reading Rccovcry TM [n Labrador
Participant CODSCllt Form
:aJcepaninthestudyto~:~~~=~~;:~fo~~~to
being undertaken by Tracy Penney. t understan d that participation is voluntuy and
that my child and/or I can withdraw permission at any time. ADinformation is
strictly confidential and no individual will be identifi ed at any time
Dee Parent IGuardianSignature
APPENDIXB
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Reading RecoveryTM Implemen.tatioD in Labrador
Thesis Project
List of G ra ded Passages
F_A F_ B
....., lA-Mid A Pet fur Ann IB-Mid
Up in thc:AttIc IA-&d ~~$ FricDd 18- 2
Magic Boots lA - I 'nam 28-1
~'Deer's lA -2 Gnun py Bcar's Big Day 28-2
Rascal is Lost 3A- 1 CamptngSurprisc 38- 1
Panofthc:Tc:am 3A·2 AVis1tlOEanb 38- 2
Just OncMorc 4A-N Tbe New Hcrse . B-N
Superstitions 4A-1 Sod<fic< . 8-1
TbeWrong Dccisioo SA-N Breaka....-ay 5B-N
Dr. NormanBethune SA· ! Hearmg Ear Dogs 58- I
Fnc::ndly Advice 6A-N AIooe 68- 1
"'"
M -I TheWbooptngCrane 68- 1
F_C F_ D
Jet thc:Dog I e -Mid A Big Swp rise ID-Mid
LostatthcZoo IC-2 A Fast Ride 1D-2
SomdIung N~ 2e - 1 A5urpriscVlSitor 2D-1
Aloneonthemoumam 2(·2 JaDCl's5urprisc 2D-2
Two 0r.Jg0ns go 10 ScbooI 3C- 1 Tho ScccerGace 3D- I
Tbe Trap 3C-2 A friendlndc:cd 3D-2
Tbe DarkTern .c-N JCD'S RottenDay 'D-N
Tbclluffalo 4C- 1 Grinly Bears ' D- I
Through theStonn SC·N The Final Gamr: 5D-N
\WIaSkatmg SC- I 'terrv Fox 5D- 1
A Close Call 6CoN TbeBigStep 6D-N
Beavers 6C-1 M_ 6D- 1
CALCULATION AND CONVERSION TABLES
(CLAY, 19933)
CA LCU LA T IONS
177
(RW =Runnin Words; E=Errors; SC = Self Correct ions)
ERROR RATE ACCURA CY SELF-CORRECTION
RATE
Running Words 100 ~ JL x 100
Errors RW I ~
SC
i.e. ..!2Q. = Ratio 1:10 100 ~ -.l.L x 100
15 150 I 15+5 = Ratio 1:4
= 90% 5
CONVERSION TABLE
Error Percenta ge Description
Rate Accuracy
1:200 99.5
1:100 99
1:50 98
1:35 97 Good opportunities for
1:25 % teachersto observe
1:20 95 children's "reading
1:17 94 work"
1:14 93
1:12.5 92
1:11:75 91
1:10 90
1:9 89
1:8 87.5 The reader tends to lose
1:7 85.5 the support of the
1:6 83 meaning of text
1:5 80
1:4 75
1:3 66
1:2 50
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Th esis Project
Burt Wo rd Read ing Tes t
Description:
The Bun Word Reading Test is an individually administeredmeasure ofan
aspect ofctuld's word recognition skills . It consists of 110 words printed in different
sizes of type and gradedin order"ofdifficulty . The child is asked to read as many
words from the Test Card as he/she can read and continues until ten consecutive
words are read incorrectly. At this point he/she is given the opportunity to lOOKat.the
remaining words and sec if any other words are recognized.
The revised edition of the Burt Word Reading Test has been standardized for
New Zealand Children and age norms have been provided for children aged 6 .0
years to 12.11 years . This word Test is used with every child tested to beconsidered
for Reading RccoveryThl. thus provides a comparable measure for all childrenin the
sw dy
It is important to emphasize that word recognition is only one aspect of the
total reading process . Reading is a complex set of skillsand successful reading
involves achievement in a numberofareas such as comprehension, vocabulary and
fluency. as well as. word recognitio n. The Burt Word Reading Test should be
consi dered as an estimate of word recognition skillsand identifytrends in how
children approach unknown words rather than as a derived score on a test as a
"reading age". The equivalent age band for this study will be used to chan progress
not identify reading age scores .
Trends that may warrant consideration in each analysis include difficuhy
with recognition of initial.middle and terminal consonant sounds. as well as.vowels
and their sounds. poor syllabification. word attack.skills or inadequate knowledge of
affixes., prefixes and suffixes. Also. omissions ofendings, inability to chunk known
parts in words such as and frequent guesses are all indiClllorsof other potential
reading difficulties 10 examinein analysis .
A dmio istntioa ·
I) After recording the child's personal dataand ensuring that belsbe is relaxed,
pass the test card to the child and say
0. dUs canI arr 50_-.is 1 tAbIJ: yo- calf rrlMl. ILl's see It'IUci OIUS 10Il
bww. Stan~ fUUiI'ftIIl tIte -.is /IQ'OSS tire ctII'fl..( point from word to
word along the first line)
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2) The child holds the test card himfberselfduring the testing. Only read
from the test card not the record fonn .
3) Children should be staned at the beginning of the test and reading afthe
words should continue unnl lco consecu tive words are read incorrectly
4) After all the wo rds have been exhausted by the child. say to the child
l.ooAOWT tilt! ft'!S1.ofr.~ -mi.J aIU/sa if yoM canTnUIturF mono
5) nen is 110 DIM limit. Let the child tak e bislher timeand they should not be
hurri ed . The child shoul d be permitted to sufficient time to analyze their
responses. Some children who are very slow readers show an ability to
analyze and synthesize words . [f timehas elapsed and no response.it maybe
necessary to encourage a respo nse Of to move on to the next word .
6) T1u cltild ".., ItSl!' tUty methodofr-Jillg tIlL wonJ.stIS 101ft tIS Ite /s lit! is
IIOIIJidbL There should beno pro mpting offered to the child during testing.
While encouragement and praiseis important. it is also impo nan t to let the
child exp lore and see what he/she can do . This is an assessment tool not a
tcaching tool.
7) CritnUJf or con«t pro_tfciaziolL
The pronunciation of each word must be that of its curren t usage to be
accepted as correct. Consonants.. vowel s and accents must all becorrect. For
examp le, the child may correctly produce the consonant and vowels sounds
in j ourney" however, may place the accent by putting it on the last syUable.
In such a case this will be counted as inco rrect .
Consideratio n must be made for children with difficulties in the mechanics of
speec h .as well as.dialects and children from different languag e
backgrounds .
Children should not be asked to reread a word unless the examiner is
uncertain of their tim response. [f there is no doubt that the word is
pronounced incorrectly than nshould be scored as incorrect and move on to
the next word. When asked to repeal a response the examiner should clarify
that they did DOt hean the first response rather than the child thinking he/she
was inco rrect and try another" pronunciation.
t:umiQer: I didIt 'r 1IaITwbtJ1Oll mUl f or tlua wont WOMIdJOfl say it
agai"fOt'rM~?
Should a child be reading too quickly for scoring and recording heJshe may
be asked to stop and read more slowly. Ifnecessary• helshe may be returned
to the paint where the paceofreading troubled the examiner.
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During the &SSC5Smml. the e:wniner" must remam neutral 1berefore. there
must be no prompting and the childUIlJSt arrive aI the word witboul aid from
the examiner. The dn1dmust DOt be tokI abe/she is right or WT'ODg. oar
iodirecdyby examining the record form or DOI1VCfbal c:ornmunK:atiooby the
examine:r-. The examiner may respood to a direa:enquiryfrom the cbild on
how they domgby saying f _ 'notIoUtK jIutft--
To ensure co nsistency the Record Form provided should be used The
recording should bedone unobtrusivdy and OUt of sight of thechild_[f the
dul d is able to see the errors then hclshe may be disoc:ounged• try
assessmcrn of the child's ability may not beobtained
Words Re-d CorTKtly
IncornectJy PronODDeN
No .ttempt or I doD't bow
Actual prolllDDCiatioa
OK
The approp riate number of correct responses should be reco rded in the
appropriate space provided
Burt Word Reading Test Rerord Form
Same:
Scbool Su:
."&e: V"n__ Montb Oass: _
'8'
. . '. -
..
~ . ~
- -
-
pO ...
-
- -
« .
-
- -
~ .. ..
.
-
-
- -
-
-
.,..."
- -
-
~ ,-
-
~
~
* - '-
--
......
- - - - -
-- --- - - -
-
-
,-
--
-
- -
,-
- --
-
...... ~
- -
-- - - -
-
- - - - -
- - '- -- --
- -- --- -
......
..-
- - -
- - -- -
-
- -
"'--
- - - -- -
,.2
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Thesis Project
Bart Word Readiac Test (New Zealud 'RniIioII) 1911. Sc:ottisil Coa-eil F...
"".....
to is up for big
he at one my sun
went girl boys day some
his that of an wet
love water no just pot
or now things told sad
carry village quickly 0""" beware
return scramble twisted. journey hmcbeoo
known shelves explorer tongue projecting
terror serious belief events emergency
<efri........ R ........
-
ovawbdm<d unMnal
nouri<hmom en<yc1op<dia a>mn>en«d cin::umswx:cs fringe
rom..Jat. mo<ionIess
-
"""">'
-
-=ely """""..,
""""""
urge """",,-
""""""""
I>ino<uIM dourin= mdo<huna
-
ulrinw. <epuwK>n bwnamty ex~ philo<opher
i1l1lOtJtograp1ry
--
-.....".
........" .-..
--'
""""""'" """"'"
"'""'-
""""""'"
....-.-. ~ .- .......-
-
""""""'" """"""
constitutioaaUy ......... .....,.
IIIIda.DclJDIy =-
""'"
..........,
--
......, ,........" ........
- -
Equ ivaleut Age Band s (EABa-Boys and Girls ) for the Burt Word
Test. New Zealand Revision
Equivalent Age Bands
Score Boys & Gins Score Boys & Gins
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20
2'
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
5.1D-6.04
5.11-6.05
6 .00-6.06
6.0 1-6 .07
6.02-6.08
6_03-6.09
6 .04-6.10
6 .05-6 .11
6 .06-7.00
6.07-7.01
6 .08-7.02
6.09-7.03
6 .10-7.04
6 _11-7 .05
7.00-7.06
7.0 1-7 .07
7.02-7 .08
7.03-709
7.04-7 .10
7.05-7 .11
7.06-8.00
7.07~.01
7.08-8.02
7.Q9.8.03
7.10-8.04
7.11~.05
8.0Q.8.08
8.01~.07
8.02-8 .08
8 .03-8 .09
50
5'
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
6 '
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
ao
8.~. 10
8.05-8 .11
8.08-9.00
8.08-9. 02
809-903
8.1D-9.04
8.11-905
9.01-9.07
9.02-9.08
9.04-9. 10
9 .06-1 0.00
9 .08- 10 .02
9.09-10.04
9 .11·1 0 .05
10.00- 10.06
10 .02 -10 .08
10 .03-10.09
10 .04- 10.10
10 .06- 11 .00
10.07-11 .01
10.09- 11 .03
10.10-11 .04
11 .00-11 .06
11 .01-1 1.07
11.03-11 .09
11 .05-11 .11
11 .07 -12 .01
11.09- 12 .03
11 .11 -12.05
12 .01 -12 .07
12.03-1 2.09
,&4
Readin g Rceove ryTM Impiem ea ta tiOllin Lab rad or
Thesis Project
Retdling Stntcgy
In thisstmegy the insauc:rionaI. level graded passageread. by the srudcnt wiIJ.
be used . After det:ennining the insttuctiooalievd afme ch:ild. have the student meD
the passagein the student's O WII. won:Is . Thismdling is anatyzed for" patterns dw:
show bow the student is synthesizing, inferring and analyzing to reconstruct
meaning. The patterns arc inlapret:ed to determine if the student is using both
background knowJedge and passageinformation to summarize the ideas . An
audiotape will be provided to tape the session.
Administering t"~ Stratm
Det ermi ne the child' s instructi onal level.fro m running records. Child must
read it orally
Be prepared to give the comprehension questions after the retelling.
Determine the instructionallevel from the miscues used and the running
words in the passage ( RW I nron)
Audio tape the m eUing 10 be reviewed by researcher.
After the child has finished reading remove the passage
Use the following promptS
Record an · R- in the blank in from oCtile oompn:bension questions answend
"",",__lhe re dling.
Encourage the child to reteDall that can be rememberedby asking questions
"""' as
ladiate ifpnna pt td by q _tstious witb • -r .
When nothing else can betold about thestory or the child is silentsay:
!'I_ I waIIt ptJfI to~ SOtIW ,M£Stio1UfIbo-It~ story
(pt.US4le}.
Ask only those comp rehensio n questions DOt answered spontaneously in the
retelling. Ask the comprehension questions in the order in which they ar e listed.
,.5
Reading RecoveryTM[mplementation in Labrador
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The Gentry SpeUing ASUSSm4!IIt
Administ ra tion:
Explain that the words they are about to read some words and you want them to say
them slowly , What you want your students to do is event the spelling or use their
best guess at what the spelling; may be. [OCOUI'1I l!CCthem to put something down for
each word . E.'q)lain that the activity will not be graded as right or wro ng, and that
you just want to see bow they write words
Fold the work Sample Sheet befo re giving it to the child .
Callout each word from the Word List below , give the sentence provi ded. and call
the word agai n.
Please Return the work samples with the reco rd fo rm.
Word List
I. mon ster The boy was eaten by a monste r.
2- un ited My penpallives in Va it ed States
J . d..... The girl wore a new dress
4. bott om A big fish lives in the bottom of the pond.
5. biked We biked to the top of the mountain.
6. human Miss Piggy is no t bumaa.
7. "ole An eagle is a powerful bird.
.. d .... The little girl dosed the doo r•
•. bumptd Thecar bum pat into the bus
' 0. type Typr the letter on the typewriter.
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TI" Ge1IJrySJNUiIlll~IIIWork Sample
same:===========-Date:
--- - - - ---- -F.IdH....r<- - - - ----
APPENDIXC
Questionnaire s
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Reading RecoveryTM In Labrador
Thesis Project
Student Record Sheet
For Discontinued Reading RecoveryTMStudents
To be completed by Reading RecoveryTM Teachers
::'~~:~·~""':-~-"Y---.n"· =T"---:<.-"-·------­
Date or Birth
Date Completed:
.-\..For Reading Rcc:onrynt: Students
What is the status of the student?
I Discontinu ed _
_. Did Dot need Reading RecoveryN: _
3. Seeded Reading Reco veryn4 but was unable to access the
pr OgraID _
Identify the reason for the participant not receivin g Reading RecoveryN:.
Identify the cultural heritag e! nationali ty ofthestudent :
I . White
2.lnwt
J . Innu
4 , Settler
S. British
• G<nnan
7. Other
Rate the child's attendance at schoo l.
1----2 - ---3-- - - 4-- - _5
very poor poor moderate good excellent
When w ere the participants Reading Recovery "N Program
initiated?
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5. When was the program completed?
How many lessons did the child receive in the program? _
7. How many lessons did lite child miss (total) ?
Child Absences ~~~~~Teacher AbsencesSchool Eve ts
Holidays
O1b",
At what book level was the student reading at the
onset of the program?
At what book level was the student reading at the
completionof the program
%
10. What was the averag e number ofbooks used at each
book level for this student? _
I I When asked to complete Reading RecoveryTM homework.
how frequently do you feel this was done? Give percentage .
---~
12 Did the student require a Reading Buddy inside the schoo l
to help meet their reading homework needs? _
(J Did the student require any other suppon in the classroo m
or with their regular program other thanReading Recovery~ _
14. Rate the child's attitude toward reading before Reading Recovery~
1-- - - 2- - - - 3- - - - 4- - - - '
very poor poor moderate good exce Uem
15 Rate the child's attitude toward writing before Reading Recovery~
1- - - - 2- - - - 3- - - - 4----'
very poor poo r moderate good exce llent
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16 Rate the child's attitude toward Readingaftercompletion of Reading
Recovery~
1- ---2- - - -3- - - - 4- - - - '
very poor poor moderate good excellent
17 ~e lhe child'sattitudetoward writing aftercompletion of Reading Recovery
- ---2----3----4----5
very poor poor moderate good c:xcdlent
Ig Please identify any otber informationabout the child that you feel may be
relevant that bas influencedbislher performance or success in Reading
RecovcryTM
Ada pt ed rrom Gregory, Earl. & O'Don ogbu e (1993)
\9 \
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Thesis Project
Student Record Sheet - For All Participants
To be completed by aU Class roo m Teachers of Participants
Student Same "
Dale ofBinh :
Teac her:
Dale co mpleted
."- For aDStud ents
What is the status afthe student.
a l Discontinued _
b) Did not need Readin g Recoverynl _
cl S eed ed Readi ng Reco veryn.l but was unab le to access the
pro,..., _
Identify the reason for the partici pant not receiving Reading RecoveryTM
Identify the cultural heritag cl nationality afthe stud ent "
I . White
2. Inuit
3. lnnu
..I.. Settl er
5. Britis h
• Gennan
7. Other
Rate the child's attendance at school.
\----2----3- - __ 4 5
very poo r poor moderate good excell ent
How many days was this student absent from school this year?
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5, Is ther e anything notewonhy about the child's absences ( Le. incidental
absences. prolonged absences illness)
- y"
_ No
If ycs., please identify reaso ns why?
6 . How emotionally mature do you think this child is compared to his same
aged peers? Circle the appropriate rating .
----2 3- - - -4 - - - -
very immature somewhat immature uncen ain somewhat mature very mature
Identify any medical or family infonnati on that may affect the student=s
learni ng . Please ex plain .
B. Classroom Information:
On averag e, how much time per day does this student spend engaged in each
oflhe following tasks in the regular classroom?
Activities: Minutes Per Day
al Reading Instruction( ie . guided reading ; shared reading;
reading strategies ; group discussion)
b) Assigned practice in reading (i.e. rereading familiartext)
c ) Personal readin g (i.e . self select ed material)
d ) Assigned practice in writing (composing as opposed to
copying)
e) Writing as a free choice activity
f) Act ivity supportive of literacy( i.e. Fo llowing text through
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taped mau:riallettcr/sound blocks; re-enacting a story.
retelling a story; questioning/conversation. etc. .. ). _
Please me the likelihood of each event based on the following scale Circle
the number" thai bestdesaibc:s thestudent.
1
V<rytikdy
1- - - - - 2- - - - -3,- - - - - ....
very unlikely unJikely somewhatlikely
81 Ho w likely is this student (0 clwase relUiUtr as a freechok.c: activity?
I 2. J .;
hI WhaJ:would your rating of (I ) been 81the bqinaial orthe yea~
I 2 3 .;
c) Ho w likely is this studen t to choose -milt as a freecho ice activity '?
I 2. 3 4
d) What would your rating oree) beenat thebqi..iaCoh be year'?
I 2. 3 .;
el How likely is this SlUdent to clwosr liuraq rr/tltrJ tIdMIin
asa frccchoiceaaivity"
1 2. 1 .;
f) What would your rating o((e) been at the Iwei.aioe of the ,.ear'?
I 2. J .;
Using the foDowiDg sca ie,please give your rating by cirding the appropriate
eceee-
1 --- - - -3 1
dislikes very much appearsto dislike appears to enjoy enjoys very much
a~ Please rate your pt'I'Cqmoll of this student' s eajoym~t of reading'?
1 2 3 4
b) What woul d your raring of<a) have been II the begiaaillg ordae year?
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1 2 3 4
c) Please rate your percqtUm orthis student 's ea joymflll of writing?
I 2 3 ""
d) WbaJ:would your rating of (e) have been.u the becUI_ial ol die year"
I 2 J ""
a) Please rate your~ of bow tnICh involvement you fed this
5rudent 's parents have with their ch ild ' s radiac ? ( Circle the appropriat e
owni><>l.
,
very involved
1 2 3- - - - - -4
not at all invo lved not very invo lved somewhat invo lved
b) WhaI woul d your ruing have been at the:bezia.". oribc year':'
1- - - - -- --- - - - 3 ,
not at all involv ed DOt: very involved somew hat UtvOOied very involved
c ) lf you have any Olhcr"information conce:min! parauaI.invotvancnt.
please explain belo w
Excluding Reading Recovery 'N . has this stu dcor: received any o ther reading
instruction OT assistance in additi on to classroom instructi on due to reading
difficulty ( i.e. specialEducati on; privar e M oring ; after schoo l n::medial)?
_ V"
_ _ No
19'
[fyes..please provide the following information about the nature ofeach
program the child has received
~~ ~~~
~S&!!!!!
Special Education
ESL
Parent Vo lunteers
Private tuto r
Student Assistant
Speech and Language
After school remedial
PleaseDOteany additionalinfonnarion about this studenl: wbidl you feel.may
have influenced his/her reading pcformana: or suca:ss .
.-'.dapted from Gregory. Earl. &. O ' Ooa ogb ae( I99J )
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Teaches- Questiolluire For Class room Tea chers
I~
A. Background Infonnation :
What grade( s) do you teach?
How long have you been leachin g aI the primary Icvd~
Please identifyany other teaching assignments you have had in your~
_ KIDd ClpJtCll
_ Grades I·)
_ Gndeo 4-<>
_ Grad es 1-9
_ Grades 10-12
_ SpccUI Eduarioo
_ Reading Recovery
_ Fm>ch
_ ESL
_ Other( i,e. technology. computer . hbrary . Physical Education)
Please identify ,
4 . P\caseid.eotifY yourteaching c:redcnl:iaIs'l(i.c.B.EO.• M..ED .) _
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B. Cb.ssn>om Inst ru ction and Practices:
In your regular cla.ssroom instrucrion. how frequcrnly do you engage in the
foDowingaaMries~ Please rue by circlingthe appropriate num~.
once Of" twice once or twice
a.month • week:
a) Read to your class orally (story timer) I :z J 4 5
b) Provi de a discussiorv'i ntroduetio n before the story is read" 1 , 5
"
Discuss stories after the story is read? I 2 J , 5
d) Engage in shared reading foc in.suuction? 1 2 J , 5
e ) Assign practice of familiar readi ng matc:riar' 1 2 • 5
0 ProvKletime fur personal reading '? I 2
·
5
., Provide instruction in reading strategies (ie visual • I 2 J
·
5
scmamic and synw:ric infonnation):'
b) Use reading buddies" 1 2 • 5
Respondto reading through • variety of open ended 1 2 , 5
activities tt.e. retelling. drama. puppet use.painting. etc .
j ) Use Bashcard s. wo rd cacds..word games etc ...? I 2 J , 5
k ) Use phonics drills.tapeS sheets etc ...? 1 2 J , 5
Usc guided reading techniques? 1 2 J , 5
m) Use related workbook activities')
01 listen to lndM dual cltiJdreoread aloud'?
01 Have c:biJdren write answers to reading questioos ?
p ) Teach vocabulary prior to reading')
q) Teach phonics rules"
r) Model writing for your class"
s l Mode l readin g for your classt Le. fluency .
and phrasing )
[I Provide time and opportunitiesfor your class to write?
u I Provide timeand opportunities fOf" your clus
to share their 'Writing?
v ] COITeCl punctuation. capiuJization and promote
editing rules"
w) Display individ uals writing ')
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I 2 J 4 ,
I 2 J 4 ,
I 2 l 4 ,
I 2 J 4 ,
I 2 4 ,
I 2 4 s
I 2 J 4 ,
I 2 4 ,
I 2 J 4 ,
I 2 J 4 ,
I 2 J 4
1 3 4 S
____ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ 1 3 4 S
Whatpercent age of students myour ctess~s to reod on a
regular aod ongoing basis?
- ---".
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What percentage of students in your class chooses to write on a
regular and ongoing basis ?
- --_%
In your regular classroom. how much rime per day(ODaverage) is
spent on reading instruction and rea di ng--rdated activities?
- --"""
s . In your regular classroo m, how much rime per day( OD avenge) is
spent on wriling instructi on and writing-rela ted activities ?
---"""
C . Classroom Resources:
What kinds ofinstruetional materials do you use in your classroom? Check
those materials that apply to your teaching?
__ Big books .
Sets oflittl e books
__ literature anthologies(readers) with teacher">s manual.
__ Workbooks accompanying anthologies
__ Student or teacher generated charts/tott.
_ _ Published chart s/poems etc...
_ _ Comprehension books and lor exercises
__ ControUed texts( i.e. contro Ued sight vocabul ary )
__ Teacher made games! activities .
__ Other( please specify below)
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2. Please rate the materials that you use most in your classroom instruction in
descending order with I being the most used and 9 being the least used
__ Bigbooks
_ _ Sets aflinle books {i.e . Literacy 2000, Story box etc .).
_ _ literature antho logies(readers) with teacher >5 manual
_ _ Workbooks accompanying anthologies
__ Student or teacher generated chartsltext.
__ Published charts/poems etc ...
__ Comprehension books and lor exercises .
__ Teacher made games!activities
__ Controlled texts( i.e. controlled sight vocabulary )
_ _ Other( please specify below)
If applicable. please list any resources that you do not htnoe but you fed
wou.ld be vaJuable to your classroom instruction.
Which of the following are features of your classroom?
__ Equipped with a variety of materials ( type and genre) for practice and
perso nal reading.
__ Contains a reading center where booksare accessible .
__ Contains a writing cemer with writing materials and tools .
_ _ Equipped with materials for reading - related and writing -retared
activities ( i.e . puppet center: games; assisted reading (tapeS) etc ...).
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How marrytrad e boo ks (as opposed to textbooks) per child do you
have in your classroom ? _
D. Staff Developm ent
Have you parti cipated in staff development of reading and/or writing
instruction this year?
No GotosectionE
a) How many sessions have you attended?
b) What was the approximate duration of each session?
c ) Has this staffdevelopmem impacted on your reading I writing:classroom
instruction ?
lfyes. please explain
E. Reading Recove ry rn
How lang ago were you introduced to Reading Recovery n.t ?
- - - - y..,.
How were you introduced to Reading Recovery? Check as many as apply?
__ Introduced by a school Principal
_ _ lntroduced by a Reading Recovery Teacher
__ lr.:roduced by a Reading Recovery Teacher Leader
__ lutroduced by other teacberslcoUeagues within the La.brador
School Board
_ _ lntroduced Through an in service session
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__ Through own study or research
__ The program was implemented in my schoo l
_ _ Other ( Please Specify)
Please rate yOUTfamiliari ty with the Principles of the Reading Recov ery
Program ? Circle the app ropriat e number .
1 5
not at all familiar not very familiar uncertain somewhat familiar very familiar
Have you eve!"observed a Reading Recovery lesson?
V"
No
Have you ever attended a training sessionfor Reading Recovery Teachers?
V"
No
Have any Of yOUTsudems ( past or present) ever receiv ed Reading
Recovery?
V"
No
Basedon your knowledge of Reading Recovery , how would you rate the
Reading Reco very program as an early intervention program for srudents?
Please circle the appropriate number .
of oo value of little value uncertain somew hat valuable invaluable
8. Please commem 00 your response in question 1.
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Based on your knowledge of Reading Recovery . bow would you rate the
underlying princip les of Reading Reco very in terms of co mpanbility with the
reading and writing instruction provided in your classroom?
not at all not very
compatible compatible
uncert ain moderat ely
co mpatible
very
compatible
10 Please comment on your response in question 9
II. Has Reading Recovery had any positive effect(s) on your reading program ?
V"
>10
lf yes, please explain _
12 Has Reading Recovery had any negative eff'ect(S) on your reading program ?
V"
No
tr ves, please explain _
13. Has ReadingRecovery had any positive effect(s)on your own teaching and.
instructio nal style?
V"
No
Ifycs. please explain _
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14. Has Reading Recovery had any negati ve effect( s)on your own teaching and
instructional style?
V"
No
lf'yes, please explain _
15 Has Reading:Recovery N impacted your school environment?
V"
No
If yes. please exp lain _
16 What effects has Reading Reco very n.t had on parental invo lvemen t overall'?
Check as many as appl y
No visible effects
_ Increased interest/support in child's reading program.
_ So change; always supportive .
_ So change; little suppo rt
_ Parents a strong advoca te for Reading RecoveryN.
_ Parents a strongly opposed to Reading Recov eryTM
00"
17 _Please identify any challenges you have experiencedwhile teaching children
of multi-cultural backgrounds how to read and write . Please explain
r. Add in oa" Commeatl:
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Ada pted (rom Grqory. Ea.... &. O' Doaog bae (1993)
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Reading Rec:overyTMIn Labrador
Thesis Project
Teacber Questionnaire For Reading RecoveryTM Teachers
A. BackgrouDd Inform. lion:
How lon g have you been teac hing at the primarylever~
( excluding occasional teaching)
.., How long ago were you introduced to Reading Reco very 'N ')
Including this year . how lon g have you been teaching Reading
RecoveryThL)
Please identify any other teaching assignments you have had in your career?
_Kindergart en
_Grades 1 ~3
_Grades 4-6
_ Grades 7-9
_ Grades 10- 12
_ Special Educarion
_ Reading Recovery
_ French
ESL
_ Othef(ie. tectmology. computer, library, Physical Education)
PIease idontifY _
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Please identify your teaching credentials? (i.e. B. ED., M. ED.)
In addition to Readin g Reco very n.t:, what other teaching respo nsibilities do
you havc rhis yeaT'!
7. How were you introduced to Reading Recovery? Check as many as apply'?
_ _ lntroduced by a schoo l Principal
_ _ Introduced by a Reading Recovery Teacher
_ _ lntrod uced by a Reading Recovery Teacher Leader
__ introduced by other rcachenlcolleagues within the labrador
School Board
_ _ Introdu ced through an in service session
__ Through own study or research
_ _ Thc program was implemented in my schoo l
__ Other ( Please Specify)
Why did you get involved in Reading Recovery~ Check as many as apply
__ Saw an opportunity to provide additional support to students.
_ _ Saw an opportunity to enhanceown professional
development
Have seen and beard about the resuhs m the Labrador School
Board.
Hav e heard about the results elsewhere
__ Recommended by school Principal or other board member .
_ _ Other ( please specify )
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Has Reading Recovery N impactedyour insuuctional practices in other
v'"
"I.
"IlA
lfyes. pleasccxplain _
10 Please identify any challenges you have experienced while teaching children
of multi-cultural backgrounds how to read and write . Please explain
2. Additioaal C OIlIIDe.t1:
.4.d apted rrom Gregory, Earl." O'Donoghue (1993)
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Reading RecoveryTN In Labrador
Thesis Project
Questionnaire For School Administraton
Same : Dacr(d/mIy)
School:
Position: _ Principal
_ Vier Priocipal
To detumiDe how administraton pen:ein tbe sueeess of Reading RKoverynt
io the Labrador School Board. please eomplttt the foUOWiol qutstioDnaire and
rdurn it to Tracy Pea De,', Amos Comenius Memorial School. Bopcdale.,
Labrador.
Why did you select Readi ng Recov ery n.l for your school? Chec k as many as
appl y.
_ Student need evident ; opportunity 10 provide additi onal suppon
_ Perceiv ed need by teach er(s ) on staff
_ Brought to my attention by teacher/or co Ueagu e(s ) outside of schoo l
_ Sugg ested by Direct or of Education
_ Have read abou t/studied program 's effectiveness elsew here
_ Readin g Reco very N was in the school when I arrived
_ Other(Please specify )
Please indicat e your perception af the general impact of Rcading RecoveryN
on each of the foUawin g by circ ling the appropriate number .
no impact
".u
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a) The srudeets receiving Reading Recoverynt
I 2 4 5
b) The teachers pro viding: Reading Recoverynt instruction
I 2 J 4 5
c) Regular classroom lim grade teachers
I 2 J 4 5
d) Your staff s attitude toward professional devdopmem
1
e) The parent 's views and attitudes
J 4 5
1 2 4 5
What views have parents expressedabout Reading Recovery n.t.,
Please rate your familiarity with the Principles o f the Readin g Recoveryn.t
Program?Circle the appropriate number.
1----:----.----4--__
DOtat all familiar DOtvery familiar uncertain
Please rat e your familiarity with theguidelines of the Reading Recoverynt
Program? Circle the appropriate DUmber.
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Based on your knowl edge of Reading RecoveryN. how would you rat e
the Reading RecoveryN program as an intervention program for students?
Please circ:le the appropriate number
somewhat
valuabl e
of linl e value
---- - ----.-----4----5
invaluab leof no value
7. Please circ le the number belo w which best rep resents your staffs attitudes
toward Reading; Reco veryTM
uncertain
1
somewhat
v-aJuable
Have you ever observed a Reading RecoveryN lesson?
y"
~o
Have you ever attended a training session fo r Reading RecoveryN Teacbers?
Yes
~o
10 Whal effects has Reading; RecoveryN had on your school since its
implementation. Check those tha i apply 10 yo ur school
_ Deceasedretention rates in the primary grades
_ DecreasedSpecial Education numbers in the primary grades.
_ Increased retention rates in the primary grad es.
_ Higher Special Education numbers in the primarygrades.
_ Lower-referral tales to Special Services.
Increased referral rates
_ No chan ge in retcm:ion rates
_ No c:bange in referral rates.
_ No c:bange in number of children requiring Special Education
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II If there were no changes in the munber-ofchildren requiring special
services in your primaryarea.please explain. _
12. If you have any reservations or concerns about the implementation of
Reading Recovery in your school. please explain-
13 Additional Commea b:
Ada pted from Gngory. EarL& O'Doaogbue (1993)
APPENDIXD
Tables
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Table 10
Multiple Comparisons of Groups' Means for Diagnostic Reading Igy;ntory Graded
~
Tune GroupComparison Significance
Fall 1998 Treatment Group and Reference Group 193
Treatment Group and Comparison Group 042
Reference Group and Comparison Group 000
Sprin g 1999 Treatment Group and Reference Group .393
Trcanttent Group and Compariso n Grou p 02 1
Reference Group and Comparison Group 00 1
Fall 1999 Treatment Group and Reference Group 855
Treatment Gro up and Comparison Group 000
Reference Group andComparison Group 000
Spring 2000 Treatment Gro up and Reference Grou p 983
Treatment Gro up and Comparison Group 000
Reference Group and Comparison Group 000
Table II
Multiple Compari sons of Groups' Means for Byn Word Reading Tm
Tune Grou p COmparison Significance
Fall 1998 Treatment Group and Reference Group 833
Treatment Group and Comparison Group 195
Reference Group and Comparison Group .106
Spring 1999 Treatment Group and Reference Group 962
Treattnent Grou p and Comparison Group .136
Reference Group and Comparison Group 080
Fall 1999 Treatment Group and Reference Group 800
Treannent Group and Comparison Grou p 041
Reference Group and Comparison Group 021
Spring 2000 Treatment Group and Reference Group 838
Treatment Group and Comparison Group 043
Reference Group and Comparison Group 0 13
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Table 12
Multiple Comparisons ofGrflUPS· Means for Diagnost ic &odiIJg/m¥!lJtory GrWqI
Readi ng Comprehension l&vels
Time Group Comparison Significance
Fall 1998 Treatment Group andReference Group .194
Treatment Group and Comparison Group 000
Reference Group and Comparison Group 047
Spring 1999 Treatment Group and Reference Group 0'6
Treatment Group and Comparison Group 000
Reference Group and Comparison Group 046
Fall 1999 Treatment Group and Reference Group 447
Treatment Group and Comparison Group 000
Reference Group and Comparison Group 002
Spring 2000 Tteatment Group and Reference Group 532
Treatment Group and Comparison Group 003
Reference Grou p and Comparison Group 043
Table 13
~ulripleCo mparisons ofGrJl ups' Means for the funuv Spelling A yes.ynenr
Time Group Comparison Sisnificance
Fall 1998 T reatmem: Group and Reference Group 735
Treatment Group and Compariso n Group 015
Reference Group and Comparison Group .082
Spring; 1999 Treaunem:Group and Refcnoce Group 567
Treatmen t Group and Comparison Group 013
Reference Group and Comparison Group .130
Fall 1999 Treatment Group and Reference Group 804
Treatment Group and Comparison Grou p 02'
Reference Group and Comparison Group 090
Spring 2000 Treatment Grou p and Reference Group SOl
Treatment Group and Comparison Group Oi l
Reference Group and Comparison Group 159
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Table 14
Multiple Comrarisons QfGroups' Means for Fluency Ratings
Time Gro up Comparison Significance
Fall 1998 Trca.tment Group and Reference:Group 194
Treatmen t Group and Co mparison Gro up 000
Reference:Group and Comparison Group 041
Spring:1999 Treatment Group and Reference Gro up 05\
Treatment Group and Comparison Group 000
Reference Group and Compariso n Grou p 042
Fall 1999 Treatment Grou p and Reference Group 447
Treatment Gro up and Comparison Group 000
Reference Group and Comparison Group 002
Spring 2000 Treatment Group and Reference Group 532
Treatment Group and Comparison Group 003
Reference Grou p and Compariso n Group 043
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Table IS
[)esqiption ofPrpmm Fag Of} md Supports During Readins R.ocpvm'N
Progrvn FlOors (0= 12)
~ean nwnber ofl essons to complete program
\1ean number ofl essons missed during the program
\1ean number of weeks of participanu
\1ean ReadingLevel.at theSlUt of progrvn
\1ean Reading Level at theend of program
Mean nwnber ofbooks usedper reading level during the program
!\-teanpercentage of consistent homework completion
Other Suppons During Reading RecoV ery N Intervention
Reading Buddy
Remedial Support
Speech language Pathol ogy Suppo n
Special Education Suppon
S o Support
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so
\4
13
3
21
3
94
Percentage
0 '
8%
lW.
83%
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Tab le 16
Mean Percentage of Improlo'emenJ: in Attendance and Attitude Before and After
Reading Recoveryn.l
Student Background Information
(0-=12) Very Poor Poor Moderate Good Excellent
Attendance at schoo l during R.R. 1M
." 17 83
Atti tude Before ReadingRecovery n.l
Toward reading 17 50 25
Taward writing 42 33 25
Attitude After Reading Recoveryn.t
Taward readin g 17 83
Taward writing 25 75
• no respo nse indicated
Tab le 17
Summary Oflntervem;jOD Required During the Twq..Year Study Period
Intervention
No Interventi on
Special Education
ESL
Privar:eTutor
Student Assistant
SpeechLanguage
Remedia1 Reoding
Trea tment Group Reference Group Comparison Grou p
(n- I ! ) (0=12) (0=12)
100% 1000/" 41"10
.4 17%
8%
58'%
• 00 response indicated
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Table 20
Mean Percenta ge ofFaaors Related to Qassrwm Teachers
Factors Related.to Classroom Teachers (n=22)
Classroom Teacher Characteristics
Percentage
O-S years experience 14%
~IO years experience 32"/"
11- 15 years experience 32%
16-20 years experience 14%
21-25 years experience 14%
26- 30+ years experience 23%
Mean comb ined experience oftea chers ( /6 years)
Partici pat ed in staff deve lopment in reading/writing 73%
Impacted reading/writing instruction 41%
m~eda R~~l~n 73%
Attended a R R.nI training sessio n 64%
Have you hadstudents in R R.Dol 10<)0/.
Tcacher Attitud es and perceptions of Reading Reco very Percent age
R R.nc had a positive effect on readin g pmgmn 91%.
R R.Thl had a negative effect on readin g program • •
R R."N had a positive effect on teaching and instructional style 91%.
R R.N had a negative effect on teachin g and instructional style
R R.T\oI has impacted your school environment 100"/0
• two surveys did not respond due to lack of experience with the program
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Table 21
Mean Percentage ofResJX)nses by C1awoom Teachrn RatingReading Recovery n.l
Reading Reco very N Rated By Classroom Teachers (0""22)
Very familiar with principl es R.R. 1M
Somew hat familiar with principles of R R. 'N
Uncertain with principl csofR.R. n.l
Not very familiar with principles of R.R. n.l
Not at all familiarwith principles or R.R. n.l
Invaluable as an early int ervention program
Somewhat invaluab le as an early interventi on program
Uncertain of valuabilty as an early intervention program
Of little value as an early intervention program
Of no value as an early intervention program
Very familiar with guid elines R.R. n.l
Somewhat familiar with guidelin es ofR.R. N
Uncert ain with guideli nes o f R.R. N
S ot very familiar with guid elines or R.R. n.l
Not at all familiar with guidelines of R.R. n l
• no responses by classroom teachers
Percentage
64%
32%
2%
.'
91%
9%
77'%
9%
14%
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Table 22
Description of!eJl.cbing Factors Related to Reading Recoyery TI( Teachers
Background lnfonnation (n=i l)
Number ofvears teaching at the primary level
How long introduced to R.R. 04
How long leaching R.R. 'DC
Other Teaching Responsibilities With R.R.
None
Kindergarten
Grade I
Grade 2
Grade J
Grade-s
Grade 5
Grade 6
Junior High
High Schoo l
Special Education
Principal
How R.R. nl Teachers Were lntroduced To R.R.
School Principal
R.R. f '\l Teac her
R.R. 04 Teac her Leader
Other coUeagues with the Labrador School Board
tn-service sessicn
Through personal research and study
Program was implement ed in the school
18
S
'S
Percentage
18"/0
27%
27%
9%
18%
9%
."
9%
27%
9%
Percentage
21"/0
36%
45%
64%
73%
9%
55%
Table 22 (contin ued)
Why R.R. Th( Teachers Became Invo lved With The Program Percent age
Opportunity to provide support to students I000/~
To enhance personal professionaldevelopment 91%
Seen and heard about the results within the Labrador School Board SS%
Heard about the results elsewhere 18%
Recommended by the schoo l principal or schoo l board member's 27'%
Impact orR.R.n.t On Teaching and InstnJctionai Practi ces Percent age
Yes 9 1%
No .-
~ ~
• no respo nse by the panicipants
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Table 23
Mean Pqc.enta.ge ofSchool AdminismuQrl Responses Descnbing Reading Recoyery
1'),( Implementation
Administration Factors (n= I I)
Administer Characteristics
Observed a Reading RecoverynI lesson
Attended a Reading Recovery D( training session
Reason for School Selection of Reading Reco very n.I
Percentage
73%
9%
Student need; opportunity to provide additional support 45%
Perceived need by staff 45%
Brought to my attention by teecbeeconeegue outside the school 27".1.
Suggested by the Director of Education 55%
Have read about the program/studied about program effectiveness ••
Reading Recovery was in me school when I arrived 21"/0
A Trained Reading Recovery Dol teacher 9%
Effects of Reading Recoverv n.l with Schoollmplementation Percentage
Decreasedretention rates 73%
Decreasedspecial education numbers in the primary 73%
Increased retention rates
Higher special education numbersin the primary
Increased referral rates
Lower referral rates 73%
No change in retention rates
So change in referral rates
So change in the number of children requiring specialeducation services
~o Response 27"4
• no response madeby scbool administrators
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Table 24
Mean Percentage ofR.esponss by School Administrators Raring Reading Reco very
rn
Reading Recovery N Rated By Administrators (0= II) Perpenta8e
Very familiar with principl es R.R. n.I 36%
Somewhat familiar with principles ofR.R. T\( 54%
Uncertain with principles orR.R. N • •
Not very familiar with principles of R.R. nc _
Sot at all familiar with principles ofR.R. N 9%
Invaluabl e as an early intervention program 64%
Somew hat invaluab le as an early intervention program 36%
Uneenain of valuabilty as an early intervention program
Of little value as an early intervention program
Of no value as an early intervention program
Very familiar wit h guidelines R.R. TM 270/0
Somew hat familiarwith guidelines oCR.R. N 55%
Uncertain with guidelines oCR.R. N
Not very familiar with guidelines of R.R. N 9'!1t
NOl at aUfamiliar with guidelines of R.R. N ()O/..
Invaluable: representin g staff attitudes towards R.R. N 55%
So mew hat invaluabl e: representing staff attitudes towards R.R. n t 27"/0
Uncertain: representing staffattitudes towards R.R. TIl 9'"/0
Oflittle value: representing staffattitudes towards R.R. N
Ofno value: Oflittle value:~ staffattitudes towards R.R. N
• no response by participants for this factor
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Table 26
Mean Percentage of Parental lnyol vement as Ratedby Cla.ssroom Tachm
231
Percep tion ofParentaI Involvemem(n=22)
No visible effects
Increased inter est
No chang e; always supportive
No chan ge; little suppon
Parents a strong advocate
Parent s strongly opposed
Table 27
Percentage
Connibuting Factors (n=12) Days
Mean number oflessons missedper child (one lesson per day) 13
Child absent 3
R.R- N teacher absent 8
School event J
Holiday 4
Weather II
APPENDIXE
Questionnaire Responses
2J2
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Questionnaire For Classroom Teachers
Responses
Comments on Question ##7
Based on your knowled ge of Reading Recovery'N . bow would you rate the Reading
Recovery program as an early intervention program?
~
We are very lucky [0 have this program. It should be available to every
school
t am totally amazed. at the level of reading and writing strategies thechildren
have when they come to grade fWO
[f it were nor for this program. and the effort put in to it by the Reading
Recoverynt teachers, primary students would have a great deal of diffia.alty
learning to read at an grad e appropriate reading level. This program has
increased the confidence level of students [ have taught.
A valuable program yes. but I do believe any program using appropriat e
learning materials, weU trained teachers, providing intensive one on one
intervention accompanied by home support would achieve similar rates of
For the successful ch.iJ.dn:n who complete Reading Reco veryOi . their
confidence level soars and their overall school performance improves .
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I was a Readin g Recov eryT'Mteacher for 5 years ad have had grad e one ir.
y multi age class for 5 years. Reading Reco very'N has given the gift of
reading to countless children who would have been illiterat e without it
I was a Reading Recovery'Nteacher for two years. Fantastic program!
Students are given a chance for one on one help with both reading and
writing skills. all studen ts need this chan ce at the primary level.
Students presentl y in grade three that were Reading Recov eryTMstud ents are
doing fine in language. Previously, students in grade three or four with no
Reading Recov eryTMintervention were slower 10 progress
Children with diffiwlty learn best with one on one intervention.
I'm always amazed bow the children learn their strategies and use them so
well . However, home suppo rt certainly plays an imponant pan here as well
There ' s nothing I' ve ever seen work as well.
I have children in my room who have gone through the program. They are
working wdl with the grad e 2 program.
Some students still have a bad attitude towards school even after they have
co mpleted this program . Their reading skills detenorerc sometim es as a
resuh .
• Children with reading difficulties need to have intervention early befo re
major problems occur (acad emicalJyJbehaviorally/emotio nally)
I have work ed with a number of children who have been in the Reading
Recovery program and they have developed many skillsthat the other
children do not have .
2JS
Reading Recovery ensures that at risk srudems wad to the bestoftheir
abilitiesand n gives lhcm a chance to learn the writing and readin g sk:iIls they
will needin school .
The Reading Recovery program allows cbiIdrm to become better
independent readersand writers . They learndiffemn learning strategies
resulting in a higher level of confidence and greater imerest in learnin g to
read and writ e
Many of my grade one students that have beenin Reading Recovery have
made great progr ess. while some have, in fact, exceed ed the ' averag e' afthe
class. The onl y unfortunate thing about me program is that the program is
not meant for every child and therefore. not everyone' s needs can bemet.
The Reading Recovery program focus OD many important strat egies that aU
teachers should be aware of and should beusing in theclassroom.
10 m Reading Recovery trained
C.crumb 0. Oagtioll ~
Based on your knowledge of Reading Rceovcrynl. bow would you rate the
underlying principles of Reading Recov eryN in tc:nns ofaxnparibility with the
reading and writing instruction provided in your classroom?
~
I find it can be as co mpatible as I want it to be.
I tty to inco rporate my classroom insuuction such that it parallels Reading
R.ecovCfyN to the extent ar my knowIcdgeoftbeprogwn (i.e. Tbenew
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languag e program Nelson Language arts Grade two, parallels Reading
RecoveryT'.I in many ways This reinforces Reading Recovery T'.l methods
and practices.
I try 10 use similar techniqu es/those appropriate: for my student ' s ability level
as far as teaching a room full of students will allow .
Each child doesn't get one on one daily but during the week each child does .
We read and write daily. I introduce a variety o f literary sources such as
poetry reading cham etc .
I try to give all of the children in my class the skills, which Reading
Reco very N has shown me that they need to be good readers.
My classroom teac hing changed because of my involvement with Reading
RecoveryTM
I am using the strategies I have learned through Reading; Recoveryn.t.
however. I canno t give the one on one to each student
I use Reading Reco very No principles in my teaching on a daily basis
Thestrategies used in Reading Reco very are the ones I use to leach reading
and writing . However. time restraints and classsize doesn't allow to do
much one on one leaching .
Strategies and techniq ues transferable
1 have tried to utilize many of'the principles ofRcading Recovery in my
classroom and find that they work very well with aDchildren
Since I have become a Reading Recovery teacher I use the principles of
Reading Recov ery in my regular classroom.
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The Reading Recovery princip les are consistent with my teaching
instructions. Reading Recovery students build upo n their kno wledge of
reading and writing.
Although Reading Reco very boastsa more rigid pro gram, some of me
strategies, tec hniqu es and ideas used in my class are co nsistent with those of
Reading Reco very
I try to use what I am awar e of
I say very compatible, but I think some things need to be diffcrem: in a grad e
3 classroom. The underlying principles are compacble
C ommeng on Q uest ion #1 1
Has Readin g Reco very N had any positive effect on yo ur readin g program?
.!!mlo!!m
It has helped children increase their reading ab ility greatly
Children who complete the program are more interested in literature and are
very eager to participate in all reading activities (i.e. homeroom; oral reading;
buddy reading; independent readin g)
It hashelped me to incorporated many of its princip les into my teaching, as
well as using running reco rds etc
• More children can h.andle the program,
• We are trying to raise a generation ofreade:rs in our school
• It imroduced me to all thegreat series ofbooks. which [DOW use in my room
• Students progress well in the reguIar-1anguage arts program.
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I've learned from my colleagues how to do running reco rds and what
strategies to teach.
I'm better at individualized instruction and in guided reading instruction as
well as modeling writing and leaching CAP
It has given me insight on how to improve my reaching ofreading
Some stu dents have kept up their reading levels and even improved
I fed that I have become a better observer and have made better use of
Reading Reco very principles
Students learn to focus more on reading and writing by using the principles of
Reading Recovery
Reading Recovery studen ts are better ab le to cope with the regular program.
They are less stressed and share an overall positive outlook on learning . The
classroom teacher receives stu dents who are better able to function on a grade
I level.
Some of me children that have been discontinued from Readin g Recovery
have a very strong ' voice' and will often lead thegroup in a reading session .
I will often look to them to maintainand keep the grou p moving.
I have learned a lot ofgood teaching strategies from Reading Recovery
I stress meaning,fluencyand phrasing much more
Co mmeDt! 00 Ouption in 2
Has Reading: RecoveryThI had any negative effect 00 your reading program?
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Although Reading Recovery Thihasinfluenced parents positively, a number of
children who are weak have siblings who have gone through the program.
Parents seem to expect later children to follow the same path .
Comm~lS on Qu estion #13
Has Readin g Recovery N had any positiv e effect on your own teac hing; and
instructional style?
.!!l:!I!!u!m
Yes. I am aware of the readi ng level s and use some of their techniques in my
teaching
Children are more enth usiastic abo ut learni ng and this makes inst ructi on to
children eas ier because they have bett er comp rehension of co nce pts taught
and are more willing to participate in reading and writing becau se they fed
more co nfident and capable. Also. childrenshare more in activities
especiaUy if it involves reading . Furth ermo re, I permit them to share in any
writing that we may have to do in a group.
I use whatever strategies [ can to enhance my students learning and Reading
Reco very n.l strategies are incorporated into my teaching methods.
I can modify some ofthe ideas to use in my classroom or with individual
students.
I have been taught how to help children be successful readers .
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• I have a better und erstanding ofbow children learn to read and write . My
whole way of teaching has changed.
I feel I've become a more competent teacher.
Bener at use ofBig Books to teach CAP _Better at HRSIW instruction.
It has given me insight on how to improve my teaching of reading .
I feel that it has heJped me become a better Reading teacher
It has taught me how young children learn 10 read and write and ways to
ensure that students have success learning,
Reading Recovery provid es one-on-one experience with the student
Classroom teachers would love to experience such opportunities but it isn't
possible , Because of the success that Reading Reco very provides, I have
approached my teaching usinga guided reading approach- This approach
allows a teac her to work with 4 or S students working at the same levei. I
have used some af the Reading Recovery stra tegies and students an: gaining
Reading Recovery has made me more aware of the reading and writing
process and the different strategies children can use \\tiWe reading and
writing
I have learned a lot ofgood teaching strategies from Reading Recovery.
• t try [0 devise reading and writing activities that are more iIIterrclated with
emphasis on IIJeaIIins-
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Com mept! on Duwo" #15
HasReading Recoveryn.l impacted your schoo l environment ?
~
Yes, at schoo l and as w ell at home It has certainly made the transition from
grad e one to another much more comfortabl e because all teachers in primary
are basically following the same princip les, etc
Children who learn to read through Reading Recoverynd are caught at a
young age. This restores their interest in school thus enjoying it mote
Morale is higher for these kids, thus. makingteaching them more interesting
and fun. Student 's confidence level is visibly higher. They express an
interest in literature. which otherwise they might not .
More children are receiving intensive programming at age 6
It' s had a relatively positive impact although there have been some concerns
about the way it has been implemented.
Weare making a big difference in children's academic success by using early
intervention.
The whole school has become immersed in reading and good books
More children arc successful with both reading and writing
It has helped a lot of children in our school but a lot of needs are still not met
(sad) in our school.
Students as a whole are going farther in reading and writing - monitoring is
supportive - more staff aware of strategies
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Every struggling reader has parents who want them to participate. The
program can only help so many
Mo re positive towards learning to read .
Has made most Primary teachers become more focused on reading
instruction in their classrooms
A lot mor e students are experi encing success at school.
When students are learning to become better independent read ers andwrit ers.
everyo ne is affected. Teachers can teach for the average student {little
remedial is needed). Positive attitudes to wards learnin g will be felt
througho ut the school
W e have had 30 children graduate fro m the program to dale There is an
increased awareness of Reading Recovery in our school. The discontinued
children are very proud that they have finished the program andthat they are
now ' readers"
~ost tea chers have become aware of the effectiv eness of the program and at
younger grades are effecti vely working with items such as tho se ofCAF
Co mments on Q uestion #16
WbaJ.effects has Reading Reco verynl had on parental involvement overall?
~
Parents are more aware ofthe importance ofcartyreading and taking a mor e
active role in helping their childbegin reading
l don 't think parents overall brag enough about it.
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Different patents react differently .
Parents of students involved are 99"/0 supportive.
Depending on the Parent/student that is involved. we will notice an increase
in support. Parents are aware of the benefits the Reading Recovery program
gives a child. Some parents still need encouragement when it comes to
guiding their children' s learning.
Co mmeOlJ on Qu estion tn7
Please identitY any challenges you have experienced while teaching children of
multi-eultural backgrounds how to read and write. Please explain.
-Difficult for children at first The few childr en I have had over the years
have do ne well. They seemto pick up languag e and customs very well in
Kindergarten and grade one level.
Lack of parental support at home for reaso ns such as little education
themselv es: numerous children in the family to help do homework; language
barri ers such as lnuktitut and Innu languages spoken at home.
Studen ts can be migrational tending to move around the coast of Labrador
and tend to expend traditions such as going up the bay until freez e up or
break up. They can be away on time for weeks
Parent s not purchasing necessary school text books in a reasonab le time
frame in the school year . (i.e . 2-3 months have passed and the child's
textbooks bought .
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Language and communications barriers add to the challenges.
Home environment plays a key role in determining a child's success rate- this
includes cultural values specifically towards education.
It is difficult to assess a child 's ability when the child 's first language is not
the lim language of the school.
Language barriers ids the greatest challenge especiaUyif the child's parents
do not speakEnglish
Attitudes towards literacy in general may not be positive or imponant.
The biggest challenge is their inexperience with book language and the low
level of their own vocabulary. In the early stages you need to make a lot of
books available using familiar pictures and photos so that they can experience
One of my main challenges is often not having cooperation from the home
One year I had to findseveral of my students older reading buddies after
school to practice reading .
Some students do not have a background of reading: being read to. reading
books. These students find it challenging in language areas and it hadbeen
challenging to find ways to get these students involved and progressing to
their full potential
Lack ofbackground information and language skills
One of the biggest challenges in teaching a child to read and write is when
they come from a background ofDOt being read to as a child and they get
none or very little support with the books which the children take borne each
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night . Also. when the home has no routines established, egoBedtim e.
homewo rk. time.bedtime stories. This makes the rate ofleaming a slow
process
Lack of similarity in grammatical structures - concepts for lnnu children.
Learning problems as a resul t of home or cuvironmern or culture.
Some studen ts are E.I .S.L. and this is quite a challenge.
• Finding material that they can relate to [i.e. pictures o f people that they
resemble) , Finding age appropriat e reading material .
Ta ching children of multicuhural background s has been quite a challenge
Some students lack confidences in their verba.Iexpressions. They talk in
sha n sentences. Their written grammar Deedsco nstant editing. These
children are often very shy and need enco uragement to express their
opinions.
I find that with every passing year, the children that enter grad e ODearc more
and more "imma ture' . They seem to have less focus. a shan anention span.
and bring less basic concept knowledge to the classroom This obviously
makes them harder to -reecb ' in the classroom.
Although many of the parents of the Reading Recovery children in myclass
have been mostly suppo rtive.. there still remains some limited parental
support ODthe pan of some parent s in my classroom This, therefore.makes
it difficuh: for reading and writing practices taught at schoolto besupponed
at home. Inevitably, this affects the ecucecon of the child!!
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Add-tio na l C ommcats
I wish that all student s were exposed to this one-on one program.
The only problem with Reading Recoveryn.t in our school is the high
percentage of children who need it . We draw from a population that is high
in parental illiteracy and low income . We do no have the enough teaching
units to meet the need and in trying to freeup peop le for Reading
RecoveryT'dwe have to overload others . Although I am not actively teaching
Reading Recovery N . I am so grateful for the skills it has given me in my
teachi ng of young children to read and writ e. All primary teachers shouJd be
Reading Recoveryn.t trained. This province needs to embrace Reading
Recoveryn.t.put the resources in place and thus..make our province a leader
in literacy
The New language Arts program brought in by me Department in September
of "99~ for Grades 'h has many afthe principles afthe Reading Recovery
program. I feel thi s will be a valuab le asset to the leaching of reading and
writing in the primary classroom
The Reading Recovery program is one ofthe best programs I have
encountered . I see positive results ; independent readersand writ ers, suonger
confidences. and less stress. Way to go. Bravo!
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Questionnaire For Scbool Ad ministrators
Comments on Q uestion # 1
Why did you select Reading Recoverynt for your school?
~
Labrad or School Board funded project to improve readi ng literacy
I am Reading Recoverl~l trained and see the benefitsevery day.
Co mments on Q uestion 11I3
What views have parent s expressed about Reading Recovery~
Responses
Parents of children in the program have seen a significan t improvement in
their child ' s reading
Seem to Likethe idea that it may help their children read bett er . especially if
they appeared to be in trouble with readin g
A number of parents have expressed the fact that their child is now reading as
a result ofthis program.
Very pleased their child bas not fallen through the crac ks in the school
system.
The comment a parent had made is. MI didn 't even know my child was a pan
of the program" .
Most very supportive: Some don ' t seem to care abo ut education in general so
attitude to Reading Reco very'fY is the same
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Parents feel it's a wo nhwhile projec t.
Impressed by the degree ofimprovement in their child 's reading ability.
Most very positive and supportive. Some positive but not supportive.
Co mments on Ovgtion #10
Wha t effects has Reading Reco very n.t had on your schoo l since its implementation.
~
General improvement in earl y literacy less remedial required . Reading
problems more clearl y defined .
A good screening for determini ng students who absol utely require special
educa tion services.
As an administrator it is difficult [0 check the decrease and the increase in
reten tion rates
It has provided us with a means ofidentifying those children who we would
wonder whether they were Special Ed . or not.
Co mment! on Ouestion #11
If there were no changes in the number of children requiring special services in your
primary area, please exp lain
~
• No information was given to me .
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Com.rots on Quprion 1'12
Ifyou have any reservations or concerns about the implementation of Readin g
Reco very N in your school. please expIai.n.
.I!nI!!!sm
Increased wo tkload for Reading Recoverynl teachers can tend to bum them
out since they shared duties
Havin g adequate staff trained 10 cover the numbers without taxing the
leaching resources tha t have 10 be utilized to su ppon Reading Reco very n.l
Expensive program to opera te .
When implem ent ing this program all staff mem bers must be made aware of
what is involved in the program and what is expect ed ofthe staff tha t are not
directly involved in the implementation- Co mmunication within the school
of what is happening in the program and to be most effective everyone needs
to bean sKle .
My only concern is hopefullyit will always continue
I like to see the parmts more info rmed and involv ed about the prognm..
Also . adverti se about the student through the community when compIeled the
program,
In the past we hav e not provided enough co verage for the number ofstudents
that we have in grad e 1.
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Additional Com 9' fft [J
E.''l:cd.lemprogram.
Rea.ding Reco vefl~ is • very positive step in the processo f making a child a
more fluent reader . A positive etperience for both student and teacher .
Anolhc:r effon to address reading prob lem.s at the school Early iDtervcnrion
is very impoctant .
I'm pleased with the program. I do feel the province should be placing
Reading Recovcry 'N teacher"in each school. All primary teachers should be
given an in-service on the skills in Readin g Recovery1'1,
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Questioonaire tor Reading RecoveryTM Teachers
Com men" on QU estiOD N3
Why did you get involved in Reading RecoveryThl ?
!!.nIlo!!m
Teacher Lead er approac hed me - she thought I'd be an asset - appealed to
my sense of duty
Saw a way to help children that over the past years I was not able to help .
These children who had left my classroom as non-readers coul d be helped by
this program and I want ed to try
I fe lt Reading RecoveryN could help some of our students that resource was
not for. 1am a firm believerin early intervention.
CommentS on Question #9
Has Reading Reco very ThIimpact ed your instructional practices in other areas?
It has taught me exactly how young children learn to read and [ have used the
techni qu es and strat egies ofReading Reco verynt in my classroom to help
those stu dents who need the extra help
My who le approach to Languag e has increased my expc:ctarions for
Kind ergarten and Grade 1 students
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Classroo m - do Reading RecoveryTM on students regularly. use guided
reading teaching Reading RecoveryN strategies; concen trate on CAP during
Big Book shared read; use HRStw technique in all writing expectations
I have used various Reading Recoveryn.! strategies and practices with my
primary resource children (special needs ). These children are usually weak:
in the languag e arts areas . I also use the observation survey with these
studen ts
I do a much bener job teaching reading in my regular IGnderganen and grade
I class. The children in my regular classes are reading better than they did
before I received Reading Recoveryn.! training.
I see new ways to present the lcinderganen progress
I use what I have learned in all my teaching . Reading RecoveryTM
instructional sentences are good teaching sentences that are applicable at all
levels in Special Ed
Some of the Reading RecoveryI'd strategies are used in the classroom ,
It has made me more aware of how children look at printan d the language of
books. It has shown me more effective ways of hd ping children to draw on
their own knowledge and experiences to bdp them in their reading.
I now undemand that. reading and writing must go together. Reading and
writing is not a sequence of prearranged steps. but a process which
simultaneously loo ks at meaning,structure. and visual informatio n.
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Co mmenu on gam oD 1#-10
Please identify any challenges you have experienced while teaching children of
multi-cultural backgrounds how to readand write
~
lnnu children (ESL) - interesting grammatical structure differences; lack of
basic English vocabulary; different language structures
The structure of their language is quite different. They tend to write as they
speak. leaving out "joiner" words (to, and, the. ClC.). These children are
usually quieter in the classroom, not parti cipatin g in discussions very often .
Their concept development is weak - i.e.. They confuse truck and car
because we assume they know are not know (tractor. cherry . giraffe.
supcnnark.et., etc .]. A lot ofthcsc children are not exposed to print before
entering school. They are not read to. not stimulated and not talked to in a
conversation type way
I sometimes have to teach such children and I find they do not have the
concepts that would help them to search out a correct response. They also
have problems constructing a grammatically correct English sentence. A lot
of pronouns and endingsarc not present in their languagc and cause them
difficulty when trying to read English-
I have found that the children I work with often do not bring wortd and
concept knowledge to reading and an immatureoral language interferes with
writing structures Also, lack.of home suppon impedes acceleration of
stu dent growth.
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At our school we have a very varied clientele, foreign military
descendants. lnnu and Inuit descent children. and Canadian military
personnel from all over Canada We have hadall these children in the
program and they have aUdone well . Some of these children {Innu and Inuit)
lacked background experience but once supplied, they did very well , Foreign
children had problems with sound/symbols but this was overcome also . We
also had children with speech problems and it worked OUt
Of course. sometimes the big challenge is often the language barrier and
helping them make the connection between wha t they read and their own life
experiences and backgrounds
Students with limited personalexperiences. knowledge afthe world. and use
oflanguage often find learnin g to read and write more difficult . The borne
has not always beensupportive consistently of reading and 'Writing efforts .
APPENDIXF
Report by Director of Education : Mr. Cal Patey
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2'6
Reading Rec::overyin Labrador
Thesis Project
Report Questions and Responses
To be used willi the Dut!CtJJrofEducation
The Labrador School Board
How did you first learn about Readin g Recovery~
Articles in a Journal - " The Reading Teacher' I believe .
What factcrs initiated you to seek more information about implementing this
particular reading program in your school district ?
l was working as the program coordinator for languag e arts and wasaware of
students with reading difficulties and the need to interven e on their behalf.
How was the decisi on made to try Reading Rc<:overyTM in Labrador?
1. Hughes. retired teacher. expressed an interest to train . Greg Storey had
bro ught Kay Rog ers to the distri ct to do an information sess ion. I did
appro ve Joan ' s tuition in advance of board appr oval .
The program is costly in the beginning stages ofimplernentati on with training
a teacher leader and freeing up time for staff to train. material s. What was
the response from other board members co ncernin g the implementation of the
program ?
The labrador Schoo l Board has been consistently supportive throughout the
implementatio n period.
How supportive has the Department ofEducati on been in the implementati on
of the Reading Recoveryl'M. program in your district.
Department ofEdueation is supportive of literacy initiatives generally .
Reading Recoveryn.t is not fundedby the province. It is an individual board
initi ative
How successful do you fed this program has been first ofall for the students,
teachers, and the schools in general?
Overall, a very successful program.. We are nqridly reachinga poim in time
when all studentsrequiring the program will haveaccess . As a professional
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developmem program for teachers it is an excdlent tnlining model . For
schoo ls, it enab les class teachers to deliv er grade applicarion programs more
effectively to me re studems .
What factors do you annbute to the success of tbe program?
• Supportive School Board on alllevels of administration.
• Adequate funding provided by the Labrador Schoo l Board .
• Willingness of teachers and administrators to mak e chang es in attitudes and
organization of schoo ls
Effectiv e training model and professional development provided by Teacher
l eaders
How do you feel the governm ent of Newfoundl and and Labrador can help in
the implementation of Reading Reco veryi'M DOtjust in Labrador, but also
within our province as a whole
Government can fund a number of literacy initiatives directly, of which of
Reading Reco very T\I can be one .
What was your goal initially in implementing of Reading Reco very N in
Labrador'?
To provide this intervention to aU6 yearolds who needed it, to address their
language devel opment difficulties and enab le them to achieve to the best of
their abilities with identifi ed prob lems corrected where possible
10 Do you fed you have reached the outcome desired as of yet?
No . Not aUstudc:ms have been reached. We are hopeful that during the
2000-2001 school year we will be closer to achieving that goal .
II . A 101 of changes have taken place in five yean since'"the baDstarted rolling"
so to speak.what are your goals [or of ReadingRecovery-TN in your school
distri ct DOW compared to then ?
The program is moving from an implementati on to a maintenance stage .
Goals will be to continue with teacher training and financing the program.
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12 What challenges are you faced with as the program progresses into the 6fb.
year of implementation?
Funding is always a challenge, however. there are no factors that place this
program at risk in our school district
13 Wah c:um:m: changes in reassignment ofboards in Labrador, do you see this
affecting the continued implementation of Reading Recovery'N in your
district ?
The transition has been smooth. New schools.,have now been integrated into
the program and teachers have been trained
14 The long term effects of any program takes a while to surface, therefore what
long term effects have you seen since the initial implementation?
Students who have had ofR.eadi.ng RceoveryThl are monitored and they arc
generally doing well . The long-term goal is to see these students in an
overall improved picture of student achievement throughout our district.
15 What changes do you expect to see in the future not just in your board. but
also in NewfoundJand regarding literacy?
Literacy initiatives arc gaining prominence on the province agenda and that is
good as funding will be mor e readily available and a climate will develop
whereby all literacy initiatives will besupponcd.
16 How supportive have school administrators been in the implementation of
ReadingRecoveryn.t at the school level?
Very sup~rtive_ Initially ev~ne. bad to be.~e. aware~ ofR.eadi.ng
Recovery': was a long-term mmanve. New uunatrves need orne to develop
and flourish
t 7 How successful will of Reading Recoverynt be ifthere is DOsupport from
admiaistrarors aod staff?
Lmle survives without support. and of Reading Recovery-TMis 00 exception,
A program initiative such as this one needs to reacha critical mass in an
organization such that there will be enoughadvocates to ensure its
"'nrinuance
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18 Have you attended any of Reading RecoveryTlo( tnining sessions sinceits
implementation?
No. I have registered three timesfor the conference in Toro nto but work
commitment s have forced me to cancel. Maybe next year . Having not
attended a training session, but talk:with ofR.eading R.ecoveryTlo( perso nnel
on a frequent basis
APPENDIXG
Glossary of Terms
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GLOSSARY
The following: glossary lists terms and abbreviations that occur in the Chapters.
References and Appendix of this thesis . Many of the terms are unique to the
Reading Recoverl~1 program and to the conditions employed in this thesis
Carry-over Students
Comparison Group
Continuing Contact
Discontinued
Easy Level
Frust:nlIion Level
Graded Reading Level
lnstructional Reading Level
Students wbo are progressing in their program
but did not meet discontinuing criteria in grade
one and have not exceeded the 12·20 week
criteria. Their program will be continued in
grade two .
Participanu who needed Reading Recoverynt
as an early intervention and were unable to
access the program in their schools due to lack.
of trainedteachers to meet the needs ofall
studems
In-service training provided after the initial
training year
The decision made by teachers to exit a student
from the program and is considered to have
reached average levels thus, has successfully
completed the program.
The reading level determined to be independent
for participants in their instruction and learning .
The reading:level determined to be difficuh for
instruction and learning to take place.
Text reading idemified by grade determined by
the gradient ofdiffiallty.
The reading level determined to be the
appropriate level that instruction and IeartriDg
can be best achieved.
Meaningful Information
Observ ation Surv ey
Program Children
Reference Group
Roaming Around the Known
Running Records
Se1fExtending System
Sources of Information
Stru etural lnfo rmation
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The use of meaning in a story in errors and
self-correction [i e bouseIbome).
The initialand final testing procedure to aid in
the selection and discontirwation ofstudents. It
contains six measures: Letter Identificati on.
Word Test, Dictation Test. Concepts About
Print..Writin g Vocabulary Test. Reading Level
Students who have received sixty or more
lessons OT who have been successfulJy
discontinued from the program prior to having
received sixty lessons
Reading RecoveryTM
Participants who were achievingat "averag e"
rases and did not require Reading RecoveryTM
intervention.
The tim: two weeks or 20 lessons in the child' s
program in which the teacher explores the
child 's known set of information and helps
establish a working rdarionship. and boosts
co nfidence .
A systemati c notati on system of the teacher ' s
observations oftbe child' s processing c r eew
text . Examination of reading strategies and
sources of information are analyzedhere .
Thedevel opment and building ofstrategies that
enables students to become independent
learners.
The use of meaning. struetunl1 and visual.
information in reading that bdps studcutcross
check the three sources of information in errors
to aid in self-co rrection
The use of structural language in errors making
and in sdf-cot'm::tiODS CLeoaItbe) .
Treannem Group
Visual lnfonnation
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Partici~ who received Reading
RecoveryTM as an early intervention in grade
one and were successfuUydisconrimJc:d from
the program.
The use of common visual patterns to other
words, or words look similar to known words
(rightllight) in errors or in self-corrections




